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ABSTRACT 
 
 

 Flush with the victory of World War II, America faced an expansive 
industrial and agricultural landscape that had been focused on war. As factories 
re-tooled themselves from military production to a domestic market, kitchen 
appliances, metal cabinets, plastics, and synthetic fabrics appeared at the same 
time that processed and packaged foods inspired by the efficiency and 
development of MREs became available for public consumption. Simultaneously, 
a pent-up need for housing and an end to the deprivation of the Great 
Depression and war led Americans to embrace new approaches to design and 
construction. The development of suburbs with affordable single-family houses, 
standardized kitchen furnishings, and the open plan reflected new attitudes 
towards living. The accessibility of a variety of foods and time-saving 
preparations such as cake mixes and canned fruits complemented those 
attitudes. In this study of mid-century Memphis, the synchronous qualities of 
cultivation, production, presentation, and consumption in kitchen design and 
foodways are analyzed to demonstrate an inextricable relationship between the 
design of place and the culture of food. Memphis was a Southern city steeped in 
regional tradition but modernizing rapidly while absorbing the national and 
international dynamics of social and economic changes during the Cold War. 
Local factors of race, gender, and class on this growth affected the convergence 
of new ideas in kitchen design and foodways. Regional and national media such 
as newspapers, magazines, and the rise of television saturated the public with 
images of idyllic suburban life, particularly available to middle-class whites 
despite the increased appearance of a black middle-class culture flourishing in 
the same modern environment. Whether spotlighting the femininity of Betty 
Crocker or the favorite appetizer of a local socialite, the growing publication of 
cookbooks fueled a desire for new kitchens and the presentation of new foods. 
The convergence of kitchen design and foodways illustrated the influence of 
material culture and regionalism on the experience of place. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 

 Imagine the revved-up, Cold War suburban landscape of a 135-year-old 

Southern river port, speeding headstrong into the post-war world yet planted 

deeply in the history of the rich Mississippi Delta. This was Memphis, Tennessee, 

1954-1964. This Memphis, straddling modern and traditional, black and white, 

urban and rural, presented a complex and challenging landscape in which to 

explore my topic: a study of the relationship between the design of place and the 

performance of culture through an examination of the modern kitchen and mid-

century foodways. The kitchen that evolved from the phenomenon of the suburb 

created a place for more than cooking. The mid-century Memphis modern 

kitchen embraced new appliances and passed-down recipes, reshaping a nexus 

of the co-dependent cultures of black domestics and white employers.  

Supermarket specials and home-grown tomatoes combined in new foodways as 

well.  The design of suburban kitchens and the effect of regional foodways 

characterized an identity of place rooted in postwar consumerism and display.  

 The major issues presented in the study of this relationship between 

kitchen design and foodways include the ways that place is experienced through 

material culture and food. Most writings about the culture of food tend to discuss 

the history of cookery as the evolution from human height pit fires to human scale 

barbecue grills, from hunter gatherers to grocery store shoppers, from animal 

mythology to advertising. Some take a more anthropological approach following 



 

 

2 
Claude Levi-Strauss in The Origin of Table Manners, to discuss social structure, 

gender, and mythology. Levi-Strauss saw food as a common form of human 

activity and studied foodways to explore the same values and beliefs studied in 

folkways.1 Historian Elizabeth Englehardt defined foodways as the “cultural 

processes” affecting “why we eat, what we eat, and what it means.”2 Foodways 

embraced the experience of food through the acts of cooking, serving, eating, 

and sharing memories. For food studies scholar, Dr. Psyche A. Williams-Forson, 

the processes of foodways or the steps to procure, prepare, present, and 

consume food, have meaning for cultural identity particularly as they contain 

encoded symbolism entrusted to women to interpret.3   

When architectural historians Jaimie Horwitz and Paulette Singley asked 

in Eating Architecture, “What can be learned by examining the intersections of 

the preparation of meals and the production of space?” they referred to the 

inextricable relationship of design and foodways found in the spatial experience 

of the residential kitchen.4 They described the four points in a spatial perspective 

as the site of production to the space of consumption or as the “landscape to 

kitchen to table to mouth.”5 Cultural rituals, as anthropologist Mary Douglas calls 

them, are enacted in foodways through the processes of cultivation, production, 

presentation, and consumption.6 Englehardt noted there are nuances in these 

processes that layer the experience of eating with meaning. These elements 

outlined ways that designing a sense of place in a mid-century Memphis kitchen 

considered experiences as well as function.  
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 The concept of foodways is key in understanding the experience of place 

in the South, a region with a strong sense of character and culture. As one 

contributor to Eating Architecture noted, “Like dialect and architecture, food 

traditions are a main component in the intricate and impulsive system that joins 

culture and geography into regional character.”7 The extensive literature on 

southern food is testimony to its prominence in defining the region’s character. 

Southern studies scholar Marcie Cohen Ferris stated in The Edible South food 

was “everywhere” in society. For her, the role of food is so pervasive that 

“[c]ultural negotiation and exchange, both peaceful and embattled, created the 

South’s core cuisine.”8 Architects have contended that design was also 

everywhere. The question of how one experiences, understands, and remembers 

the simultaneous roles of food and design resulted in the study of kitchen design 

and foodways. 

 In The Poetics of Space, French philosopher Gaston Bachelard described 

a series of experiences that arose while he walked through the rooms of a house.  

The physical spaces affected the experience of the room while the experience in 

turn affected the perception of the physical space. This is what is known as a 

phenomenology of place. The room and the experience converge to define place.  

In his 1998 book Thinking Architecture, Swiss architect Peter Zumthor used the 

description of a traditional kitchen to state the importance of memories; he stated 

that memories contained “the deepest architectural experience that I know. They 

are the reservoirs of the architectural atmospheres and images that I explore in 

my work as an architect.”9 Domestic architecture is a laboratory to study a 
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particular kind of sense of place. Horwitz and Singley described an approach that 

applied architectural theory to analyze “generative practices in food providing 

insight into domestic space.”10 Architectural historians such as Mabel Wilson, 

Dianne Harris, and Dolores Hayden have discussed the social and racial 

implications of mid-century domestic architecture. Food writers such as Laura 

Shapiro, Sherrie Innes, Harvey Levenstein, and Joanne Meyerwitz focused their 

works on the racial, gendered, and political influences affecting foodways. None 

of these approaches included the possibilities of an interdisciplinary study to 

define a sense of place.  

 Everyday practices, including foodways, reveal a phenomenological 

experience of place. Architects and theoreticians such as Georges Teyssot, 

Steven Harris, and Deborah Berke have recognized the possibilities of rethinking 

design in terms of everyday practices. Working with scale, proportion, light, 

shadow, material, and color, designers created an experience that also 

associated daily habits with rituals and memories. The program for mid-century 

kitchen design that included these elements was developed with a 

phenomenological approach. Architect David Sutton expressed the 

phenomenological experience in design when he described it against 

"background of everyday practices, we...understand the role of sensory 

experiences and sensory images."11 Similarly, women’s studies scholars Arlene 

Voski Avakian and Barbara Haber noted that “food practices and 

representations, interwoven … into the dailiness of life, can reveal the 
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particularities of time, place, and culture,” factors elemental to a 

phenomenological experience.12 

 Ethnologists such as Keith Basso insightfully use the image of 

Heidegger’s bridge to describe the phenomenology of place.  Visually, it appears 

as a path between two banks on a river.  But as one crosses over it, it becomes 

the experience of bridging, an action full of memory and imagination.  In 

Heidegger’s definition of dwelling, the bridge is both dwelling as object, or noun, 

and dwelling as action, or verb. As the material place of the everyday and the 

experiential place of cooking, the kitchen acts as a bridge between the culture 

and experience of food. The dynamics of foodways in terms of race, gender, and 

class occurred within spaces that became part of the experience. The kitchens 

and foods of mid-century Memphis called attention to those spaces and the 

experiences within. In Memphis, that kitchen served as the bridge between 

national symbols of consumerism and local traditions of a regional foodway. 

The bridging or convergence of structure and concept is a simultaneous 

experience.  

 I argue that kitchen design and foodways are connected by the 

relationship of cultivation, production, presentation, and consumption to create a 

phenomenological experience or sense of place. Geographer Yi-Fu Tuan called 

phenomenology of place, “topophilia,” that is “the affective bond between people 

and place or setting.” It is, as he said, “Diffuse as concept, vivid and concrete as 

personal experience.”13 Three factors affected that relationship in mid-century 

Memphis. First, an unprecedented selection of material goods, second, modern 
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food accessibility, and third, suburban living redefined the roles of gender and 

race.  Changes in design that balanced tradition with modernity altered the ways 

that families moved in space in addition to the ways they ate. The thriving 

economy and technological advances that created this situation coincided with 

the development of the multi-disciplinary field of American Studies that sought 

the meaning of “American.”  It is in this context I place my study. 

 Understanding the meaning of cultivation, production, presentation, and 

consumption of Southern food depends on a common language or sensibility. 

Writers about Southern culture sometimes fall into a shorthand of “product 

placement” that assumes the reader understands the significance of particular 

foods in terms of class, gender, race, or history. Saying that a hostess failed to 

use a certain brand of mayonnaise or used Cool Whip instead of real whipped 

cream quickly paints a judgmental picture for a reader attuned to Southern ways.  

This may seem like a generalization, but it is a regional truth. “Matters that are 

important in southern culture are passed on in subtle ways” “caught more than 

taught,”  “Everybody knows,” said English professor Patricia M. Gantt in her 

essay, “Taking the Cake: Power Politics in Southern Life and Fiction.”14 Susan 

Tucker, retired archivist for the Newcomb College Center for Research on 

Women, found these unstated conversations to be especially true in her 

collection of oral histories from domestic workers and their white employers. She 

described her analysis of the effect of foodways on kitchen design as an attempt 

to decipher those “subtle” messages in regional and national terms. 
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 The relevancy of Gantt’s observations affected much of the interpretation 

in this dissertation. As a native Memphian growing up during the decade under 

review, I had a personal understanding of subtleties in primary sources such as 

oral histories, high school annuals, cookbooks, the subjects of newspaper 

stories, the editorial leanings of the newspapers with white editors, and the 

vendors in newspaper advertisements. Newspapers reviewed over the decade 

included the two dailies, The Commercial Appeal and the Memphis Press-

Scimitar, and the weeklies owned by blacks, the Memphis World and the Tri-

State Defender. Coverage by The Commercial Appeal of the annual Memphis 

Home Builders Association Home Show and the organization’s monthly 

publication provided substantial content, photographs, and advertisements. 

Primary sources were reviewed at the University of Memphis Library Mississippi 

Valley Collection and the Memphis and Shelby County Room at the Memphis 

Public Library. The Newcomb Archives and Vorhoff Collection at the Newcomb 

Institute and the Southern Food and Beverage Museum held extensive cookbook 

collections with local, regional, and national material. Social media crowd-

sourcing with the Sea Isle Park Neighborhood Association and the Memphis 

chapter of the American Institute of Architects led to oral histories and site visits 

of existing mid-century kitchens. Working with a twentieth century time period 

gave me access to personal photographs and cookbooks, floor plans, and oral 

histories. The comprehensive survey of podcasts and publications from the 

Southern Foodways Alliance contributed to insights and analyses of cultural and 

historic geography. Secondary sources focused on pertinent historical food 



 

 

8 
writing concerned with architectural history and theory, gender, race, regional 

foodways, and American Studies.  

Two points should be clarified regarding the correspondence between 

kitchen design and foodways. The words “house” and “barbecue” have specific 

definitions in respect to content and regional preferences. Most architects and 

scholars have maintained a difference between a house and a home. Architects 

designed houses. Real estate agents and developers sold homes as the warm 

and cozy ideal of family and community epitomized by mid-century suburbs. 

“Home” referred to an emotionally charged sense of place. Kitchens were rooms 

in houses where the sense of home most readily developed. As Dionne Warwick 

sang in 1964, “a house is not a home when you’re not here.”15  

 When residents of the Mid-South region around Memphis cooked 

hamburgers, hot dogs or chickens on an outside grill, they were “cooking out.” 

The common expression of “barbecuing” used by non-southerners to describe 

cooking on an outdoor grill is not considered the same as the elaborate, time 

consuming, quasi-religious ritual involved in turning some part of a hog or cow 

into a regional delicacy. Memphis has long staked a claim as the capital of 

barbecued ribs. Most historical references to the national culture of the 1950s 

and 1960s use the term “barbecuing” or grilling interchangeably, but the regional 

definition is distinct. 

 The title of this dissertation also needs translation in the context of region.  

It came from a song produced at Stax Records in Memphis in 1960 that became 

a national hit. “Green Onions” by Booker T and the MGs represented not only the 
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unique rhythm and blues soul music known as The Memphis Sound but also a 

particular time and place in Memphis when music, like food, blurred racial 

edges.16 Appearing at a time when the modern yet traditional Memphis wrestled 

with the history of Jim Crow in the face of significant social change, this song 

echoed the experiences of Memphians who lived, worked, played, and ate in 

similar ways despite racial divisions. The holy trinity of Southern cooking has 

always been celery, bell peppers, and onions. “Green Onions” in this context 

refers to the lessons learned and transferred from others, particularly women, 

either directly, or through cookbooks, or as Gantt said, “subtly.” It also stands for 

a sense of soul cultivated by experiences producing and presenting food in this 

particular time and place.  

 

 Thrust into an unknown culture of the Northwest Rockies as an 

architectural design instructor, I realized that the perceptions of place are based 

on much more than functional diagrams, efficient accessibility, and weather 

appropriate materials. The experience of place that designers hope to create 

comprised historical and geographical cultures found in everyday events. A place 

as personal and significant as the kitchen offered a model for discovering the 

relationship between culture and place. A designer has always considered time-

tested proportions, function, and dependable or innovative materials. The 

kitchen, the most personal and yet open of places, focused on the cultural 

presence layered between these quantifiable standards. The kitchen was rich not 

only with the symbolism of material culture but also as a performative realm 
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involving the culture of food. The city of Memphis offered an example that 

included a typical postwar boom city with a rich architectural history and a 

traditional regional food identity. Dydia Delyser, Ruth Schwartz Cowan, and Mary 

Douglas influenced the way I thought about researching a city with which I have 

a deep personal association. Writing extensively in their fields of cultural 

geography, history of technology, and anthropology, these women used personal 

experiences as a way to gain insights into their research. They also used the 

personal perspective as a cue to confront what they may be missing because of 

their proximity to their subjects. As Delyser and other feminist geographers 

stated, our experiences as women should not only influence our research but 

inform its course.  

 In 1960, my parents were twenty-something and ready to buy their first 

house. They found their dream at 1179 Estate Drive in a treeless expanse of 

starter homes and suburban amenities with the upscale name of Country Club 

Estates, similar to affordable subdivisions sprouting across east Memphis (FIG-

map). The modest contemporary house had three bedrooms, two baths, and a 

concrete patio. Orderly sidewalks led to a new elementary school.  Shopping 

centers with grocery stores and pharmacies were conveniently located nearby. 

There was milk delivery, a back yard with new sod ready to be fenced for a pet, 

and a storage room for a lawnmower and freezer. The attached carport for two 

cars rested its open end on a square planter filled with a spiky, space-aged 

looking yucca plant. A low-sloped roof with deep overhangs capped the 1600 

square feet, one-story structure, clad in sandy-colored Roman brick. With its long 
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profile echoing the prairie horizon, Roman brick was a favorite material for Frank 

Lloyd Wright. A son of the Mid-West, Wright felt this brick reflected the young 

America instead of the same old red brick found from London to Long Island. My 

parents’ dream house signified a bit of that American dream.  

 The cathedral-ceilinged living room featured a trendy mantel-less fireplace 

with a ledge hearth opposite floor-to-ceiling windows that overlooked the sloping 

front yard. Across a hall floored in the popular broken quarry tile, a paneled 

family room opened to a dining area that was in the kitchen. Sitting at the dining 

table one could look either through the family room and sliding glass doors to the 

backyard or through a picture window to the street. Directly opposite the picture 

window, an aluminum cased window overlooked the sink at one end of the u-

shaped kitchen area. The paneling was inexpensive composite but the wood 

veneer with the wood floor added a touch of the traditional. The kitchen cabinets 

were flat panels of stained and with simple hardware that appeared fashionably 

sleek and. The olive green kitchen walls matched a vinyl floor of a pattern 

designed to resemble a thick hooked rug. The family spaces on this side of the 

house flowed into each other. On the other side, individual bedrooms opened off 

a long narrow hall. The plan was efficient and thoughtful for the expected needs 

of a growing family in the “happy new decade.” 

 Life in the suburbs followed a careful routine structured to guarantee 

health, wealth, and happiness or the American dream. Every day began with a 

full breakfast: concentrated frozen orange juice, cold milk, packaged bacon, eggs 

fried “sunny” side up, white toast with margarine. Milk in glass bottles was 
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delivered daily to the “back” door. These were hygienic, happy foods that echoed 

the sunlit, spotless kitchen with the counters wiped smooth of everything but a 

cookie jar.  

 The blend of contemporary and traditional found in the Country Club 

Estates neighborhood expressed the prevalent attitude of Memphis as a humid 

riverboat town rushed into the Jet Age. The openness of kitchen, dining, and 

family areas echoed at a much smaller scale, an openness in society and 

seemingly endless opportunities that awaited the young family. Mid-century 

Memphis was a vibrant example of the boom in American consumer culture.  

Serving the surrounding farmlands, the lucrative mule business soon gave way to 

mechanization. As a port for the vast cotton fields of Tennessee, Arkansas, and 

Mississippi, Memphis presided over futures trading as the world’s largest spot 

cotton market. It also led the world in selling hardwood lumber. Memphian 

Kemmons Wilson founded Holiday Inn hotels in 1952. By the early 1960s the 

airport expanded with a new control tower based on a national prototype by I. M. 

Pei. Local architect Roy Harrover designed a new terminal with a wing-like 

vaulted structure inspired by the theme of flight that had been dramatically 

portrayed by the famous terminals at Dulles and Kennedy airports. Television 

entertainer Danny Thomas came to Memphis to found St. Jude Children’s 

Research Hospital in 1962. Helped by the larger airport and its central location in 

the Mid-South, Memphis connected became a distribution center that optimized 

the new interstate highway advocated by Dwight Eisenhower to connect with the 

nation. The city expanded its economic base with cheap, non-unionized labor 
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that attracted industries such as Firestone Tire & Rubber Company, Kellogg’s, 

International Harvester, and RCA. Work began on a circumferential section of 

interstate to speed travel from the suburbs to downtown where many corporate 

offices were still located. Writing about Memphis, sociologist Wanda Rushing 

stated that “place affects our quality of life” by allowing access to culture, medical 

services, jobs, and education.17 That quality of modern life was defined by the 

appetite for goods, land, and growth that occurred during this decade. 

 The death of former mayor, E. H. “Boss” Crump, in 1954 marked the end 

of an especially colorful era in Memphis history. His nationally recognized 

Tammany Hall-like political machine had controlled local and state politics for 

decades backed by the conservative daily newspaper, The Commercial Appeal. 

His control of black votes inspired black musicians to write parodies such as “Mr. 

Crump Don’t Like It.” In 1954, Elvis Presley performed his first concert in 

Memphis while living briefly in the Audubon Park subdivision near Country Club 

Estates. The following year, WHER, proudly touted as “The Nation’s First All-Girl 

Station,” began broadcasting. At the same time Memphis began to address 

issues arising from the Supreme Court decision of Brown vs. the Board of 

Education. In 1959, the Memphis State Eight, including five women, integrated 

Memphis State College, now known as The University of Memphis. The 

president of the college resigned.  A group of black and white citizens formed the 

Greater Memphis Race Relations Committee. Second wave feminism and the 

Civil Rights movement were finding their places in a growing city. By the end of 

the decade under review, Medgar Evers had been shot in his driveway in 
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Jackson, Mississippi, two hundred miles directly south of Memphis. Three civil 

rights workers had been killed and buried in a dirt dam in Philadelphia, 

Mississippi, two hundred miles to the southeast.  

 The suburbs rapidly spread beyond the streets of North, South, and East 

Parkways that for decades had neatly defined the parameters of the city built on 

the bluff of the river. The demand for housing grew in Memphis much as it did 

across the country and local developers followed the success of Levittown by 

providing affordable housing that emphasized modern conveniences. Historian 

Charles Reagan Wilson, describing his father, a Tennessee farm boy “uprooted” 

to fight in World War II, stated, “many historians would now say that World War II 

had a greater impact on changing the South than even the Civil War did.”18 This 

decade was a threshold between tradition and modernity for Memphis. 

Thresholds create transitions between two places. As Wilson observed, the 

South changed from old to new after World War II. Mid-century kitchen design 

and foodways demonstrated that change. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
 
 

THE CULTIVATED KITCHEN 
 
 

“Get Set For The Happy New Decade”1  
   headline from The Commercial Appeal, January 1960 
 
 
 For most of the twentieth century, the kitchen was a poorly organized back 

room that segregated women, servants, smells, and the drudgery of cooking from 

the living spaces in the rest of the house. As vents and electric fans dispensed 

with the unpleasant odors, as dependence on domestic help declined, and as 

housewives rejected isolation, this detachment started to disappear. The kitchen 

became open to all meals. Designers rejected the formal dining room as wasted 

space. In mid-century Memphis, three aspects of advanced post war technology 

contributed to the cultivation of the contemporary kitchen landscape: the 

proliferation of labor-saving household appliances, the esthetics of technology, 

and an embrace of new materials and new foods that represented modern living.  

Like suburban women across the nation, a housewife in Memphis found the 

stylish modern kitchen a place that nurtured a sense of comfort and creativity 

while encouraging the preparation of easy, contemporary meals.  

 
Living the Dream 

 
 

 The housing needs of GIs returning from World War II created a crisis for 

young families who had spent the war years camped out with in-laws. More 
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people made the move from the rural tri-state area of Tennessee, Arkansas, and 

Mississippi to the city, adding to housing demands. The number of newlyweds 

and children proliferated. The G.I. Bill encouraged veterans to pursue college 

degrees at the growing Memphis State College that became Memphis State 

University by 1957, and now known as University of Memphis. Veterans were 

also drawn to the expanding medical and dental schools at the Memphis campus 

of the University of Tennessee. In America by Design, architectural historian 

Spiro Kostof described a changing process of residential ownership shaped by 

two fronts: the financial markets and the construction industry.2 The huge market 

of returning veterans and updated rules in financing encouraged the residential 

construction industry to expand and develop methods of mass production. The 

Federal Housing Administration worked with the Veterans Administration to 

establish guidelines to ensure long-term loans with low-interest rates and tax-free 

mortgages. Memphis residential developer Charlie Freeburg noted in 1958 that 

the G.I. Bill would benefit housing through job growth in the construction trades 

and better access to VA loans.3 As late as 1962, local developer Stanley C. 

Okeon hailed the FHA as key to the planning of a large subdivision in the rapidly 

growing suburban area known as East Memphis.4 When The Commercial Appeal 

posted stories on the sale of new houses, the articles described the owners as 

well as such amenities as all-electric kitchens with vented hoods, disposals, and 

open dining areas. This indirect push to keep up with the Jones was reinforced 

by advertising on the same page for new houses with all the luxuries. Real estate 

ads listed houses with 100% G.I. funding that included General Electric kitchens. 
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In 1960 the city entered into an agreement to discuss buying power from the 

Tennessee Valley Authority.5 One civic leader noted that the savings from TVA 

power would spur the purchase of more electrical appliances and the 

construction of more all-electric houses. 

 Despite the copycat effect of mass production, new houses were popular 

because, by working within the loan guidelines, they were economically attractive 

to veterans and provided not only an investment in real estate but also a 

confirmation that the owners were part of a uniquely American way of life. Before 

the war, the house-shopping public had focused on neighborhood, landscape, 

and traditional construction. This changed with the post-war housing crunch and 

the idealism of the thriving post-war economy. New York developer William Levitt 

sensed that owning would be more appealing than renting and built affordably.6 

Using Henry Ford’s assembly line technology as a model, William Levitt & Sons 

established a construction process with their first suburban development on Long 

Island in 1947 that speedily transformed the landscape. A second development 

followed in Pennsylvania in 1952. Standardized framing lengths and pre-

fabricated components such as roof trusses helped cut the costs and increase 

the sales of the semi-prefabricated houses. By further defraying costs and 

construction time, shared plumbing connections on kitchens and baths became 

an industry standard. Additional time-saving methods included building houses 

with only one-story on the assumption that the homeowner could add on or up 

later. With their own lumber mills and distribution centers to handle large scale 

purchases of appliances and materials, Levitt & Sons became “the General 
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Motors of the building industry.”7 Focused on sales, the developer constructed 

streets, utilities, swimming pools, and baseball diamonds as a plan for the 

suburban consumer who was “buying a way of life”8 of convenience and leisure.  

Like most developers, Levitt did not build public institutions such as schools, 

community centers, and libraries, leaving social infrastructure and public services 

to homeowners and governments. Some historians have argued that the 

uniformity in the design of houses and kitchens combined with household goods 

that were affordable to most suburbanites nurtured a culture in which a sense of 

equal opportunity created a classless society.9 This segregated, “classless” way 

of life emphasized the universal availability of speed, modern conveniences, and 

family-oriented leisure time such as baseball games and outdoor entertaining.  

Cities such as Memphis reinforced the notion of a classless society by 

constructing numerous public schools in the suburbs that were growing in all 

available directions from the city’s western edge defined by the Mississippi River. 

The endless rows of uniform houses like Monopoly pieces striding across the 

landscape became an image of progress and success to some. Others, such as 

well-known activist Pete Seeger protested the “ticky tacky houses” as an 

example of mind-numbing conformity and rampant consumerism.  His sentiments 

were evident in his 1963 recording of Malvina Reynolds’ “Little Boxes.”  

 Model houses in Levittown were given historically suggestive names such 

as the Cape Cod and the Colonial. The defining element of the neo-colonial or 

colonial revival style was usually an entrance framed with a gable or a gabled 

portico on columns inspired by the wood-clad, two-story saltbox houses of New 
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England. These names were marketing monikers used to recall a traditional New 

England pattern that would appeal to immigrants, Catholics, Jews, and a quickly 

growing middle class by encouraging them to feel as if they were buying not only 

the American dream but American heritage.10  

 On the West Coast, Palo Alto developer Joseph Eichler put a California 

twist on the suburban model with strikingly modern designs from leading 

architects. His model encouraged first time homeowners to imagine that they 

were buying into another aspect of American heritage represented by the 

independence of the West. Architects eagerly adapted modern design to 

affordability, spreading the model of progressive architecture to the public.11 

Design magazines for popular reading such as Ladies Home Journal or House 

Beautiful regularly featured a “California style” house with flowing spaces, an 

abundance of glass, and modern materials. Unlike Levitt, Eichler also 

encouraged desegregation in his communities, further promoting the idea of 

modern living and the promise of a progressive future.  

 As groundbreaking as the notion of the suburb may have been, Levitt and 

Eichler modeled their houses within the tradition of an American architecture 

proclaimed by Frank Lloyd Wright. Wright championed residential design that 

renounced European styles and, instead, echoed the lines of the American 

landscape and American society that he had observed growing up in the plains of 

the Mid-West and Chicago. Wright thought the modern house should reflect not 

only this unique landscape but the innovative character of American industry. 

Wright’s spare built-in furnishings, open plans that created a flow between indoor 
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and outdoor spaces, and signature focal point fireplace impressed Alfred Levitt, 

principal designer for his father. In 1936, the young Levitt made daily 

observations of construction on a house designed by Wright in Great Neck.12 

While Levitt’s “boxes” bore names associated with New England and designs 

that were not as planar nor as organic as Wright’s model, they were similar in 

concept through the use of large windows, central fireplaces, open floor plans 

that placed the kitchen towards the front entry, and the construction of only one 

story that emphasized the ground plane of the site.  

 House Beautiful magazine praised Wright for the “freedom and honest 

expression of the individual and his home” and called him “The Man Who 

Liberated Architecture.”13 Wright’s principles for a modern, low-cost house were 

based on an image of Americanness that was incorporated into the typology 

known as the ranch house. The ranch invoked the modern frontier of the 

suburbs, settling in the countryside near the city as ranchers and farmers had 

settled the expanse of the Plains that included Wright’s native Midwest. The 

ranch was typically a single-story, single-family house built on a concrete slab on 

grade that was fast and easy to construct compared to a standard raised 

foundation that required additional excavation and structure. The horizontal 

emphasis of the roofline and squat-to-the-ground form rejected traditional New 

England clapboard by recalling the Southwest and an appreciation for the 

immediacy of the outdoors. The ranch described a particular non-historic look 

built around the idea of the “open plan.” The open plan lacked traditionally 

defined spaces or walls, implying flexible modern lives and the latest in design.  
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The open plan became the dominant design element of new speculative 

construction, changing the role of the kitchen and the experience of eating. The 

Memphis home shows presented model kitchens that were a modified version of 

the truly open plan.  Kitchens included a breakfast nook or eat-in area that often 

doubled as a dining room and opened to the outdoors. These slightly open plans 

highlighted the significance of the kitchen in terms of changing family dynamics 

or eliminating the segregation.  As the back door became a primary entry for 

family and friends, the space of the kitchen as a gathering place increased the 

popularity of the open plan (figure 1).   

 In 1962, on a woody, sloped site in East Memphis, Jody and Sam Hunter 

built a rambling house designed by Fay Jones of Arkansas, a protégé of Wright’s.  

Extensive wood details, wood paneling, and expanses of glass reflected Wright’s 

emphasis on natural materials that built a connection to nature through a flowing 

sense of space. For Wright, who stated that “[e]very true esthetic is an 

implication of nature,” architecture was designed to express an organic principle 

of connectivity.14 The Hunters were accustomed to the organic plan, having lived 

in a one-story ranch style house with a kitchen that opened to a large 

living/dining area overlooking a patio. In that house, the Hunters would move the 

dining table outside to create a dance floor for parties.15 The open plan provided 

the benefits of nature and flexibility. 

 The Hunters’ new house illustrated one of the other important features of 

the mid-century modern home: the relaxed indoor-outdoor connection. This was 

reinforced with sliding glass doors, picture windows, and low roofs that conveyed 
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a sense of shelter stretching out to the landscape. The footprint created by the 

open plan allowed an owner to expand the spaces for a range of uses. In 1962, a 

nationally syndicated article in the Memphis paper noted that houses were 

“adapted to current living needs. Every area, wall, window and door plays a part 

in making the modern house a useful, comfortable home.”16 Combined 

living/dining rooms and kitchens often opened to an outdoor patio, inviting the 

occupants to imagine a mobile, casual West Coast life style (figure 2). In one ad, 

a Memphis developer invited buyers to enjoy the outdoors by purchasing a house 

that faced a swooping terraced patio where the housewife stretched lazily on a 

chaise lounge and the husband managed a grill. National magazines such as Life 

and Look likened the California life-style with barbeques, swimming pools, and 

party foods to middle-class affluence. In 1960, nationally recognized architect, 

Edward Durell Stone, wrote in Architectural Record that a modern kitchen should 

be a multi-purpose room open to the living area and the outdoors, with artwork 

and a place for informal dining any time of day. Stone, a native of Arkansas, 

incorporated many of these ideas in a model house he designed for the DuPont 

chemical company at the 1964 World’s Fair in New York. 

Like the daily newspaper, the Home Bildors [sic] Association of Memphis 

(HBAM) monthly publication, Memphis Bildor, featured modern kitchens and 

materials with most articles extolling all electric eat-in kitchens and modern 

materials. In smaller houses the open plan was yet another way to cut 

construction costs by minimizing walls. In larger, more expensive custom-

designed houses, the open plan became a sign of gracious living showcasing 
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kitchens that included dining areas accessible to landscaped courtyards with 

built-in brick outdoor grills, called “barbecuers.”  

Kitchens were usually accessed from a carport. In the car culture of 

California, Eichler’s architects designed large expanses of glass walls 

overlooking carports that felt like an adjacent room where the parked car was 

emphasized like a piece of furniture or outdoor art. In Memphis, there were fewer 

glass walls but carports for the family car were similarly attached as part of the 

overall design. Opening to the street, these open structures framed a car or two 

as prestigious signifiers of class and success (figure 3). Photographs of houses 

for sale were usually shot at an angle that featured the carport in the forefront.   

 
That Ole Man River 

 
 The nineteenth century plan of the city of Memphis was a Jeffersonian grid 

aligning a series of public squares bounded by the Mississippi River on the west 

and “the Parkways,” as they were called, on the other three cardinal sides. These 

north, south, and east boundaries faded as the city expanded with arterial 

thoroughfares running east-west from upscale white suburbs to the downtown 

business district on the river (figure 4). Black neighborhoods remained north and 

south of the city with less access to improved streets.  

 Through national conventions and trade publications, the Home Bildors 

[sic] Association of Memphis (HBAM) kept up with contemporary designs and 

cost-saving techniques made famous by Eichler and Levitt. Memphis builders 

would fill the city’s new surburbs with houses utilizing these designs. Speed of 
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construction was economically appealing as well as underscoring the spirit of the 

“jet age.” Most of the1.25 million houses built in 1950 were ranches.17 

 Weekly stories in the business section of the newspaper featured houses 

in the “country” or close to one of the wide newly paved arterial streets. Houses 

were advertised as nestled in a lush countryside of wide yards to take advantage 

of the luxury of the open plan. In reality, most suburbs across the city followed 

the model of Levittown and were built on razed swaths of land devoid of 

landscaping.  A newspaper photograph of a new house in Memphis featured a 

bare front yard dominated by an impressive concrete driveway emphasized as 

much as the split-level ranch style. One local developer advertised a “super 

extra” offer of two shade trees, two flowering trees, and twenty-five plants.18 

Assuming that these plants were considered a bonus feature, installation was 

probably not included. The implication was that any responsible homeowner 

would take advantage of the builder’s generosity to thoroughly landscape the 

yard and emphasize the values of appearances, neighborhood, and community.  

 In the temperate weather of the Mid-South, small vegetable gardens were 

as often hobbies as necessities. Small gardens and landscaping on suburban 

lots generated conversation as much as exchanging produce and recipes. Large 

shade trees such as magnolias and oaks connoted established neighborhoods 

with idyllic landscapes where children played merrily and parents maintained 

well-groomed yards and the social standards of property appearance. 

Homeowners were expected to contemplate the pride of the perfect yard through 
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those picture windows and sliding glass doors.  Images of gardens, shady trees, 

and children playing cultivated a suburban esthetic.  

Memphis developers enhanced their affordable, new houses with bucolic 

neighborhood names such as Walnut Grove Circle, Country Club Estates, Belle 

Meade, or Mendenhall Acres. These were “starter” houses that imitated Levitt’s 

patriotic marketing with names such as the Paul Revere, the Dolly Madison, or 

the William Penn. In 1960, a newspaper story described a kitchen renovation 

made by an owner to create a larger eating area for his growing family of five in a 

“Paul Revere” model. The article noted that the most popular change made to 

this model was adding a brick veneer to a wall in the kitchen presumably to 

imitate historic construction. With façades that looked either minimalist modern or 

non-descript neo-colonial, new houses for sale were also given names such as 

the Bedford Forrest, the Andy Jackson, the Rebel, the Southern Belle, or the 

Lexington underscoring the segregation of the suburb and recalling the custom of 

naming plantations with romantic honorifics such as Davies Manor or Oak Alley 

(figure 5). Despite the historic pretense, a modern narrative would be cultivated 

in the most innovative room of the new house: the kitchen.  

 
 

Coloring the Kitchen 
 
 

 In 1954, the Memphis morning newspaper, The Commercial Appeal, 

championed the open plan with an article headlined “Kitchen Becomes Family 

Room Again.” The story read, “Today all members of the family use the kitchen 
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for headquarters at all times of the day and evening.”  The reference to an earlier 

era of family life in the kitchen was presumably an editor’s pitch to nostalgia. The 

article noted that kitchens were no longer hospital white and that the room could 

be made pleasant by “glamorizing through the bold use of color on walls and 

ceilings and in appliances and decorations.” Glamorizing was possible with gay 

splashes of color found in easy-to-clean prefinished wall panels that came in “a 

rainbow range of colors.” The fact that the kitchen was visible from the stylishly 

decorated living spaces demanded impressive new looks. “Glamour,” a word 

associated with fashion, implied that the kitchen was more than a sterile 

laboratory, rather an alluring space that could be expressive and chic. The article 

noted that architects were including snack bars, indoor barbecues, and picture 

windows to encourage the familial atmosphere. The modern kitchen in this article 

was described as so “attractive . . . mother . . . is no longer kept in the kitchen 

and away from her family,” suggesting that a glamorous kitchen could appeal to 

the whole family. 19  

 An article from McCall’s magazine, summarized in the July 1959 issue of 

Memphis Bildor, noted that women believed the ideal house plan included a 

family room combined with the kitchen. Noting that “cooking was the most 

enjoyable of all domestic duties,” this “new-old breed of room” was described as 

preferable to a dining room because of the closeness it encouraged between the 

family and housewife happily cooking for her husband and children.20 The article 

was an easy insert to add relevancy to a local trade pamphlet that was mostly 

filled with advertising and financial updates. Readers included fad-savvy 
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developers or their wives who often assisted them in decorating show houses.21 

The Bildor article reflected a subtle acceptance of the open plan and a focus on 

the kitchen as a determinant spatial unit in the plan of the house and the 

experiences of the mid-century family.   

 Architecture history professor Elizabeth Collins Cromley has argued that 

the modern esthetic entered the house through the kitchen. Cromley coined the 

phrase “food axis” to refer to a physical path or imaginary line that connected the 

process of food storage to food preparation and, then, to food service or eating.22 

This insightful interpretation compared the two-dimensional architectural plan of 

the kitchen to a three dimensional sectional view of adjoining spaces.  A hallway 

is theoretically an axis in an architectural plan. For Cromley, the food axis was 

more than a pathway or what architects refer to as circulation but comprised the 

physical experiences of functional activities and movements between three-

dimensional spaces that were satellites of the kitchen. These included open 

eating areas, outdoor eating areas, and “reception” areas such as carports. By 

analyzing the phenomenology of the body’s place within the space of the kitchen 

and these adjoining areas, Cromley concluded that the early history of the food 

axis led to a smaller, less isolated, kitchen where movement was more efficient 

than in nineteenth-century kitchens. The modern esthetic was experienced not 

only as visually decorative but also physically engaging.  

 At the 1939 World’s Fair in New York, kitchens in the model houses faced 

the front or side of the house. Cromley has noted that with this arrangement 

housewives were no longer relegated to the back of the house but moved to a 
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more prominent space toward the entry or “reception” side where they had more 

interaction with the public and family. One inevitable aspect of planning the 

kitchen around a “reception” side was that access from an adjacent carport 

became the primary entry into not only the kitchen but also the house. In 

Memphis, as homeowners, neighbors, and domestic help equally used this side 

or “back door,” racial divisions could be expected to erode subtly. Modified open 

plans became one more space where racial interaction inevitably occurred, 

although slowly and hesitatingly. Walls literally started to blur. Jody Hunter hired 

a housekeeper after the birth of her third child with no concerns about separating 

her from the household. Hunter’s kitchen was separated from the dining area and 

small family area by a long counter instead of walls. In a house designed for Mr. 

and Mrs. Joe Felts, local architect Frances Gassner, known for his award-

winning modernist work, designed an open kitchen/living area entered through 

the dining area. Modern as it was, the house also included a room for a live-in 

maid, albeit in the basement. Moving a kitchen from the rear of the house to a 

more central location further opened the spatial arrangement of a house and 

meant that the African-American cook or housekeeper was much more visible. 

 Cromley’s analysis suggested that reception side access made a 

connection between the outside and the food axis that reinforced the open plan 

and the experiential implications of open rooms. Despite the spatial qualities 

inherent to the food axis, Cromley has argued further that the open plan is not 

what solely transformed the kitchen into “social space.” The kitchen became a 

“family room again” as growing changes in women’s roles defined a new place 
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for her in the home.23 The history of the kitchen’s evolution from a backroom 

service zone into a colorful family room could be traced to social, industrial, and 

technological changes of the early twentieth century. The kitchen grew from a 

loosely organized collection of furnishings focused on food storage and 

preparation into a hub of modern efficiency that informed the concept of the 

suburban house as it represented the “American way of life.”  

 In the late 1800s, a group of home economists and activists applied a 

“scientific” approach to all activities of daily living. Seen as a source of many of 

the problems faced by contemporary women seeking different roles in society, 

the kitchen became a case study for time and motion studies, the popular 

movement associated with the growth of industrial management. Women such as 

Catharine Beecher, Christine Frederick, and Lillian Moller Gilbreth promoted 

systematic approaches to kitchen design and food preparation with the intention 

of relieving the dreaded drudgery of housework and possibly defining it as a 

salaried profession. The innovation of Ford’s assembly line scaled down to the 

layout of the kitchen with continuous counters designed to expedite food 

preparation as a time-saving process. As changes swept across society and 

industry, the kitchen became the focus for re-assessments not only in individual 

homes but also in the communal residences espoused by activists such as 

Melusina Fay Peirce and Charlotte Perkins Gilman.24 

 Where social movements and rallies failed to make changes to the 

kitchen, industry stepped in. By the early 1900s, the Hoosier Manufacturing 

Company developed the all-in-one cabinet with a built-in work surface and bins 
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for dry goods and kitchen tools. Asserting years of scientific study, Hoosier was 

an aggressive advertiser and proclaimed millions of users, a noteworthy 

declaration in a nascent field of public persuasion. Hoosier cabinets introduced 

the manufacturing of appliances on the scale of the mass market.25  

 As a piece of free-standing furniture, the Hoosier cabinet provided a 

housewife with the opportunity to make personal choices about the arrangement 

of the kitchen. The spatial relationship between this multi-tasking cabinet and the 

other major appliances affected the way she worked within the space. The 

freestanding Hoosier eventually evolved into interchangeable, standardized units 

of upper and lower cabinets, also made of wood but manufactured off-site. 

 Realizing that continuous work surfaces were essential to an efficient and 

orderly kitchen, home economists researched various countertop activities to 

determine a beneficial height. One historian of kitchen design attributed the 

standard three-foot height used today for countertops and appliances to an early 

twentieth century study of the kitchen sink as the site of the most dismal task of 

drudgery, dishwashing.26 With a standard six-inch deep sink, the counter height 

of three feet offered the least strain for most users. Standardization was 

introduced as a norm before the comprehensive construction technique of 

William Levitt.  

Beecher and others envisioned the kitchen space as a tightly organized 

workroom similar to a ship’s galley. Using quantifiable methods, Frederick drew a 

plan of repetitive movements from sink to icebox to stove to analyze the most 

efficient way to use the space. Gilbreth later developed these studies into the 
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triangle plan that became a template for most future kitchen layouts from the 

post-war dream to today’s latest plans. Scientific methods also influenced the 

nineteenth-century cooking school movement. Propelled with good intentions, the 

influential Fannie Farmer promoted elaborately composed recipes using 

quantities measured with a mathematical precision that mirrored Frederick’s 

motion study drawings. If quantifiable methods were good enough for helping 

women work better in the kitchen, they were certainly good enough to help them 

cook better.  

As the use of domestic help declined, a greater goal of kitchen planning 

was to contribute to a woman’s independence and self-sufficiency through the 

design of more efficient spaces and refined principles of home economics. These 

home economists and activists advocated the triangle plan as an ideal solution 

that offered efficient and time-saving benefits so that women could enrich their 

lives through salaried jobs or community volunteerism. In Memphis, whether one 

had domestic help or not, or whether a door separated the kitchen from the 

dining room, housewives wanted modern layouts and up-to-date materials. 

Contractors and designers relied on a triangle-based plan to emphasize the 

modernity of an entire house. Washers and dryers were often included in the 

kitchen to encourage multi-tasking.  

 While home economists were modernizing the kitchen in America, the first 

female architect in Austria, Grette Schütte-Lihotzky, designed another modern 

kitchen, referencing the railway car galley and the principles of Taylorism. She 

incorporated industrial modular cabinets and appliances in her design (figure 6). 
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The “Frankfurt Kitchen” evolved from Germany’s ambitious construction program 

of affordable, mass housing following World War I. Schütte-Lihotzky’s innovative 

scheme with continuous work surfaces and office-like storage was praised for 

being as egalitarian as it was efficient. Manufactured components meant every 

apartment would be equipped with equal quality.  Modernist designers on both 

sides of the Atlantic promoted the geometric simplicity of twentieth century 

design to represent the technological, industrial, and social advances of the new 

millennium. They became enamored of machine-tooled lines that rejected the 

social distinctions of overly decorative late-nineteenth century neo-classicism in 

favor of clarity and orderliness that reflected the streamlined advances of trains, 

planes, and modern industrialized society.   

 The Second World War put this European esthetic on hold. When the war 

ended, American designers, eager to express post-war modernism in a uniquely 

American form, rushed to take advantage of the surge in residential construction 

and the concurrent rise of American industry in manufacturing and agriculture. 

 In contrast to the argument that affordability and success would 

encourage a classless society, appliances were seen as code for class. The 

aerodynamic lines of post-war appliances beloved by contemporary designers 

such as Walter Teague and Raymond Loewy were not as beloved by the public. 

Historian Sherrie Inness observed that designers struggled with the intellectual 

appeal of European sophistication against a public preference for hulking chrome 

details similar to the chunky grillwork and hood ornaments of a big ’59 Chrysler. 

Some manufacturers attempted to set themselves apart with the “tasteful” sleek 
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designs but for much of the rising middle class, more chrome signified social and 

economic achievement. When asked what they remember about refrigerators 

from this decade, several Memphians readily recalled the car door-like thud and 

hefty, pull-down chrome handles of their mid-century refrigerators. 

 Research by women’s magazines discovered that women preferred 

silverware with rosebud patterns or trays decorated with flowers, fruits, and 

vines. By flaunting the ability to afford the extra touch, these decorative flourishes 

spoke of social successful more than the designs aimed toward classlessness. 

Nationally, the median family income rose 30% in the 1950s as consumer power 

and the suburban population grew more than the general population.27 Like 

William Levitt, the media focused on women as primary consumers. Levitt called 

focused on the kitchen as the place that stirred “acquisitive impulses of the 

average bride.”28 

 
Stocking the Kitchen. 

 
 

 The sonic boom in housing construction was matched by a rampant 

growth of technologically advanced household goods.  What had started with an 

analysis of function and a better icebox skyrocketed as industry retooled itself 

from the concerns of war to the improvement of living standards for new 

homeowners eager to demonstrate success and patriotism by acquiring the latest 

of everything. Historian Joy Parr has argued that while technology is often 

“gendered masculine,” women influenced it “through the kitchen door.”29  
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Knowing that women were tired of cramped wartime accommodations, 

William Levitt targeted them as consumers who wanted modern appliances in 

their modern spaces. Levitt not only provided kitchens fully equipped with new 

General Electric appliances, he insisted that new owners could not move in with 

any of their older appliances. Memphis developers, though not as dogmatic as 

Levitt, also saw the appeal of constructing fully equipped kitchens to attract the 

eager homeowner. They advertised “all new appliances” or all-electric kitchens 

and easy-to-clean continuous vinyl floors.  Starter kitchens also included “vent-

hoods” and garbage “disposers,” technological advances offering to dispense 

with garbage and odors, while allowing owners to demonstrate a thoroughly 

“new” way of living. After attending the 1958 national homebuilders’ conference 

in Chicago, the twenty-eight-year-old wife of a socially prominent developer 

reported in Memphis Bildor that the trends in “dream homes” included mostly 

conventional spaces with specific functions.  Her dream kitchen, though, offered 

the latest styles with a large picture window, a dishwasher, “disposer,” and built-

in oven.30 Six years later, The Commercial Appeal noted that all women wanted a 

built-in double oven. Additionally, the article declared that women complained 

about inadequate cabinets that needed to be better “engineered” with more 

drawers and adjustable shelves to accommodate “the many difficult things to 

store.”31 While Ann Ford taught sixth grade at the newly constructed Sea Isle 

Elementary School in east Memphis near the Poplar Estates development, she 

and her husband, Robert, raised two daughters in a 2,000 square-foot neo-

colonial house built in 1962 in the nearby Crestwood View subdivision. The 
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galley kitchen had a washer/dryer at one end and a breakfast area at the other, 

sunlit by a south-facing picture window. Becki McCrae, the current owner, has 

maintained much of the original kitchen for sentimental reasons. She found the 

traditional dark wood cabinets and ruffled valences comforting in the otherwise 

modern plan. But, she noted, the fixed shelves with short heights frustratingly 

limited the size and amounts of packaged foods. Such limitations on the number 

and size of food items likely encouraged Ford to make frequent trips to the 

convenient Big Star chain supermarket that anchored a new strip shopping 

center just blocks away. 

Several companies in Memphis sold “packaged kitchens” which were also 

advertised as “starter” or “complete” kitchens. A complete kitchen could appear 

as easily as packaged foods could be purchased at the Big Star. These kits not 

only offered cabinets, countertops, and appliances, but also included wall and 

floor coverings. These modern kitchens could be retrofitted into older houses so 

that referring to them as “starters” created an alluring future for women who may 

have been reluctant to return to the kitchen after holding a paying job during the 

war. The Modern Home Improvement Co. of Memphis advertised a “big 8’ 

Republic Steel starter kitchen,” shown with fashionable plaid wallpaper. Homart 

Custom Kitchens, a division of Sears, encouraged housewives to avoid 

depression by purchasing a new kitchen that included plastic wall tile and 

cabinets in a choice of pastel steel enamel or natural, painted, or unpainted 

wood. The Home Equipment Company marketed a “famous” Youngstown starter 

kitchen, touting the advantage of “Eliminating Costly Sub-Contractors” by 
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providing complete electrical and plumbing services. “We do it all - no mess, no 

delays,” the company promised.32 Another cabinet shop offered a complete 

kitchen installation including appliances that did “everything” from food 

preparation to sharpening knives. One shop romanticized the kitchen by 

promising to “remake the work center in your home into a place you love to live 

in.”33 A complete kitchen seemed to be as easily packaged as processed foods 

on sale at Big Star supermarket. 

For the Memphis housewife, print advertising tempted her to imagine 

getting away from the kitchen by showing women in the latest styles of charming 

hats, gloves, and pumps. These fashion ads were often laid out on the page next 

to tempting images of new kitchens inhabited by sharply dressed women smiling 

because new technology diminished the drudgery of kitchen work. The conflation 

of the two imagined experiences completed a visual rhetoric of style and 

appearances that featured the kitchen as central to the pleasures of modern life 

and no longer a site of drudgery.  

 
Engineered Esthetics 

 
 

 The foundation of the starter kitchen and a signature of post-war industry’s 

redirection was the standardized metal cabinet. Nationally recognized St. Charles 

Kitchens was a leading cabinet manufacturer that offered “packages” of colorful 

metal or sleek wood cabinets with an impressive list of special features.34 Today, 

“St. Charles cabinets” is a metonym for mid-century modern. The Memphis 

dealer advertised in the society section of The Commercial Appeal. The annual 
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Home Builders Show, open to the public, usually included a booth exhibiting St. 

Charles products and a fashion show. The popular color promoted at the 1954 

Home Show was “sand beige,” to replicate “natural birch” doors and, presumably, 

complement “almond” colored refrigerators.35 Based on interviews and site visits, 

Memphians seem to have preferred brighter colors. Residential architect Charles 

Shipp, practicing in Memphis since the 1960s, recalled one large kitchen in 

suburban East Memphis. In a neighborhood of one-story ranch houses on 

expansive lots with some old growth trees, this kitchen was filled with wall-to-wall 

pink metal cabinets. According to Shipp, most local owners with St. Charles 

cabinets preferred green or blue as fashionable colors. A 1950 St. Charles 

catalog featured corner cabinets, cabinets with stepped shelves for spices, and 

cabinets with bins for bread, flour, meal, and sugar. Herbert Anderton and his 

wife owned a popular seafood restaurant known for its distinctively layered 

turquoise colored ceiling of “space-age” curves and concealed fluorescent 

lighting. His personal kitchen was outfitted with several stainless steel-lined bins 

and full height cabinets faced in flat birch panels. Herta Adler, an immigrant who 

fled Nazi Germany to join her husband who taught at the University of 

Tennessee medical school, was proud of her Geneva Kitchen Cabinets in a large 

eat-in kitchen overlooking her front yard. While utilizing the conveniences of her 

new kitchen, Adler also taught herself English by comparing her German recipe 

for spaetzle to that in the Joy of Cooking.36  The white metal cabinets included a 

vertical tray shelf, grill top, warming oven, and chrome-trimmed countertops 

(figure 7). Filmmaker Sean Faust’s 1954 St. Charles kitchen near Country Club 
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Estates included tray shelves, shallow drawers for lids and foils, and vented bins.  

The endless array of special-use cabinets by both manufacturers encouraged 

users to purchase an array of accessories and quantities of foods.  

 A popular department store promoted a line of separate wall and base 

cabinets in standardized sizes from sixteen to forty inches wide. These “Add-A-

Wall” cabinets included nylon rollers and rubber bumpers on the drawers, special 

features that revealed how easily wartime materials were incorporated into 

domestic products. By 1946, modular cabinet arrangements maximized storage 

with a “lazy Susan” corner cabinet, “the storage icon of the mid-century.”37 The 

lazy Susan fit perfectly with the ideas of mobility and accessibility for difficult-to-

store tools such as cake pans or Jell-O molds. Partial cabinet units were 

convenient for kitchens that included washer/dryer spaces. One local ad 

appealed to weekend carpenters by offering baked enamel wall cabinets that 

were “As Easy To Hang As A Picture.”38 Choosing cabinets, like planning menus, 

depended on standardized products that were used to create a customized 

family experience, with a sense of space and foodways.   

 Memphis kitchens reflected a balance between tradition and contemporary 

that was also to be found in the foods that came from these kitchens. Fried 

chicken, based on recipes handed down verbally for generations, would be 

served with Jell-O concoctions or casseroles based on canned soups. An 

editorial columnist for the Memphis Press-Scimitar identified only by her 

husband’s name, wrote as late as 1960 that she missed her “mama’s” kitchen 

where working over a wood stove all day meant more before “gadgets and 
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glamour” took over. She bemoaned the loss of a time when, “there were no multi-

colored tile nor built-in yellow cabinets to give ‘that sunshiny look[,]’ what is today 

called by gushing magazine writers, ‘the philosophy of the kitchen that fits and 

encourages our kind of living.’”39 The writer’s attempt to quash the preeminence 

of color is undermined by the lively description of new kitchens presented so 

appealingly in advertisements filling the same newspaper. She also may have 

missed her mother’s food and associated that loss with kitchen designs that 

emphasized a new way of enjoying life and food.  

 In addition to the latest metal cabinets, Memphians sought many ways to 

express mid-century design. Perhaps because Memphis was the hardwood 

capital of the world, perhaps because of an inherent regional conservatism, 

housewives and designers often opted for wood cabinets and wood paneling. To 

hold down costs, cabinets would be shop-produced in standard sizes to match 

machine-made metal cabinets, though wood cabinets allowed for easier 

customization on site. While metal conveyed a sense of shiny newness and 

cleanliness, wood was traditionally popular and suggested “warmth,” an adjective 

which decorators often associated with wood despite the false physical actuality.  

 Wood cabinets most often came painted or stained in birch, walnut, 

maple, knotty pine. Birch and maple were easy to stain. Walnut was easily 

accessible in the region. Depending on the degree of modernity a housewife 

wanted, cabinets would have raised panels and be finished with “hammered” iron 

hardware and strap hinges or matte aluminum knobs and concealed hinges., 

Aluminum had become affordable in its contemporary esthetic as a result of post-
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war industrial reconsiderations. One popular item was a saucer-shaped knob that 

looked like a toy spaceship. Attached to cabinets stained in a traditional walnut 

finish, these knobs could be coordinated with a jazzy contemporary light fixture to 

combine a modern and conservative look.   

 Excluding knobs and raised panels or moulding altogether, all-wood 

cabinets could look as sleek and modern as wood-clad St. Charles models. In 

1962, the city fire commissioner, Claude Armour, built a modest one-story house 

in the subdivision of Cherry Estates, a block from the turquoise-painted ranch 

house that Elvis bought for his parents in 1956 after his first Memphis concert in 

1954. Mrs. Armour’s kitchen was the central node in a food axis running from the 

carport to the semi-public living/dining area. A flat, hollow core door divided the 

kitchen and dining area, segregating the kitchen if necessary. As a swinging 

door, it was less formal and made serving easy for the housewife if she was 

without help. Another opening from the kitchen led to a paneled den with sliding 

glass doors to the outside. A peninsula with overhead cabinets and a squared 

end defined a small eat-in area lit by a large window. Instead of handles, a 

groove known as a finger pull was routed out along the bottom edge of the 

cabinets maintaining a sleek yet “warm” feel to the flat-paneled maple cabinet 

doors. In May 1959, Memphis Bildor featured a house with a built-in oven, plastic 

laminate counters, and trimless wood cabinets with finger pulls. Even without 

decorative hardware, the Bildor refers to this house as a “mansion” (figure 8). 

 The food writer for The Commercial Appeal, Sara Kaye, spotlighted a local 

kitchen weekly extolling features that were modern and traditional in an 
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exuberant, chatty style. In one story, Mrs. Larry Lea had created “Oak Ridge 

Rabbit” during war-time rationing in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, before moving to 

Memphis. Based on “Welsh Rabbit” [sic], the recipe included processed cheese, 

canned corn, and canned tomatoes. “No recipe from Ruby Mae Lee’s kitchen 

would be complete without a little information about the setting,” wrote Sara Kaye 

underscoring that the homey atmosphere of the kitchen heightened the warmth 

of the dish. As Sara Kaye noted, when the Lees moved to this house after living 

with a series of crowded kitchens, Ruby Mae “designed the kind of living room-

kitchen combination that she had been dreaming about” with a “rustic” table and 

antiques in a “study and work kitchen.”40 A photo of a poised Ruby Mae showed 

a large, rough-hewn wood picnic table set beside a brick hearth, ruffled valences 

over the windows, and a dark laminate counter top, probably red. The room is 

paneled with wall-to-wall cabinets in knotty pine. The mix of modern counters and 

a rustic table arranged in an open-plan kitchen illustrated a balance between 

convenience and convention found in Memphis kitchens.   

 In January 1960, a kitchen featured in the Sunday The Commercial 

Appeal noted the creative energy of one housewife who committed to a 

comprehensively packaged kitchen by coordinating the color of her refrigerator 

with wood cabinets. The white refrigerator had been tinted, not painted, with 

brown antique shadings to match a new brown oven and brown cabinets. 

Conceivably her family would be found sitting in the eat-in area painted in earth 

tones where they would to consume meatloaf with gravy and canned corn on 

dishes with matching antique brown details. Present-day food study historians 
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have interpreted this “package” of foodways and kitchen design as a 

complementary whole that represented a sense of security, achievement, and 

unity as the “new decade” began amid the political concerns of the Cold War. 

 
Kitchen Encounters 

 

 As open plans and informal entertaining became popular, housewives 

sought extra counter space for casual buffet-style serving.  The peninsula 

counter with rounded ends that reflected movement like the aerodynamic designs 

of planes became a key element in many kitchens. When not paired with 

overhead cabinets, the peninsula maintained the open feel of space between 

areas while defining a sense of separation from casual everyday eat-in areas.   

 Restaurateur Harry Glaser built a ranch house in 1957 near his popular 

suburban steakhouse. The low-ceilinged flow of rooms wrapped around a 

landscaped courtyard grounded in one corner by a large, covered brick barbecue 

area. The small galley kitchen focused on a stainless steel cooktop squeezed 

between two brick walls, each holding a built-in stainless oven (figure 9). 

Opposite the cooktop, a double stainless steel sink was centered under a window 

overlooking a lush yard and street. A short counter separated the sink from the 

refrigerator. A peninsula separated the refrigerator from an eat-in area opened to 

the courtyard. Turquoise cabinets flank the sink above and below. As was the 

style with peninsulas, the rounded end was open for cookbooks and decorative 

accessories. This restaurateur’s peninsula also included deep commercial style 

stainless steel drawers.41 The current owner, who has kept the kitchen intact, 
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suggested that the Glasers depended on pre-produced meals given the limited 

counter space.  Or perhaps after working all day at their restaurant, they had little 

interest in home cooking. 

 Miles away on a heavily wooded site in north Memphis, a similarly 

sprawling house was built in 1957 by a bachelor chemical engineer. The 3000 

square-foot split-level built reflected the modern lifestyle of flowing spaces and 

convenience. After buying the house from her parents, architect Clark Buchner 

and his wife, Toot, maintained the original kitchen with a stainless steel cooktop 

and stainless hood vent. Reflecting the masculine associations of the bachelor 

owner with outdoor cooking, a bricked-in barbecue grill with iron grate and 

chimney vent fill a corner of the small L-shaped kitchen. Turquoise St. Charles 

cabinets wrapped the opposite walls. Serving as a breakfast bar and buffet, a 

peninsula of knotty pine cabinets with a plastic laminate counter separated the 

tight kitchen from sliding glass doors open to a brick patio surrounded by tall 

oaks.43 Despite different locations, the Glaser and Buchner kitchens utilized 

peninsulas and color for a contemporary sense of openness, easy living, and 

casual foods in tight spaces. In both kitchens, the peninsulas faced sliding glass 

doors opening onto patios to provide convenient buffets for outdoor dining.  

 
“Just One Word” 

 

 The character of the “packaged” kitchens depended as much on the use 

of plastics as of metal. Plastics had been around since the late 1800s, but 

following World War II, plastic became one of the key materials of consumerism 
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and industry. Plastics contributed to the prevalent sense of speedy and 

affordable accessibility. A quote from the movie, The Graduate, based on a book 

written in 1963, summarized the significance of plastics in the 1960s.  Confronted 

at his college graduation party by a friend of his parents, the hero, Benjamin 

Braddock, is counseled that only one business has a sure future: “Just one word 

. . . Plastics.”42 Thomas Hine, author of the definitive mid-century text, Populuxe, 

described the era as a “rococo period” where plastic permitted an "orgy of 

ornament" while people adjusted to a world of enthusiastic consumerism coupled 

with previously unknown disposability.43 Contributors to American Plastic: A 

Cultural History, edited by Jeffrey Meikle, described the voracious consumption 

of plastics in mid-century. One writer, David Potter, observed that the 

pervasiveness of plastic “contributed to a culture that was shapeless, ever-

changing, impermanent, even ephemeral.”44 There was seemingly nothing that 

could not be made, discarded, and re-made at affordable prices with plastics. 

 In a 1954 newspaper column from The Commercial Appeal named 

“Homemaking Hints,” a headline urged women to study modern design to save 

time on housekeeping and find more room within the often small spaces of the 

affordable suburban houses. Quoted as an expert, Miss Jean Strange of the 

related arts staff of the University of Tennessee’s Home Economics College, 

suggested that women would be “smart” to take a close look at modern designs 

in plastics and plastic furniture. She recommended modern furniture, “with its 

freedom from ornateness” to make one’s house appear larger and more 

spacious. Her top items for the modern look were built-ins, plastic-covered 
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chairs, and plastic tables that “resist stains and cigaret [sic] burns.”45 Modern 

plastics were not only stylish but easy to clean and maintain.  Another article that 

year proclaimed that “[t]he1954 kitchen is a much more comfortable work room, 

because of plastic . . . ,” while another article on the same page declared that 

plastic, “unknown or too expensive a few years ago” had “transformed” kitchen 

equipment.46   

 The largest local department store in Memphis promoted a whole floor of 

housewares with the headline, “It’s A Wonderful World Of Plastics!”47 Full page 

ads of plastic kitchen accessories promised not only to make life easier but the 

kitchen more stylish. Colorful accessories such as canisters and cookie jars were 

shown displayed on a kitchen counter made of plastic itself. Starter kitchens 

featured plastic wall tiles. Large televisions in wood cabinets gave way to 

smaller, shelf size versions. Light weight, wall-mounted telephones appeared in 

plastic colors to match metal cabinets. The “little” and “lovely” “Princess” phone 

from South Central Bell Telephone used plastic in a selection of pastel colors 

aligned with its “feminine” profile.48 

 One of the most far-reaching developments of wartime research in plastics 

was the expansion of plastic laminate under the pioneering leadership of vastly 

talented industrial designer, Raymond Loewy. He had designed the Coldspot 

refrigerator for Sears-Roebuck in the 1930s. Some of his most creative work 

occurred when he worked with the largest manufacturer of laminate, Formica.  

Loewy’s pervasive designs contributed to the use of “Formica” as an eponym for 

laminate as much as Kleenex and Band-Aids became generic words for paper 
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handkerchiefs and adhesive bandages. The product came in rolls similar to 

newsprint. This facilitated the installation process, creating countertops that were 

not only continuous but almost seamless. In addition to being a colorfully 

innovative surface, Formica was an affordable replacement for more expensive 

materials such as wood and stone. These natural materials could be 

photographed and transposed in a process that transferred the image to plastic 

which was then laminated in layers and shipped in rolls. At the 1964 World’s Fair 

in New York, the Formica Corporation sponsored a model house in which 

seemingly every surface was covered in vivacious Formica (figure 10). Walls and 

floors were decorative panels of designs inlaid in different colors. Each room 

featured specific colors intended to convey the experience of that room: a sunny, 

green dining area, colorful children’s rooms, gendered pink or blue. The kitchen 

included cabinets covered in textured green and white Formica meant to 

replicate birchbark. The cutting edge materials enlivened a kitchen that included 

double ovens, a built-in laundry area, a breakfast nook, and curtains in a 

botanical pattern to soften the unnatural material of plastic. One corner of the 

kitchen opened to a workspace laminated in Kelly green with a white plastic wall 

phone. Several Memphis kitchens, such as Harry Glaser’s, included laminated 

workspaces described as kitchen “offices” for busy housewives.   

 Like the reliable color and flavor of commercially frozen vegetables, the 

dependable sameness of Formica conveyed not only an esthetic conformity but 

also a social one. Every child at Sea Isle Elementary School in Country Club 

Estates had the same blue metal desk with the same Formica “birchwood” top 
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that combined affordable aluminum with the historic image of the sturdy, wooden 

school desk. This uniformity theoretically indicated that every school child, at 

least in a segregated white school such as Sea Isle, had the same opportunity to 

find success by purchasing a house full of modern appliances for living, playing, 

and eating. As cake mixes and instant powdered punch became acceptable 

substitutes for “real” food, plastic wood was welcomed as equal, if not superior in 

some ways, to the real thing. 

 Formica could be considered the most visible and memorable incursion of 

plastic into the kitchen space. Originally called Skylark by designer Brooks 

Stevens, the Boomerang pattern with its amoebic motif that mimicked the shapes 

and forms of the atomic age became one of Loewy’s signature designs when he 

adapted it for the Formica Corporation. Under Loewy, the company regularly 

rolled out new colors and patterns in choices that mirrored the abundance of 

foods weekly facing the housewife at the supermarket. Ninety-year old Billie 

White has proudly kept her pink “Boomerang” pattern counter and the operable 

stainless steel blender mounted under it because it reminds her of the fun she 

had designing her East Memphis kitchen. She has continued to use it to make 

margaritas.49 Though invented in the 1930s, the blender became another “must-

have” appliance following the widespread post-war availability of steel products 

and electricity. The millionth blender was sold in 1954. Blenders promoted an 

image of cooking and entertaining as fun by encouraging users to prepare 

colorful sauces, guacamole, or popular green mint cocktails known as 

“grasshoppers.”  
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 Billie and William White built their 2200 square-foot single-story house in 

1957 on the bucolically named Walnut Grove, a recently paved east-west 

thoroughfare connecting the growing suburbs to the older city bounded by the 

Parkways. Their house was a modified ranch/neo-colonial, clad in brick with a 

low-sloped roof, deep overhangs, and aluminum clad strip windows. The modest 

L-shaped kitchen flowed into a dining area in one corner of the family room.  

Sliding glass doors on one wall opened to a wide brick-paved patio.  White’s 

counter was edged in ribbed aluminum that matched the stainless steel sink, 

original refrigerator, and cabinet knobs. The blender sat directly below a pass-

through that White used for handing plates of food to her children (figure 11).  

Most meals were served on a plastic-covered table located between the kitchen 

and the “den” or family room. A swinging door separated the dining and living 

room area. The modern open plan of the two rooms combined traditional 

furniture with a mantle-less fireplace and a “Sputnik” spaceship-style dining room 

chandelier that reflected the space-age enthusiasm of the kitchen’s “Boomerang” 

counter. 

 Vinyl flooring was another plastic material that that grew in popularity 

because it was less expensive than linoleum, wood, or tile, easy to maintain, and 

came in a wide selection of colorful patterns. A weekly column in The 

Commercial Appeal offered eclectic shopping recommendations that ranged from 

chatty praise for an expensive dress shop to travel hints and home decorating.  

In 1956, the writer extolled the “perfect home flooring tile for today’s open plan 

living.  It’s called Ranchtile, an exclusive . . . [writer’s ellipsis] by Congoleum-
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Nairn,” in “six beautiful new shades - tan, green, rosewood, gray, brown and gold 

- styled to harmonize with modern or traditional furnishings. Other colors are in 

smart textured designs.”50 “Smart” connoted not only chic, but intelligent, 

elevating the importance of a housewife’s choice of flooring, while handing the 

housewife a compliment based on her taste. “Ranchtile” and “natural” colors 

conveyed the ultimate in modern comfort and smart choices.  

 
“Come On In My Kitchen.”51 

   

 As the decade progressed, ranges and wall-mounted ovens added yet 

more benefits to the much lauded “easier life” of post-war America.  Ranges 

comprised a cooktop, an oven, and, possibly, a broiler or pan storage.  The 

cooktop aligned with the standardized counter height.  Like refrigerators, ranges 

were advertised in The Commercial Appeal as treasure chests of food, 

simultaneously full of pies, casseroles, hams, turkeys, and cakes (figure 12).  

This visual rhetoric intimated that these appliances were so large and efficient 

that contemporary housewives could easily arrange a selection of entrees and 

desserts for an everyday meal.  

 For those who took cooking and efficiency seriously, the wall-mounted 

oven became a popular novelty if affordable. Housewives would visit their 

neighbors’ kitchens to view and covet wall-mounted ovens that eliminated the 

discomfort of bending and the strain of lifting heavy roasting pans. Ranges with 

“eye-level” ovens above the cooktop were an alternative to the wall-mount but 

faded in popularity over time as kitchens became larger. Some of these ranges 
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included “slide-out” cook tops that encouraged carving or serving as a task to be 

done in the kitchen rather than at the dining room table (figure 13). Affordable, 

double wall-mounted ovens were popular because they allowed the housewife to 

cook entrees and desserts concurrently. This was helpful technology that was not 

only efficient but encouraged women who enjoyed baking or who followed the 

mandate of Betty Crocker that every meal deserved a cake. Housewives were 

not the only people motivated to request built-in ovens. A Hotpoint ad in Memphis 

Bildor touted a complete kitchen with double ovens by noting, “Here’s the 

appliance line that will help swing HOME SALES [capitalized text] your way.”52  

 In an Architectural Forum article titled “the Builder’s House,” William Levitt 

declared that “gadgets sell more than good construction.” Developers latched on 

to the idea that something as small as an electric can-opener, blender, or mixer 

could transform the kitchen to a center of creativity. Introduced in 1956, the 

electric can opener, “essential” when recipes called for three to four different 

cans of food, contributed to the impression that good cooking depended not only 

on food but appliances. These gadgets were described as “elegantly modern.”53 

The juxtaposition of those two words was a popular phrase at the time, implying 

that technology and industry could assume the class-imbued mantle of elegance 

through the cachet of modern design (figure 14). New gadgets such as ice 

makers, microwaves, and Munsey toaster ovens became excuses for neighbors 

to visit, gawk, and most likely, exchange recipes utilizing new appliances and 

new food products. 
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Hot Orange 

 
 

 The panoply of new colors in the latest materials heightened the 

experiences afforded by new houses and technology. In 1960, at the start of the 

new decade, The Commercial Appeal announced hot orange as the color of the 

year according to the head designer at Christian Dior in Paris, a young Yves St. 

Laurent.54 Articles like this noted a trend rather than offering decorating 

guidelines. Blues and greens were popular colors in Memphis but “hot” orange, a 

complementary color, could be added with accessories, wall coverings, or 

curtains. Jody Hunter came close to this in her earth tone Fay Jones kitchen with 

golden yellow cabinets and countertops. “Hot” orange was not neon but more of 

a “burnt” orange that evoked red peppers and warm spices. Colors could be as 

rich and intense as new recipes for sauces and gravies.  

 Food writers M.F.K. Fisher and Elizabeth David wrote at length that food 

allowed women to express their own views. Simultaneously, women expressed 

themselves in the décor of their kitchens. If serving food was a way to show love 

and respect, so too, could creating a comfortable, safe place in which to enjoy 

that food. Colorful post-war kitchens declared that the austerity of white 

appliances and cabinets was a thing of the past, like the war. Well-to-do 

housewives could assume a managerial role by hiring a decorator. Cost-

conscious housewives could channel their own creative instincts to bring color 

into their kitchens with suggestions from magazines, newspapers, and television. 

In either case, housewives managed a budget and oversaw production to 
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cultivate a space that became as important as the food prepared and served in it.  

The kitchen represented a space under the housewife’s complete control: she 

operated the machinery, organized the schedules, and oversaw all activities. 

Literature about cooking during this decade observed that the workplace of the 

kitchen offered “as much room for creativity as her husband’s downtown office” 

and that cooking, and decorating by association, could be as modern as her 

husband’s new car.55  

 Living in a large colonial-style house down the street from Elvis’s briefly 

inhabited East Memphis residence, Virginia Braden compromised on the décor of 

her centrally located kitchen to create a pleasant place for her husband and two 

children. Despite disliking wallpaper, she knew it was considered tasteful and 

homey so she covered her kitchen ceiling and one wall in her breakfast area with 

a paper patterned in large leaves of warm greens and browns to complement the 

colors in the adjoining living room. This created a sense of openness even in 

plans that were not strictly “open.” Kitchen curtains in the same material created 

a complete package like a balanced meal (figure 15).  

 From the Tri-State Defender, a local subisidiary of The Chicago Defender, 

blacks could read advertisements purporting to be advice articles such as one 

titled “Color Is Key Word In Fabrics” that recommended matching upholstery and 

papers from Waverly Fabrics as an ”extravagant” way to “make [the kitchen] cozy 

instead of cavernous.”56 Low maintenance, synthetic fabrics developed for 

fashion designers soon offered a new durability in textures that conveyed luxury 

with comfort for decorators.  
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 Newspaper ads showed women perkily rolling paintbrushes, hanging 

store-bought curtains, and lolling on the floor while selecting “dazzling” vinyl floor 

tiles, “alive with color and style.”57 “Since the war, whole houses are virtually 

being designed around colorful, labor-saving kitchens that can also serve as all-

purpose living space for the family,” wrote Time magazine in 1954.58 Ads in The 

Commercial Appeal hailed key lime green and sunny yellow as refreshingly new.  

“Color was an index of status and fashion in the 1950s,” wrote professor of 

American Studies, Karal Ann Marling, in her study, As Seen on TV.59 Color 

represented something new in contrast to the olive drab of wartime. Improved 

color photography in design magazines showcased decorating schemes that 

highlighted desirable new fabrics and furnishings. Color was so important that 

even toilet paper came in blues and pinks to match bathroom tiles and towels.  

Selecting a color that not only pleased one’s self but impressed family and 

friends with one’s good taste contributed to self satisfaction. “Hot” orange was 

not only au courant but as a “warm” color in decorator terms, it was kitchen 

appropriate. Kitchens doubling as family rooms and casual eating areas called 

for the informal comfort of color.   

 
The Kitchen Window 

 
 

 As manufacturers hoped to increase sales by promoting trends in kitchen 

design, refrigerators started to be offered in colors that complemented the 

changing esthetics of the kitchen. Before World War II, white refrigerators 

represented clinical standards of sanitary spaces and clean food that contrasted 
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with the earlier mess of wood-burning stoves and water buckets.  After the war, 

that old-fashioned white refrigerator recalled the dreaded memory of drudgery. 

Color in refrigerators promised to deliver not only “modern elegance,” especially 

if one opened the door in an evening gown as advertised, but also a cheerful 

attitude toward life. Refrigerators hailed to be as “Colorful as Candy” doubled the 

satisfaction of color by suggesting the pleasure of candy (figure 16). Frigidaire 

pronounced in the spring of 1964 that the time had come to “banish the drab 

look” by encouraging housewives to purchase refrigerators or stoves in such 

merry colors as Mayfair Pink, Turquoise, Sunny Yellow, Aztec Copper, and 

Snowcrest White.”60  

 Additionally, the refrigerator changed the spatial quality of the kitchen by 

modernizing houses, not just kitchens, functionally and stylistically (figure 17).  

Sandy Isenstadt, professor of art history, has argued that, while advertising 

suggested “visual codes of kitchen equipment,” or a rhetoric of material culture, 

the “leading narratives” of modern architecture were equally as influential.61 The 

words used in these design narratives, discussions of style and taste, were the 

same words used in advertising: colorful, cheery, stream-lined, continuous, sleek, 

modern, and elegant. As Isenstadt noted, a professional designer’s critique of 

contemporary style often reinforced the same images highlighted in consumer 

advertising.  

 Many scholars in food studies and American studies based most of their 

conclusions on industrialized cities of the Northeast and Mid-West. With cotton 

and hardwood as the leading sources of its income, the economy of Memphis 
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was more commodities-based than the industrial, unionized trade model that 

Inness used. As the financial and social amenities related to suburban 

development grew, more people accustomed to the agricultural life on the 

farmlands of Tennessee, Arkansas, and Mississippi moved to the city. This might 

explain why Memphians continued to refer to their refrigerators as iceboxes. The 

last icebox manufacturer in the country continued operations as late as 1953. 

Even then not all rural areas had acquired electricity. In any case, as the home of 

the world’s largest Ford dealer, a major market for electric power from the 

Tennessee Valley Authority, and in a region challenged by warm weather, 

Memphis readily embraced the refrigerator. Ads in The Commercial Appeal 

showed a wide selection of models that featured reversible handles, pull-out 

shelves, upper or lower freezers, and colors, suggesting that Memphians, like 

most Southerners, welcomed the capacity for convenience that refrigeration 

provided. Traditional standards such as deviled eggs were easier to chill and 

modern delights such as congealed fruit salads became new favorites. Foods 

such as fish, meats, and dairy products advertised in The Commercial Appeal 

and Tri-State Defender point toward the ownership of refrigerators across the 

city.62  

 
“Something New is Cooking!”63 

 

 

 The availability of so many new foods mirrored the selection of modern 

appliances.  The variety of foods and appliances represented national and 

personal prosperity. Isenstadt has described “[t]he refrigerator [as] explicitly 
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linked in character to the house in which it found itself.”64 A refrigerator chock full 

of neatly stacked, convenient foods as shown in the advertisements expressed a 

sense of order and luxury. For him, a refrigerator door opened on a world of 

abundance like a picture window opened onto a lushly landscaped front yard in 

an orderly planned neighborhood. Owning a big, new refrigerator meant one 

most likely owned a house with a yard, and a car, signs of success. 

 One oft-repeated ad in The Commercial Appeal showed a family portrait 

with mom, dad, boy, girl, and toddler, standing proudly beside a refrigerator that 

was fully stocked and organized as if by alphabet (figure 18). This image 

symbolized as much about abundance as it codified the post-war narrative in the 

design of place and the culture of food. This well-dressed nuclear family could 

easily be imagined in a “dream” kitchen where the refrigerator was colored to 

match fabrics, floors, and walls. Symbolic objects such as wall-mounted ovens, 

colorful accessories, electric gadgets, and well-ordered cookbooks set the scene 

of a kitchen that opened to a family area with a picture window where they gather 

for breakfast or three-course dinners centered on favorite casseroles. A window 

above a stainless steel sink overlooked a backyard where the children played 

between meals and where the adults entertain. The Memphis housewife 

contemplating this ad could imagine herself in a similar kitchen of her own.  

 From a different perspective, that pitch for a local canned goods company 

could imply that “Cooking” was something new (figure 19). Mid-century cooking 

changed with the growth of new food processing techniques that also evolved 

from wartime efforts to process, preserve, package, and ship large quantities of 
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food to troops overseas.  Faced with the emphasis of a new era on kitchens and 

advanced appliances, a housewife was primed to grow her cooking methods with 

a readily available variety of “new” packaged and processed foods.  Vacuum 

packing, improved industrial canning techniques, home freezers, and the 

technology of freezing food at a large scale afforded housewives and their 

families the promise of fish, fruits, and vegetables from any region, available at 

any season.  Food advertisers reinforced the ideal of the smart housewife as one 

readily cooked with foods such as packaged biscuits and canned soups.  

 
Cultivating the Kitchen 

 
 

 Cost-saving construction techniques, affordable material goods, and a 

year-round selection of a variety of foods changed the design of the kitchen and 

the culture of food, stimulating a “thickening” of experiences. The kitchen became 

the seed, roots, and bloom that nurtured the cultural landscape of the “happy 

new decade.” At the heart of new houses in developments that were spreading 

like a carpet across the country, kitchens could be seen as a common thread 

weaving together the elements of a community. Describing the popularity of a 

new middle class subdivision, a housewife told the Memphis’ evening paper in 

1954, “Most couples are the same age with the same interests and children close 

to the same age.” The reporter noted, "Summer finds couples eating together in 

the backyard with each family contributing one dish to make up the meal and 

everyone enjoying the gathering."65 The opportunities provided by the open plan 

and modern appliances prepared the groundwork for a contemporary relationship 
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between the design of place and the culture of food that defined a new way of 

living. 
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Figures - Chapter One 

 

 Figure 1. Open plan kitchen from Wright’s The 
Natural House showing continuous view from kitchen to living room.  Flat 
paneled cabinets without trim mould highlight natural wood grain and planar, 
flowing, quality of the space. 
 
 
 

 Figure 2. The “flow” of indoor and outdoor 
spaces was highlighted by this dramatic example of a California ranch house 
built by Eichler. The table setting and chairs reinforced modern technology as did 
the central figure in the photo: the car. The kitchen probably overlooked the 
dining table allowing the housewife to enjoy the outdoors associated not only with 
the landscape but especially with the speed and freedom of the car. 
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 Figure 3. A typical “ranch” house 
sold in a suburb close to the Mississippi state line. The house featured a picture 
window along the front, an extended gable roof, linear “strip” windows with 
decorative shutters, and a carport open to the street, a sort of display case for 
cars or boats. 
 
 
 

 Figure 4. Map of 
Memphis. The blue area dated1800s was the core city bounded by “the 
Parkways” and the Mississippi River on the west. Three thoroughfares ran 
directly from the 1950s and 1960s suburban expansions to the downtown core. 
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Figure 5. “Model” houses. The 
historic names implied an immediate traditional heritage though kitchens are all-
electric. “The Bedford Forrest” and “Southern Belle” made a clear statement that 
these houses were for whites only.  
 
 
 

 Figure 6. The Frankfurt kitchen is known as the “first 
modern kitchen” because of the machine esthetic and functional arrangement. 
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Figure 7. Three images from Herta Adler’s Geneva galley kitchen with a laminate 
counter, metal cabinets, breakfast area, and pass through to a family room for 
entertaining. Built in 1956, this openwhite kitchen, faced a big front yard. 
 
 
 

 Figure 8. The flat paneled cabinets without 
hardware found in the Armour’s kitchen was similar to this larger show model 
featured in Memphis Bildor. 
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 Figure 9. Harry Glaser’s kitchen. The 
modern touches of stainless steel electric cooktop, wall mounted stainless steel 
ovens, and sliding glass doors in the upper left hand corner of light are balanced 
with a brick surround, hammered iron hardware, and warm colored terrazo 
 
 
 

 Figure 10. Formica’s model home at the 1964 
World’s Fair suggested extensive use of laminate. The counters, cabinets, floors, 
decorative columns, and island hood are Formica using wood grain to solid 
colors. Memphians were encouraged to visit the World’s Fair. The Commercial 
Appeal suggested stylish attire for Fair attendance that did not include the 
jumpsuit shown at the Formica House. 
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 Figure 11. Billie White’s stainless steel blender built into a 
pink “Boomerang” pattern Formica counter, trimmed in chrome.   
 
 
 

 Figure 12.  Despite using gas rather than the popular 
and newly available electricity, these ranges emphasized efficiency by bursting 
open with modern foods and complete meals. Electric ranges offered the same 
abundance.  
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  Figure 13. The 
open plan experience of the kitchen was underscored by novelty appliances that 
offered to reveal all as proof of a fully stocked kitchen and a modern way of 
living.  The Americana is a refrigerator that not only holds a grocery store of food 
but also determines how the kitchen is designed around it. 
 
 
 

 Figure 14. When wax 
paper met satin, there was “elegant modernity” with freshness, flavor, and 
“smart.” 
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 Figure 15. Matching curtains and wallpaper put order and 
style in the busiest of rooms, the kitchen. 
 
 
 

Figure 16. With festive flowers and colors happy colors this ad 
encouraged the housewife to exclaim that her kitchen is full of color and fun. 
 
 
 

   Figure 17. The heavy door of this 
refrigerator in an open-plan kitchen near Elvis’ first house provided solid security 
for food and family. The Philco accommodated the flexibility of the open plan but 
kept the traditional handle of heavy chrome. 
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  Figure 18. This ad showed not only a fully 
stocked, perfectly organized refrigerator/freezer but also a perfectly organized 
family. Any crises could be resolved with this refrigerator. Such images of order 
and abundance imply a an almost compulsive approach suburban life.  
 
 
 

   Figure 19 - Cooking can be 
new with new foods.  
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CHAPTER TWO 
 
 

PROCESSED PRODUCTION 
 
 

“Menus Made With Ready-Mixes Save Two to Three Hours a Day, According to  
Tests:  Mrs. Harold Bruce Whips Up Delicious Lemon Ice Box Pie For Husband 
And Has Extra Time To Have Fun With 22-Month-Old Son, Bobby” 1 

 
 
 Dreams and desires that had been pent up since the Great Depression 

found a gratifying path to the future in the designs of modern kitchens and an 

abundance of novel foods and new preparations. Innovative technology, 

suburban life, and culinary style defined the role that production, affected by 

race, gender, and class, served in linking kitchen design and the culture of food.  

Steeped with tradition yet growing rapidly, Memphis nonetheless embraced this 

connection and stepped into the future one meal and one kitchen at a time.  

 
Harvesting the Dream 

 
 

 The 1950s and 1960s were generally described as a dream come true not 

only for business but for the growing middle class that enjoyed a booming 

economy and better living conditions than had their parents. The dream became 

tangible with a new kitchen. The sacrifices women had made during the war 

fueled the hopes of a dream kitchen in a new house. Ads full of gowns and 

crowns lured Rosie the Riveter out of overalls and bandanas into a “shiny kitchen 

bursting with the newest and most exciting appliances.”2 Articles that featured 
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dream kitchens to entice Rosie away from the assembly line toward the ideal of a 

brighter future at home conveniently opened the availability of jobs for returning 

veterans. One nationally published ad for a new kitchen summed up the feeling 

by showing Rosie in her work clothes, feet planted firmly as if at work but gazing 

wistfully off in the distance while waving a picture of a dream kitchen ripped from 

a magazine.  

 Sherrie Inness has argued that the dream of a modern kitchen satisfied 

not expectations of post-war domesticity but was also an excuse to have fun. 

Women could drop the drudgery of the pre-war kitchen and the frumpiness of 

wartime to live a dream by taking control of decorating, cooking, or managing 

and producing food and place. In The Feminine Mystique, Betty Friedan argued 

that women were forced into the role of domestic diva. Recent analyses in 

material culture and American Studies have suggested that, while women often 

were cast into assumed roles of domesticity, many women truly enjoyed cooking 

and housework. By taking control of these activities and the space of the kitchen, 

they were also taking a feminist stance. Women’s groups began self-publishing 

cookbooks that demonstrated a cohesive stance in cultural mores and, ironically, 

feminist strength. Research conducted through interviews, cookbooks, and 

newspapers suggested that housewives in Memphis could be seen in the roles of 

domestic defenders and confident, socially engaged women.3  

 One no longer needed to dream that happiness might be found in the 

ease of metal cabinets, ball-bearing guided drawers, easy-to-clean surfaces, and 

fully stocked refrigerator/freezers that promoted organizing the kitchen efficiently 
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and feeding the family creatively. One needed only to buy it and the new 

processed foods to go with it. The dream was for sale. A Hotpoint dealer in 

Memphis, advertising “Dream Kitchens Our Specialty,” suggested that the 

housewife could start living the life with only a few beautiful Hotpoint steel 

cabinets or a complete kitchen.4 Kitchens at Levittown were fully equipped with 

appliances including washers and dryers located in the kitchen. While larger 

Memphis kitchens such as Herta Adler’s did not include the washer/dryer 

combination, Ann Ford’s small galley kitchen in Country Club Estates did. With a 

washer/dryer in the same room, a housewife would presumably have more time 

for baking cakes, or even working outside the house as did Ford. The obviously 

clichéd association of pink with femininity seemed to underscore the idea of a 

“woman’s place” in the kitchen. 

 By the early 1940s, women’s magazines blazed with headlines such as  

“What Women Want in their Kitchens of Tomorrow.”5 Republic Steel glorified the 

future with ads that read, “[‘the kitchen of tomorrow’] will be bright, cheerful, 

efficient - because steel, and especially stainless steel, will make it so.”6 During 

the 1950s, House Beautiful magazine published an annual "Pace-Setter” kitchen 

design. These were model rooms staged to spur the imagination with the latest 

life-style looks. One Pace-Setter designer with the magazine was an award-

winning native Memphian who was featured in The Commercial Appeal for her 

use of regional accessories. Local connections to national design afforded 

Memphis women an air of urban sophistication (figure 1). 
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 “Design for Dreaming,” a film produced in 1956 for the General Motors 

Motorama car show at New York’s Waldorf Astoria also featured Frigidaire’s 

“Kitchen of the Future.” The film previewed an extravagant concoction of modern 

imagination. The dramatically campy images summarized the tone of the times 

found in countless other ads. The “plot” presented a dream sequence with a 

housewife who danced through the sky in the airiest organza gown to ever float 

through a kitchen. At the touch of a button, the all-steel kitchen mixed and baked 

a cake in a pop-up space-age oven demonstrating that a future of automated 

food preparation would be as smooth as the tailfin of the latest GM convertible. 

Leaving the kitchen to hover over a few more new car models, Mrs. Organza 

cruised down the highway in the sky with the man of her dreams.7 Presumably, 

car dealers and their wives from Memphis attended this show and took these 

images home to imagine their own kitchens upgraded to self-production.  

 A dream world glow pervaded more than just kitchens. Local cookbooks 

were full of recipes using terms such as “fantasia,” “delight,” “supreme,” 

“magical,” “miracle,” and “fairy.” Tuna was advertised as a product from 

“paradise.” Appliance stores and groceries across town offered dream vacations 

to customers. For years during the annual home show, the Home Bildors [sic] 

Association offered a “dream” vacation to the winner of an essay contest about 

homemaking. One local grocery store that served black and white neighborhoods 

offered mink coats as door prizes.  
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High School Hopes  
 
 

 On the autograph pages in the back of a 1955 edition of suburban East 

High School’s annual, The Mustang, friends congratulated a senior on her 

imminent June wedding to the man of her dreams. East High opened in 1948, 

close to several prominent post-war subdivisions such as Chickasaw Gardens 

and High Point Terrace that were full of middle to upper class neo-colonial single 

family houses.8 Designed by a locally established residential architect who had 

studied in Europe, East was built with a neo-classical formality meant to instill the 

importance of education and civic responsibility as much as the similarly styled 

houses were intended to convey a historically established traditionalism within a 

new neighborhood. Over the years The Mustang ran ads featuring high school 

girls “contemplating their future” as they admired silver and china from a popular 

luxury gift shop where future brides of the comfortable middle-class Memphis 

registered china and silver patterns for wedding gifts. The 1958 annual included 

an ad from a Geneva kitchen distributor with three female students “right at home 

in the kitchen.”9 At the beginning of the “Happy New Decade” of the 1960s, an ad 

featured a female student looking glamorous while buying a large can of locally 

produced shortening despite the association with dishes cooked in hot grease. 

American women in the 1950s married younger and in greater numbers than at 

any other time in history.10 Each year through the 1960s, the Future 

Homemakers of America Club at East High included at least one hundred girls.11  
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 Across town near the Lakeview Gardens development, Hamilton High 

School graduated its first class in 1945. A sign of the city’s growth, Hamilton 

accommodated the black students of south Memphis as East catered to whites. 

The precedent for clubs and curriculum at Hamilton was set not only by white 

schools but also by older black schools such as a school opened in 1867 after 

the violent riots of the Memphis massacre when an altercation between former 

black union soldiers and police led to a brutal white rampage through the black 

neighborhoods of south Memphis. The school was renamed for Booker T. 

Washington in 1926. The mid-century annuals from Booker T. Washington 

feature home economic classes, Future Homemakers of America, also known for 

blacks as New Homemakers of America, and a Hostess Club described as a 

service activity. 

The activities of the home economic classes included sewing, foods, and 

“demonstrating their skills and abilities in arrangement. They plan, compare and 

discuss center pieces, silver, crystal and china ware.”12 Over the years, the 

Hostess Club, with a male teacher as sponsor, posed in black dresses and 

pearls. In 1964, the “Ladies of Washington” served as “ushers-hostesses” at a 

conference for educators held at the school. Unlike the white newspapers that 

featured individual housewives, the black newspapers focused on social events. 

The emphasis on hostessing that originated in high school may have reflected a 

desire to show that black women preferred to entertain with sophisticated social 

skills rather than be relegated to the subservient role of domestic help.  
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Home on the Range 
 
 

 Dreams and aspirations for new kitchens and modern ways to cook were 

not produced by advertising and marriage alone. In the spring of 1960, the 

Memphis Home Builders Show opened to the public with five model kitchens. 

The ideal nuclear family with the fully stocked refrigerator could find togetherness 

with open plan den/kitchen/patio family centers flaunting “time-saving appliances” 

for every one in the family.  The Memphis Bildor called the kitchen “the heart of 

the home” and proclaimed the era of the “Golden Sixties.”13 

 The home show exhibits were idealized displays that combined the latest 

in material goods with the assumption that production of food and place, like the 

decision to acquire a new kitchen, remained in the hands of the housewife. One 

model described as “elegant” included warm white Geneva metal cabinets with 

drawers “for every kitchen need,” a walnut-grained Formica counter and a 

“Canyon Copper” colored vent hood. This kitchen was scheduled for actual 

installation after the show in an architect’s house that was located in a 1940s 

suburb where backhouses for live-in domestic help were regular additions. 

Another model kitchen combined early American “details” such as black iron 

hinges and raised panels with “ultra-modern  . . . design” such as an intercom, 

barbecue, and built-in cabinets designed to hold a television and aquarium. 

Frigidaire and a local dealer sponsored the “Regal Manor” model, created by a 

nationally recognized designer. This kitchen showcased a planning center and 
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children’s play area with a fold-out fence for enclosing the children.14 The 

president of the local chapter of the American Institute of Architects praised the 

home show materials for their efficiency and “liveability.”15   

 A 1964 fund-raising kitchen tour organized by a newly founded church 

school offered visitors a view of upscale residences with kitchens that appealed 

to new and old by offering a balance between traditional and contemporary 

design. Crown and base moulding, raised panel cabinets, dark stained wood, 

and exposed brick walls expressed the conventional. Modern technology 

introduced desirable conveniences. In the same space, modern, time-saving 

products such as vinyl floors and icemakers encouraged a contemporary life-

style that shared meal preparation with family time, community activity, or bridge 

with friends. One kitchen, described as “Southern Colonial” offered a barbecue 

grill with a large stainless steel hood built into an adjoining breakfast room.16 The 

article spotlighting this home show included photographs of well-dressed, socially 

prominent housewives in their kitchens, proposing an image that they lived 

comfortably with the traditional and the contemporary. Their satisfied 

achievement encouraged the curious housewife to pursue this ideal. Five years 

earlier The Commercial Appeal promoted the home show with a glamour shot of 

Miss America 1947, a native Memphian, who was scheduled to greet visitors at 

the show. By 1960, the page dedicated to the show spotlighted glamorous 

kitchens, suggesting that appliances could be as seductive as beauty queens. 

Advertisements and feature stories on kitchens and foods often applied the same 

words such as scientific, efficient, elegant, economical, and easy, subtly 
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reinforcing the link between designing an updated kitchen and cooking with the 

expanding selection of processed foods (figure 2).  

 
Stage Production  

 
 

 Between advertisements of fulfilled dreams and local cooking shows, 

television fed the imagination as a key source of what real kitchens and modern 

meals could be. On television, the idealized life-style of the suburbs began with 

the comfort zone of the kitchen. In the perfect lives of television families such as 

those in Leave It to Beaver, Ozzie and Harriet, or The Donna Reed Show, most 

of the dramatic activity occurred in the kitchen. The sponsors of these shows 

were usually producers of foods or appliances featured not only in 

advertisements but also on the stage set.17 Magazines and popular television 

shows such as The Dick Van Dyke Show, showed the open plan as a glamorous 

expanse of space comprising kitchen, living, and dining with views to the 

outdoors and hailed as up-to-date as instant coffee. Like a thirty-minute episode 

of The Donna Reed Show, the suburbs appealed to a public enamored of speed 

and technology. With a smile and an Everyman sensibility that any one could live 

like a star with the right kitchen, Donna Reed breezed through life (figure 3). The 

suburbs became a reality stage set complete with appliances, foods, a new car, 

and family as advertised. Americans bought 21.4 million cars and 20 million 

refrigerators in the four years after World War II.18 The images of life projected to 

suburban homeowners carried two key messages. Accumulation was good. 

Conformity was too. As soon as one’s neighbor got a new washer/dryer, the 
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pressure was on a neighbor to get one also. Booming sales resulted from need 

and want (figure 4). In Building Suburbia, Dolores Hayden described mid-century 

development as the era of sitcom suburbs. She noted that suburbs were built 

rapidly but intentionally with the result that the mass production of goods 

increased to unprecedented levels. 

 Popular variety shows such as Kraft Music Hall made advertisements 

seem like part of the entertainment with segments of cooking lessons that 

demonstrated the ease of using such Kraft products as Velveeta, their signature 

cheese product. A wildly popular clam appetizer dip, made with canned clams 

and packaged cream cheese became forever linked to the name Kraft after being 

featured on the show. In contrast to the set designed kitchens of situation 

comedies, the Kraft Music Hall took an instructional cue from the Betty Crocker 

cookbooks. During the cooking segments, Kraft showed nothing but a set of 

feminine hands working with their products to emphasize the food and the easy 

technique. Eliminating visual distractions such as kitchen design, stylish dresses, 

or personalities, the show conveyed the idea that Every Woman could 

successfully produce a delicious and delightful dish if she used Kraft. Describing 

the popularity of Kraft foods and the positioning of Kraft products, historian 

Jessamyn Neuhaus has noted that food became “a means for transforming 

housework into homemaking.”19  

 The hands-on demonstrations of the Kraft Music Hall Hour imitated a key 

feature of Betty Crocker cookbooks. Pages of step-by-step colored photographs 

emphasized the ease in providing healthy, tasty meals, especially including 
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desserts, for one’s family. The fictional, idealized Betty Crocker, calculated to 

inspire housewives, was created as an image of the strong, nurturing American 

woman. General Mills invested heavily to establish trust in her. Her implacable 

voice and matronly television character were intended to provide calm 

reassurance for the young housewife struggling between the pressures of 

cooking creatively and maintaining her household to the social expectations 

illustrated pervasively in the media. Earlier feminists have described Betty 

Crocker as personifying the hapless housewife trapped in the kitchen. Recently, 

some feminists have suggested she was representing women who willingly made 

the choice to work at home rather than in an office.20 In a region such as the 

South, where foodways were relevant to all aspects of life, the latter role found 

easy acceptance.  

 Betty Crocker praised General Mills products and the absence of 

guesswork that came with ready-to-eat, ready-to-cook foods and “magical 

appliances that practically think for you.” Historian Laura Shapiro observed that 

the ads following this line showed nothing but a spoon to emphasize the ease in 

preparation. The logo of the red spoon became the symbol of Betty Crocker’s 

product approval.21  

 At least two of the three major television stations in Memphis, often 

supported by neighborhood grocery stores, aired local cooking shows in the 

afternoons at a time when housewives or cooks might be preparing dinner. This 

time slot appealed to housewives and domestic help as time for themselves 

before the demands of children and husbands arose later in the day. 
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Newspapers publicized the shows widely with tie-ins to feature stories or 

sponsorships. An ad for the Panhandler potholder in The Commercial Appeal 

showed local television personality Pearl Silverson (figure 5), noting that her 

“Kitchen Magic is a popular program on WHBQ-TV, Channel 13 [ABC affiliate], 

from 2:30 to 3 p.m.”22 Critic Paul Malloy mentioned Silverson often in his “Dixie 

Dialing” column for The Commercial Appeal where he wrote about chatty 

observations about television programming. 

 Television shows set in suburban households confirmed the command 

center image of the kitchen. In “Father Knows Best,” most of the action occurred 

in the kitchen. Donna Reed delivered her “down home” wisdom from the kitchen.  

Harriet Nelson of “Ozzie and Harriet” rarely left the kitchen. Harriet Nelson and 

June Cleaver, donning frilly aprons and pearls for kitchen duty, implied that the 

work was easy with new appliances such as those offered by the show’s 

sponsor. In one episode, a neighborhood boy accused June Cleaver of having a 

kitchen so clean that she could never have cooked there. Such images of poise 

represented more than an objectified feminine ideal. These women were models 

for a well-organized command center that afforded the time to work outside the 

home, shop for the latest styles, volunteer in the community, or spend more time 

on creative interests. All of these shows were available on one of the three 

commercial stations in Memphis.   

 Grocery stores strengthened the connection to Hollywood role models by 

including drawings of stylishly dressed women next to the sales listings. Some 

stores gave away televisions at grand openings, or made print ad tie-ins to local 
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shows. One full page WeOna ad featured sale items in three recipes from 

Carolyn Goodman’s Homemaker’s Program shown on the NBC affiliate each 

weekday at 1 p.m.23 Goodman’s show also featured recipes for pre-school 

children to make at home on a “Kiddie Kookin’” episode that included an Easter 

menu.24 

  In 1954, NBC introduced a daily morning show called Home with the 

nationally recognized actor Arlene Francis. The show featured a mix of 

entertainment and “homemaking” topics from an editorial team that included 

Poppy Cannon as food editor and Estelle Parsons on special projects intended 

for upper middle class whites. Other editors covered interior decorating, 

gardening, and home repairs. The show started with a segment called 

“Shopping” with the format of Arlene Francis sitting in a living room conversing 

with the viewer about home. Product placement from sponsors and the 

kaffeeklatsch arrangement reflected a growing connection between television 

kitchens and real ones. The show did not fare well in ratings due to its daytime 

slot or its overly focused content.25 Paul Malloy wasted no time maligning the 

show, writing that “I only hope she drops some of her patronizing mannerisms” 

which included a fake Southern accent.26  

 
Super Market 

 
 

 While Betty Crocker, Pearl Silverson, and Memphis stars used the new 

medium of television to feature visually inspiring experiences with food, 

newspapers also spotlighted local kitchens, housewives, and their recipes as 
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examples of dream kitchens come true. Adjacent to articles, full pages of ads for 

local grocery stores underscored the accessibility of new foods for new recipes 

and linked their production to modern kitchens.  

 Memphians had a personal history with the country’s first self-serve 

grocery. In 1916, a local entrepreneur founded the food-store chain, Piggly 

Wiggly, downtown near the Mississippi river. Founder Clarence Saunders’ bouts 

with success and failure resulted in the loss of his granite-covered mansion, the 

Pink Palace, after the stock market crash of 1929. Contributed to the city as a 

museum, the house became a field trip destination for countless school children 

during the 1950s and 1960s. Located near East High School and the Chickasaw 

Gardens suburb, the museum housed an eclectic collection, mostly contributed 

by local residents, which included an international assemblage of taxidermied 

wild game, a shrunken head, and memorabilia from the Civil War, World War I, 

and World War II and, always, the story of Piggly Wiggly. The novelty of Piggly 

Wiggly was more than its name. The innovative Saunders devised a grocery with 

open shelves where shoppers served themselves and loaded their own baskets. 

Housewives who could not afford delivery or a maid to shop could assert some 

control over their domestic responsibilities by shopping independently. Rebecca 

Sharpless contended that this arrangement also made Piggly Wiggly more 

comfortable for domestic workers.27 Despite some setbacks in 1929, the store 

succeeded and, as a supermarket, “became a permanent fixture on the 

landscape . . . swallowing the grocery store.”28  
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 The neighborhood grocery often evolved to a larger supermarket with 

multiple locations to keep affordable prices and a wide selection of fresh and 

processed foods in newly developed suburbs. The housewife’s confidence in the 

local butcher, baker, or clerk contributed to the sense that the store was part of 

the scale and fabric of a neighborhood even as part of a chain.29 Memphis chains 

included Robilio’s Big Star, Pic Pac, WeOna, and Leadway. Hogue & Knott was 

one of the few groceries to advertise in the Tri-State Defender. The pricier 

Seessel’s was as large a facility as any of the chains but for years had only one 

location near the Central Gardens area, a suburb of the 1900s where many of 

the city’s oldest families lived in well-detailed “four-square” bungalows, with 

updated kitchens. As Memphis expanded east with office buildings, shopping 

centers, schools, and neighborhoods of neo-colonial houses, Seessel’s opened a 

second store sometime between 1962 and 1964 near the Belle Meade 

subdivision. 

 The experience of grocery shopping created a modern building typology 

based on new streets and cars. Going to the grocery usually meant driving the 

family car to a one-story “strip” shopping center of shops that faced a large paved 

lot left treeless for convenience to shoppers and developers. Families with rising 

incomes were willing to pay more for processing, the benefits of one-stop 

shopping, and the socialization found in strategically located groceries and other 

businesses that offered service previously associated with home such as dry-

cleaners and beauty salons.  
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 Supermarkets were warehouse-like spaces with central air-conditioning, 

large refrigerator sections, electrically-operated glass doors, and fluorescent 

lighting considered to render truer colors than the traditional, residential 

incandescent. The brightness and various machines increased the sense of large 

scale efficiency. To catch the customer’s eye in a self-service supermarket, the 

look of packaging became as important as price. In his book on the American 

diet after 1930, Paradox of Plenty, Harvey Levenstein noted that Armour and 

Company hired acclaimed designer Raymond Loewy to re-brand its entire 

catalog of over 400 meat and dairy products.30  

 In Memphis, some stores added to the thrill of shopping by giving fur 

stoles to the first fifteen customers at grand openings. One store joined with a 

well-known suburban developer to raffle a dream “home.” The kitchen was not 

specifically featured in ads for the contest, but the developer was recognized for 

his all-electric package kitchens with metal cabinets. Comfort, luxury, and novelty 

underscored the modern experience of grocery shopping (figure 6).  

  “[S]upermarkets, with their dizzying arrays of processed foods, came to 

be regarded as quintessential symbols of the triumph of American capitalism,”31 

noted food historian Harvey Levenstein. Contributing to that “triumph” was the 

prestige associated with displaying the family car and filling that colorful 

refrigerator with foods of convenience. Seessel’s promoted that image of prestige 

in ads illustrating ready-to-cook meals, recommended by a smiling baby, whose 

palate presumably welcomed that food (figure 7). The expense of these comforts 
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reinforced the class-based nature of this lifestyle. Convenience foods provided 

more free time for child-rearing and social activities such as the Junior League.   

 While neighborhood groceries offered shoppers quick access to an array 

of fresh and packaged foods, Memphians did not give up their gardens and 

game. Southerners were proud of their small vegetable gardens of tomatoes, 

beans, and squash and many continued to make preserves with seasonal fruits 

such as figs, strawberries, and peaches. Historian Jonathan Rees has noted that, 

having overcome misgivings about frozen foods during the war shortages and 

embracing packaged foods and home-freezing, Americans by 1965 owned 13-14 

million “stand alone” freezers, which could hold ready-to-cook processed 

chickens, ground meats, steak, and a wide selection of frozen fruits and 

vegetables supplied by the supermarket.32 Freezers also allowed easy storage of 

home-grown and processed foods which, in turn, added variety to meals. In 

Memphis, popular sports included fishing and hunting in rural areas nearby. 

Owning a freezer allowed one not only to provide meals but to vary them with a 

steady supply of game and homegrown produce.   

 
Making it By the Book 

 
 
 New perceptions about food culture and the space of the kitchen, filtered 

through the lens of gender and race, produced new ways of making food. While a 

freezer full of food encouraged variety at mealtime, recipes from multiple handy 

sources were impossible to avoid. Recipes were published in magazines or 

newspapers, distributed from displays at grocery stores, or included as “gifts” 
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with purchases of food or kitchen appliances. Retired postal service employee, 

Juanita Mohn still uses the pamphlet “cookbook” that came with a box of Swan’s 

Down cake flour her mother bought in the 1950s.33 Raising two children while 

she completed her doctorate, civil rights activist and historian Miriam DeCosta-

Willis depended on a cookbook that was included with a Mirro pressure cooker 

she received as a wedding present in 1955.34 Readers were encouraged to “clip 

and save” when product placement recipes were printed adjacent to food ads. In 

The Commercial Appeal these recipes were usually part of the ad. In the black-

owned papers that relied on vendors to supply much of the textual content, 

recipes highlighting a particular manufacturer such as Pet Milk, would be 

couched as human interest articles suggesting meals made by the family in the 

accompanying photograph, who may or may not have been a real family. The 

Tri-State Defender featured weekly recipes ranging from cherry pie to salmon 

macaroni dinner made with the key ingredient of Pet Evaporated Milk. When 

locally known Mrs. Roland Evans Powell, “no stranger to civic, social and church 

circles,” became a “home consultant” for the Pet Milk Home Service, the paper 

made a news story of it.35    

 The Memphis World often ran sidebars from the Proctor & Gamble 

Household Information Service that included recipes. A recipe for chicken and 

“plenty of Crisco” included a suggestion to “dribble” honey on biscuits, adding the 

phrase, “Boy! That’s eatin.’”36 One can question whether this colloquialism was 

meant to be engaging and imitative of real life or was “talking down” to the black 

readership in the same tone as the cartoon “Hambone Says” that ran in The 
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Commercial Appeal with its predominantly white, conservative readership. 37 In 

any case, readers learned to expect that the well-stocked kitchen included plenty 

of Crisco.  

 In addition to the fashionable gift item of a recipe box for index cards of 

clippings and shared recipes, cookbooks after World War II were more popular 

than ever. Janet Theophano, food studies professor, has argued that women 

were not necessarily buying into the rhetoric of fulfillment through cooking but 

using the books as “useful points of departure for reflection.”38 Memphians often 

filled their cookbooks with penciled notes, commenting on the popularity of a dish 

or making slight alterations. Mirroring colorful magazine spreads for dream 

kitchens, cookbooks fed into the aspirations and expectations how food should 

look, and suggestively taste. Professor Amy B. Trubek has proposed that the 

appeal of the classic Joy of Cooking was the fact that author Irma Rombauer 

understood the American cook had “greater aspirations than skills.” Letters sent 

through the 1950s to Rombauer revealed that for housewives without servants 

making dinner, cooking had become a “process” for converting product to 

meals.39  

 Cookbooks often provided hints for producing a comfortable, socially 

acceptable lifestyle in addition to recipes. Included with the signature step-by-

step instructions for cooking, The Betty Crocker Cookbook added a chapter titled 

“Refresh Your Spirits.” The “mother” of ambitious cooks everywhere chattily 

advised, “Every morning before breakfast, comb hair, apply makeup and a dash 

of cologne. Does wonders for your morale and your family’s too. Think pleasant 
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thoughts while working and a chore will become a ‘labor of love.’”40 Personal 

production was thus inseparable from the preparation of a meal that aspired to 

“love.” Newly-weds could receive cookbooks that suggested arranging their 

starter kitchens with a small eat-in table where dinner could be made elegant by 

lighting candles and serving with decorative casserole dishes. Modern foods and 

kitchens were seen as necessary ingredients in rendering not only a loving 

household but an elegant one. Betty Crocker was not alone in this thought.  A 

newspaper article headlined, “Dress Neatly At Home, Too,” noted that “If you 

dress to suit every occasion, make ‘just staying home’ an occasion, too.”41  

 Directed toward brides and matrons alike, cookbooks were stuffed with 

housekeeping hints, child-rearing tips, or recipes intended to reinforce ethnic 

and/or religious ties such as those in the Grecian Gourmet published in 1963 by 

the Ladies Auxiliary of Annunciation Greek Orthodox Church in Memphis. Among 

the recipes for dolmathes and lamb, the ladies included prosphora, the bread of 

oblation, in a chapter titled, “Church (Traditional Offerings).” In the early 1960s, 

the suburban Georgian Hills Methodist Church published, “Our Favorite Recipes” 

dedicated to “the Modern Home . . . Life . . . Centered Around Kitchen . . . Old 

Family Recipes. Love of Good Cooking that is so very strong in this country of 

ours.”42 The kitchen, the source of “good cooking,” became a place where the 

experience of old/modern, favorite/centered held this community together as 

strongly as did the church. The recipes became a common language, like 

prayers, which communicated shared tastes and beliefs. A listing of twenty 

casseroles, chicken loaf, meat loaf, chicken spaghetti, Economy Fruit Cake, and 
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Frozen Foods among all the items necessary for a meal demonstrated a 

practical, family-oriented attitude. There are no recipes or suggestions for 

appetizers or party snacks. The book included a recipe for Gateau [sic] Saint-

Honore from Jacqueline Kennedy with a note from her secretary, Letitia 

Baldridge. Recipe requests from celebrities were popular in self-published 

cookbooks as a way to add prestige and, possibly, reinforce cooking by raising it 

to a level of approval by the First Lady, known for her elegant taste and employ 

of a French chef. 

 Other volunteer groups assembled cookbooks as fundraisers and 

statements of identity. When Billie White belonged to L’Allegro Circle of the 

Kings’ Daughters, she and other members photocopied their compilation of 

personal recipes for sale in 1962. The little hand-stapled booklet was intended to 

raise money for what was then known as The Home for Incurables, a residential 

facility for people with physical disabilities, now called The Kings’ Daughters and 

Sons Nursing Home.  The heavily stained pages of White’s copy attest to the 

popularity of Jan Jemison’s “Baked Stuffed Mushrooms” (figure 8). Like other 

Kings’ Daughters Circles across the city, Allegro also held an annual Christmas 

caroling party for members’ children. Children who braved the cold to collect 

money and sing to neighbors were rewarded with decorated cookies and instant 

hot chocolate served in Santa-head shaped mugs set on an eat-in table. Dinner 

might have been another L’Allegro recipe, “Hot Party Sandwiches” made with 

Armour brand corned beef from a jar to be reused as a juice glass. 
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 The popularity of these locally published cookbooks inspired individuals to 

proudly compose their own cookbooks for friends and family. Writing one’s own 

book allowed the author to claim signature dishes such as Billie White’s recipe 

for “Tangy Tomato Aspic.” One such book was My Dining Generation, a self-

published plastic ring-bound compilation of recipes and anecdotes from 1962 by 

Margaret B. Wynn of Cleveland, Mississippi. Hand-lettered in Wynn’s broad, 

confident, almost illegible script, the book contained a poem by author Walker 

Percy’s father and hand-drawn illustrations of the writer’s husband at a big brick 

grill. The intimate collection of daily conversations and kitchen hints from Tillie, 

her “adored friend and cook,” identified only once as Matilde Hamilton, was 

written not only to document recipes as requested by her children but to tell a 

story about the Mississippi Delta, a place steeped in tradition but becoming as 

dependent on and charmed with processed foods as with fresh. The journalist 

Hodding Carter added an inscription to the author-autographed copy for 

Memphian Helen Donelson, hailing the delight of Wynn’s menus and skills. 

Carter won a Pulitzer Prize in 1946 after publishing editorials against racial 

segregation, yet apparently did not recognize the probability that Wynn’s recipes 

and skills were likely those of her African American cook. There was a strong 

connection between Memphis and the Delta.  Writer David Cohn opened Where I 

Was Born and Raised, with “The Mississippi Delta begins in the lobby of the 

Peabody Hotel in Memphis . . .”43 

 Two local cookbooks first published during the 1950s as fundraisers were 

often referred to as the “Bibles” of cooking for the white suburban housewife in 
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Memphis. The Memphis Cook Book was a collection of recipes and serving 

suggestions written by the local chapter of the national women’s service 

organization, the Junior League. The 1954 first edition proffered elaborate 

preparations of desserts and entrees such as Grandmother Allen’s Charlotte 

Russe or Duck Breasts Royale. A number of recipes with titles such as “My 

Mother’s Plum Pudding Sauce”44 or “My Grandmother’s” favorite emphasized the 

importance of heritage and tradition represented by the Memphis Junior League. 

The title-page sketch for the chapter on meats included a spread of luxury meats 

such as a standing rib roast, a ham surrounded by pineapple rings, and 

barbecued ribs flanked by a tasteful wood handled carving set.  Illustrations 

throughout the book reinforced abundance and prestige. One listing for trout 

amandine, contributed by someone whose name was often in the society pages, 

impressed my mother, a young, inexperienced housewife with a husband trying 

to establish himself professionally. Her copy of the 1964 publication notes who 

she successfully entertained with this dish.  

 The other “go-to” cookbook for many white Memphians was the Woman’s 

Exchange Cook Book, published in 1964 by the local chapter of the national 

organization founded to help women with economic challenges work toward 

financial stability. Contributors to this book reflected an equally prominent but 

more socially diverse population than that of the mostly Christian Junior League. 

Identified with a fundraising “ladies lunch” restaurant located inside the Woman’s 

Exchange shop, this cookbook opened with a collection of menus from The Little 
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Tea Room. Whole menus were not meant to inhibit creativity but provided 

guidelines at a time when entertaining was peaking as a social activity.  

 Contributors to this book included several men. Traditionally associated 

with the gendered nature of cooking meat, recipes contributed by men included 

one for the elegantly titled, “Beef En Daube.” Another basic, “Charcoal Broiled 

Steak” provided directions for cooking outside. The historian Shelby Foote, a 

Memphis native, contributed a recipe for “Boiled Beef with Vegetables.” The 

Memphis Cook Book also included contributions from men, an editorial choice 

that hinted at the changes reflected in the way kitchens were being designed and 

used. New kitchens opened to outdoor grill areas that were often a male domain 

or open counters for easy self serving by men and women. In reality, social lines 

were still quite rigid. Women who contributed in either book were listed only by 

their married names, as in Mrs. Dunbar Abston instead of Connie Abston.  

 While chapter drawings for The Memphis Cook Book emphasized a 

bounty of food, drawings in the Woman’s Exchange Cook Book illustrated 

serving pieces to suggest that the production of a bountiful meal included a 

socially proper presentation. Soups were ladled from tureens, sauces from gravy 

boats. The first chapter opened with a drawing of a brick hearth and wood fire, 

alluding to a meal as warm and comforting as the place in which it was served.  

Most housewives probably did not serve from a tureen but the implication was 

that the making of a meal included the making of a place through material 

objects. 
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Party Time 
 
 

 With spare time for entertaining and a post-war enthusiasm for 

celebration, hostesses developed a penchant for themed parties in which to try 

new foods and create new settings. If color was good for kitchens and processed 

foods, events that depended on color had to be special. 

 Cookbooks offered party-themed menus using recipes spread throughout 

the book. A menu was one more step in saving time for the busy housewife who 

could be diverted by other recipes while searching for a specific one. These 

menus acknowledged the kinds of spaces where readers would entertain and the 

type of reader who would appreciate the directions on cooking and serving. 

Assuming their readers had a kitchen that opened to a landscaped yard, The 

Memphis Cook Book published a summer “Corn Husker,” described as “a buffet 

supper ideally suited to porch, terrace or yard.” Their “Wintertime Vegetable 

Soup Party” was “ideal as Sunday night fare for newlyweds, or for distribution to 

hungry relatives or bachelors.”37 One can imagine the intimate eat-in table for the 

newlyweds or the big open-plan kitchen and dining room for the spirited 

bachelors. Menus from The Little Tea Room included such recipes as Tomato 

Artichoke Aspic with Chicken Salad, Sally Lunn muffins and Peppermint Chiffon 

Pie, evoking a sunny breakfast nook with white furniture and flowered curtains. 

The General Foods Kitchens Cookbook listed an “Old South Open House” 

party.45 The society pages of The Commercial Appeal described a New Orleans 

themed fraternity party where the guests were expected to wear “very Bohemian 
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costumes” inspired by New Orleans’ reputation as an artist’s retreat. When the 

new decade began in 1960, many parties took on space-age themes. Suddenly 

popular cheese ball appetizers took on a galactic look using toothpicks and 

sculpted cream cheese. Readily available packaged foods such as cream 

cheese, crackers, and pitted olives made creative cooking easier. In Date With a 

Dish, published later as The Ebony Cookbook, Freda DeKnight offered menus 

“For Men Only,” designed to “dazzle” and to help the hostess acquire a diamond 

bracelet. The same cookbook included “A Buffet for Men” with “Plenty of Hot 

Coffee and Beer.”46 

 Themed parties centered on the production of elaborately decorated 

cakes that became a key element of decorations. Queen of the cake mix, Betty 

Crocker was identified with an iconic frosted layer cake that spotlighted the skill 

of the cook and a commitment to love and “sweetness” for her family. The Betty 

Crocker Cookbook contained more recipes for cakes than meats. As a 

Memphian who enjoyed baking, Jody Hunter allowed her daughters to pore over 

the colorful Betty Crocker recipes each year to pick separate birthday cakes. She 

dutifully copied the designs and shapes with gumdrops, peppermints, and 

decorative icing included (figure 9). Describing the anticipation inspired by the 

colorful pictures, her daughter admitted that Hunter, occasionally, suggested one 

of the less complicated patterns. “She might have steered us a little,” said Dana 

Hunter Paschal with a grin, recalling her mother’s creativity and the fancy cakes 

that created memories of place and food.47 In one article, the Memphis World 

featured a Hopalong Cassidy birthday party based on the popular children’s 
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television show. A photograph showed smiling children wearing cowboy outfits 

with a description of the iced sheet cake complete with barnyard animals and 

farm structures.  

 Children’s birthdays were not the only excuses for party themes. In 

January 1964, the Memphis World printed a recipe for a “Resolution Cake” 

decorated with a clock and “midnight” chocolate icing intended for New Year’s 

Eve festivities (figure 10). The lively description for producing this cake 

contrasted with an advertisement on the same page for a hair product called 

Kongolene with the acronym of KKK. The ad was run nationally thus not directed 

solely at the blacks of Memphis. Overlooking the apparently inadvertent racism, 

the ad reinforces an image of a society concerned with personal appearance, 

possibly at a New Year’s Eve event.  

 
Between the Lines 

 
 

 The white women who were members of volunteer organizations such as 

the Junior League or the Woman’s Exchange engaged in social activities 

afforded by the leisure time that came mostly from the services of domestic help. 

As happened with cookbooks across the South, the “Bibles,” published as fund-

raising projects, repeatedly appropriated black women’s recipes. Black cooks 

were acknowledged by their first names only, such as Aunt Harriet, Aunt Marj, 

Mattie, Eloise, Fleesie, or Mabel. Relegating their identity often to a first name 

with the diminutive Aunt was a not so subtle statement of discrimination and their 

employers’ attitudes. Some white women considered black cooks kindly but with 
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the kind of kindness they would show toward distant unfavored relatives or 

unfortunates needing their supervision. The perception that blacks had a 

“cooking instinct” that was “preordained by God” further reinforced discrimination 

that kept them as servants in the kitchen.48 A recipe such as “Hannah’s Cheese 

Souffle” in The Memphis Cook Book, listed Mrs. Renan R. Kimbrough as the 

contributor. In the long run, Mrs. Kimbrough was not remembered but Hannah 

was as the recipe was republished for years. In the same book, “Clara’s 

Eggplant” was credited to “Clara of the Hunt and Polo Club, Memphis, Tenn.” 

linking Clara’s prestige not to her ability as a cook but to her position as an 

employee of an exclusive private club.  Sometimes recipes attributed to black 

men were included, such as Kenny’s Egg Nog, a recipe implying not only did the 

contributing member’s black staff included men, but that Kenny most likely spent 

some part of Christmas Day in service at his employer’s house.49 

 In his book, Soul Food: the Surprising Story of an American Cuisine, One 

Plate at a Time, culinary historian Adrian Miller interpreted the differences 

between what blacks and whites ate, and still eat, in the South. He argued that 

the mutual heritage of black and white food was unavoidable following the 

agricultural devastation of the Civil War. Everyone ate what was available and 

that was primarily greens, peas, and pork. But, he noted, “the illusion that blacks 

and whites ate differently reinforced [whites’] sense of racial superiority.”50 

Crediting recipes to cooks identified by only by their first names accomplished 

the same thing.   
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 In the 1950s and 1960s employment rates for black domestic help were 

higher in the South than any other region in the country.51 Having help was so 

affordable in the South that it was not as much a sign of class as it was in other 

regions. White households often had domestic help whether they could afford it 

or not.52 When asked about his experience designing mid-century kitchens, the 

architect Charles Shipp said, “The first thing you need to know is that every 

kitchen in the South is based on the aspect of help.”53 The recipes contributed to 

The Memphis Cook Book and the Woman’s Exchange Cook Book alluded to 

kitchens that were considered modern but mostly maintained the arrangement of 

two people in the space, a white employer and a black employee. As noted in My 

Dining Generation, Tillie’s “place” was in the author’s kitchen.  

 In Telling Memories Among Southern Women, Susan Tucker, former 

archivist for the Newcomb College Center for Research on Women, collected 

and interpreted oral histories from mid-century domestic workers and their white 

employers who lived in the same small Southern city. With perceptive appraisals, 

Tucker explored the relationships and the silences surrounding racial differences. 

Tucker’s interviews with white women include many statements of emotional 

dependency on black employees. A key point for her was the role of the black 

domestic worker as a go-between or interpreter of cultural differences between 

the races. This woman took home to her family what she learned about white 

families and introduced white families to the nature of her black family. These 

exchanges occurred through conversations, child care, food, and spatial 

experience. Domestic workers occasionally brought their own children to work. 
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Memphians who grew up during this time period supported Tucker’s evaluation. 

Like many women her age, Peggy Bodine referred to Vera Bradley, her daily 

housekeeper and cook, as her best friend; we do not know that Bradley shared 

that notion. The broader “rules” of racism were taught in unexpected ways. After 

playing in a sprinkler in his yard with the son of his mother’s housekeeper, 

Lawrence Keesee and the boy ran indoors where the air conditioner was so cold 

that they jumped in the shower together to warm up. The housekeeper wasted no 

time “jerking” her son out as she knew the shared shower was not socially 

acceptable, though neither of the boys had yet learned that lesson.54 

 Following a brief residence in Florida with the quickly growing Holiday Inn 

chain based in Memphis, the Jemison family returned to their hometown of 

Memphis. Vera Bradley moved with them to work as a live-in employee until 

years later when her family in Memphis bought a house. Bradley served dinner 

every night to the family of five in a formal dining room separated from the 

kitchen. Her employer, historian Peggy Jemison Bodine, wanted a very traditional 

kitchen when she built her house in 1954 with dark wood cabinets and reclaimed 

wood paneling. The kitchen was separated from the breakfast room because, 

“You wanted some privacy, you know,” Bodine carefully stated, acknowledging 

with hesitation that, despite considering Bradley “part of the family,” the design of 

her kitchen was based on the expectation of segregated spaces as much as it 

was traditional detailing. Dark brick walls framed a cooktop and the modern 

double ovens. As conventional as the kitchen was, her husband loved gadgets 

and was one of the first in the neighborhood to bring home a microwave. Bradley 
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quickly incorporated the technology into her cooking style. A separate storage 

room held a chest freezer full of vegetables and meat with which Bradley created 

menus despite never learning to read. When neighbors Mr. and Mrs. Vernon 

Presley, Elvis’ parents, were invited to dinner, they abruptly declined the steak 

that was offered. Bradley took charge immediately. She thawed a chicken and 

fried it adding vegetables as side dishes. When recounting the incident, Bodine 

noted the story was not so much about the Presley’s rudeness but about 

Bradley’s supposedly miraculous skill with fried chicken. Bodine concluded that a 

family friend always noted Bradley made the “most perfect Southern dinner.” 55 

 Anne Galbreath Fisher grew up in the upscale suburb of Chickasaw 

Gardens near East High School during the 1950s. Her mother, Mary Powel 

Galbreath, was an accomplished cook but Fisher remembered only that the hired 

cook prepared most meals and never allowed Fisher in the kitchen. The kitchen 

was her domain of power much as it was for Vera Bradley. Even during the 

longer summer hours, she scheduled dinner for the Galbreaths every night 

promptly at 5 p.m. to allow her time to clean up and catch the last bus home at 7 

p.m.56  

 One can only imagine what the kitchens of these domestic workers looked 

like compared to those of their employers. Historical data on the home kitchen of 

domestic employees remains elusive. Considering their wages, it is unlikely they 

had the most modern appliances but they most likely organized their kitchens to 

work efficiently and decorated them with personal touches. When describing her 

kitchen in the oldest local black neighborhood of Orange Mound, Gail Warner 
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emphasized the importance of “décor” for her, that included her curtains and red 

kitchen accessories.57  

 Some historians have argued that so little is published about the black 

family’s kitchen because there was a paramount sense of privacy after years of 

having none in slave quarters or in the homes of white employers. Writing for 

Ebony magazine in the 1950s, Freda DeKnight observed that the war had taken 

black women to the factories but when they returned home, they returned to their 

own kitchens because it was no longer necessary to work in someone else’s. 

Other forms of employment were available. This would have encouraged black 

women to discover many of the same advantages, personally and socially, that 

white women were finding through their modern kitchens. DeKnight based these 

observations on her experience living in Chicago where many blacks had moved 

during the Great Migration. For blacks living in Memphis, domestic work was still 

more readily available than factory jobs in an economy based on commodities 

such as lumber and cotton rather than industry and manufacturing.  

 When black women were at home, they were in charge of producing their 

own sense of place through design and food. They, too, used color to add 

personality to kitchens. A lifetime resident of south Memphis, Juanita Mohn 

fondly described the various colors her mother painted her kitchen over the years 

with the most memorable being what she called gold, described as a warm 

yellow similar to the ochre that appliance manufacturers referred to as “Harvest 

Gold” in the late 1960s. Mohn remembered her mother’s “gold” refrigerator 

standing on a green and white linoleum floor that had been selected specifically 
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to complement the wall color. This kitchen provided a warm and comforting 

contrast to the sterile spaces of the hospital where her mother worked.58 

 The job Mohn’s mother held at the City of Memphis hospital made her part 

of a vibrant middle-class black community. Blacks founded several prominent 

businesses during this time period. Tri-State Bank, owned by a local family, 

provided mortgage loans to over 2,000 black families by 1956.59 Struggling for 

three years until approved, the developers of Lakeview Gardens proposed 

building 614 houses in south Memphis, “designed specifically for Negro home 

buyers” to provide “the same type homes which are readily available to most 

majority groups in the suburbs of any American city.” The project was scheduled 

to include an elementary school and recreational facilities for all ages. In 1960, 

the proposal earned a Merit Award of the National Association of Homebuilders 

at the national meeting in Chicago.60 Supermarkets and department stores in 

shopping centers nearby would cater to the new owners whose suburban 

kitchens that helped create this coherent neighborhood. Over the years, 

residents of the development have posted enthusiastic memories and support on 

a Facebook page created for the neighborhood known as LVG.61 The 

neighborhood has maintained a suburban sense of mostly neo-colonial style 

single family houses and neatly maintained yards while the surrounding 

commercial area has declined. Nearby Hamilton High School was built in 1941. 
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Dish It Out 
 
 

 Originally devised as a way to maximize small amounts of food during the 

Depression and war rationing, the casserole became the postwar entrée for 

demonstrating creativity, efficiency, and comfort. Designers such as Raymond 

Loewy and Russel Wright created sleek new vessels with handles and lids that 

made these one-dish meals easy to produce and easier to serve, going directly 

from the oven to the table. Using packaged foods with or without leftovers, the 

casserole could comprise a complete dinner with vegetable, starch, and protein. 

Casseroles could be dressed up with potato chips, cracker crumbs, olives, or 

corn chips such as Fritos. Newspapers printed a steady fare of recipes using 

such foods as leftover ham and dyed eggs from Easter dinner, canned tuna and 

rice, macaroni and every packaged protein available, including chicken, canned 

salmon, canned ham, frozen shrimp, hot dogs, or tamales. The home economics 

class at East High School compiled a casserole cookbook in 1964.62 First 

published in the early 1940s, Casserole Cookery: One Dish Meals for the Busy 

Gourmet was reprinted thirteen times.63 A recipe might be called by an exotic 

name such as “Coronado Casserole” or “Casserole Supreme of Broccoli and 

Carrots” to embellish basic ingredients. Some recipes called for flaming 

presentations that made casseroles appear elegant enough for entertaining. A 

meal could be considered fine dining if the hostess served “Justine’s Crabmeat 

Casserole” from The Memphis Cook Book. This simple recipe loaded with butter, 

cream, and fresh crabmeat was a signature dish from what was considered the 
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finest restaurant in town. Whether the ingredients were held together with cream 

of mushroom soup or heavy cream and butter, the one-dish meal typified an era 

focused on speed and ease in preparing and serving. 

 The image of a sardine casserole featured in the black-owned Memphis 

World raised several questions about food, kitchens, and race. Casseroles were 

popular because one dish could feed a family but the photograph for the “Hot 

Hearty Maine Sardine Lunch” showed a bowl with a few sardines arranged 

decoratively across the top (figure 11). There is no table setting or decoration to 

provide a sense of scale for the size of the bowl. A spoon beside the dish could 

be a serving spoon or a smaller teaspoon. This lack of scale created a deceptive 

image of a substantial meal. This recipe may have meant to encourage black 

readers living on very tight budgets to dress up an affordable can of sardines with 

a romanticized image of Maine, a faraway place where hearty sailors captured 

sardines from a powerful sea. In the 1940s, the Foote Homes housing project 

was built to provide affordable housing for middle-class blacks in south Memphis 

near Juanita Mohn’s childhood home. The kitchen ranges in these multi-family 

houses were approximately twenty-four inches wide compared to the more 

typical thirty. Memphis Housing Authority photographs of the Foote Home 

kitchens showed trim black women in shirtwaists and heels listening while white 

women explained the ranges with a barely concealed look of condescension. 

This miniature casserole mirrored the small size of those narrow kitchens and 

spoke of an attitude that poverty was inherent to the black community. A sardine 

casserole would not be featured in The Commercial Appeal. 
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 Meatloaf, another meal based on the most efficient use of leftover meats, 

breads, and canned foods during the Depression, became symbolic of patriotic 

eating during the war. “Real meat” was for the fighting soldiers. Ground beef, 

used sparingly with crackers or bread for filler, was for those on the home front.  

After the war, the ability to buy ground beef at the grocery encouraged 

housewives to continue using cooking skills they had honed during the war.  

Historians have noted meatloaf recipes using an astounding array of ingredients 

including chutney, pistachios, and rye bread.64 The single recipe for meat loaf in 

The Memphis Cook Book included ground beef and sausage, meats that no 

longer needed to be processed at home. Other store-bought ingredients in the 

recipe included packaged crackers, canned tomato sauce, and Accent, a popular 

seasoning of manufactured monosodium glutamate. Topped with canned tomato 

sauce or cream of mushroom soup, meatloaf became another one-dish meal that 

could be easily made before the cook left for the day or before the housewife 

went to a Junior League meeting or church.  

 Historian Jessamyn Neuhaus has contended that meatloaf spared men 

the challenge of displaying their carving skills, or lack thereof. When formal 

meals were served at a dining room table, the spotlight was on the meal and men 

who were expected to demonstrate their prowess with sharp knives in front of an 

audience. The typical meatloaf with canned tomato paste smeared on top was an 

affordable substitute for roast while meatloaf dressed up with a pastry crust as 

“Poor Man’s Beef Wellington” was a perfect meal for Peggy Jemison Bodine to 

feed Holiday Inn business associates of her husband Frank Jemison.65 
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 Other than the TV dinner, a pinnacle of mid-century foods that epitomized 

the wonders of dehydration and artificial flavors was the powdered orange drink, 

Tang. Added to water, Tang was touted to be time-saving, healthy, and so easy 

that children could make it themselves. Mothers in Memphis offered Tang to 

children who otherwise balked at the pulp in frozen orange juice.66 After John 

Glenn drank Tang on his 1962 space flight, children who watched every second 

of the countdown wanted the instant “space-age” drink.67 Tang ads promised 

adults more vitamin C and improved “natural resistance” to fight colds when 

taken regularly with Bufferin aspirin (figure 12). Those who wanted to 

demonstrate their creativity with modern foods made Christmas presents of 

Mason jars filled with a swirling mix of Tang and dehydrated, “instant” spiced tea 

such as Constant Comment by the Bigelow Company.   

 Architectural historian Clifford Clark suggested that the kitchen could also 

be a place where a housewife and children could have fun preparing foods that 

used new packaged ingredients and modern appliances.68 Continuous 

countertops allowed children to sit next to the bowl their mothers stirred. Toaster 

ovens were easier for children. Food manufacturers made products that entailed 

an element of fun for children helping with dinner such as dinner rolls pressure 

packed into cardboard tubes. Intended to facilitate shipping, the rolls were 

advertised for the fun of twisting the tube to pop out the rolls rather than for the 

taste replicating home (figure 13). One manufacturer of tubed cinnamon rolls 

included a small plastic package of pre-mixed icing encouraging children to 

decorate the rolls when they were fresh from the oven. While these ads did not 
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run in the black-owned newspapers, the recipes that were featured often 

included an element of creativity or fun.    

 
The Organization Man69 

 
 

 Jessamyn Neuhaus described meat, affiliated with good appetites and 

strong families, as the “historic star” of American meals.70 The historical 

association of power in providing meat reflected qualities that became associated 

with men’s roles in the kitchen. After his wife’s unsuccessful attempt to grill 

outside, Dr. Ralph Braden, a local oral surgeon, insisted that all meat prepared 

via grilling would be his domain. He thus assumed the principal role of preparing 

what was considered the most important part of the meal with his wife’s 

additional dishes considered complementary. When Memphian Hal McGeorge 

barbecued ribs, they were never referred to simply as ribs. They were always his 

“famous” ribs. Admittedly tongue-in-cheek, the adjective established the 

importance of the ribs, prepared by Mr. McGeorge.  

 In The Hearts of Men, essayist and public activist Barbara Ehrenreich 

argued that men in the 1950s were expected to grow up, get married, and 

provide for a wife and children. From this point of view, men were confined to a 

role where breaking with tradition threatened to put them at social poles as 

decadent playboys or deadbeat “beatniks.” Enthusiastically assuming the 

position of backyard grill master set one on the socially acceptable path. 

Cookbooks, popular weekly magazines, and news stories abounded with the 

idea that outdoor cooking allowed a man to grapple directly with the animal spirit 
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of meat and avoid fooling with special pans and molds in the kitchen. Facing the 

risk of fire and ruining prime cuts of meat gave a husband the chance to prove 

his awareness of his responsibility for his family and home. Fire was also 

associated with the rugged outdoorsman image of the American pioneer. A 

regional history of eating pork, combined with warm temperatures that started in 

early spring and lasted until late fall, elevated barbecuing to an almost ritualistic 

level, especially on weekends when men were off work. Women contributed to 

these events by checking for weekend and holiday specials on packages of baby 

back ribs at grocery stores across the city. An elaborate, double-decked brick pit 

constructed at the “modern ranch home” of Mr. and Mrs. Leland Atkins for Fourth 

of July entertaining was featured in the Tri-State Defender in 1964 (figure 14).71 

 The barbecue grill and the act of barbecuing epitomized a suburban life 

constructed around the abundance of space, time, and food: backyards, leisure 

time, family activities, and hearty appetites. Dad cooked and Mom made at least 

two side dishes. Neuhaus has argued that barbecuing was a creative outlet, a 

fun hobby for men while cooking was a nurturing task for women. Newspaper 

ads promoted grilling out as a break for the housewife who might be busy 

Saturday night preparing a large, weekly Sunday meal. Dick and Jane, the mid-

century metonymy for children, watched traditional gender roles in action as the 

production of this meal often brought the family together in strictly gendered 

ways. Fenced backyards associated a sense of security, privacy, and 

individuality with barbecuing.  Cooking out became a national fad believed 

essential to maintaining the American way of life represented by the suburbs.72   
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 The open floor plan flowing through sliding glass doors to an outdoor patio 

or deck reinforced the inclusive experience of the barbecuing process and the 

end product. Barbecuing was a mystical ritual ending with a food considered 

worthy of the gods, or at least friends and family. Secret marinades and special 

techniques were considered family secrets. Grills and large cuts of meat became 

as prestigious as new cars or fully-stocked refrigerators. Harvey Levenstein has 

proposed that big aprons and overscaled utensils fitted only for outdoor use 

served to keep men out of the kitchen. If the rugged pioneer image seemed 

unsophisticated, dressing like a chef with a huge toque and apron legitimized the 

seriousness of outdoor cooking. An apron with “Boss” printed across the front, 

available at Memphis’ largest department store, confirmed the power of the guy 

at the grill. Other images suggested different, but equally manly roles for male 

cooks. A weekly ad for a portable “Big Boy” grill hinted at the fun factor by 

suggesting dad was just a boy playing with fire (figure 15). Ads in the Memphis 

World or The Tri-State Defender showed a man in shorts, smiling proudly as he 

enjoyed his free time at a grill. A wire-service article on boys who enjoyed 

cooking as training to “become skilled outdoor and short order cooks” also noted 

that they were learning to cook to impress girls.  

 Barbecue exemplified the historical similarities in the foodways of blacks 

and whites. L. H. White, a musician, learned to cook as a child in the 1950s from 

his father who, as a black man, was never allowed to advance past sous-chef 

with the Illinois Central Railroad that ran from Chicago to New Orleans. He taught 

his son how to cook ribs and fish. White lived in Orange Mound, founded in 1890.  
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Renowned for his sweet potato pies and candied yams, White has produced 

Fourth of July barbecue for his whole neighborhood since the 1960s. His slow-

cooked ribs were prepared with much of the same ritual as those of white Hal 

McGeorge, underscoring Adrian Miller’s observation that the foods eaten by 

blacks and whites were culturally similar despite social differences. With store 

bought grills and side dishes, such as macaroni and cheese that was often 

processed, the relationship of foodways and design produced more similarities 

than differences.  

 Assuming that all barbecuing was performed by men would ignore the 

contradictions and realities of life during this decade. In Memphis, divorced 

women or wives of men who worked late, learned to handle the grill as 

competently as any “Big Boy.” Laurence Streuli, divorced and working in real 

estate, regularly cooked barbecued chicken on an outdoor grill for her children.73 

As a neurosurgeon, Dr. Sam Hunter often worked late leaving his wife Jody to fix 

dinner for their three children then cook out for him and herself on the Weber grill 

still used today. A housewife’s perception of place in the kitchen often included 

the space outdoors where the grill sat. 

 In Memphis, the preparation of meals featuring game reflected additional 

aspects about gender roles in the kitchen. Located near a North American 

waterfowl migration flyway, the city was surrounded by rural farmland that 

supported squirrel, rabbit, possum, deer, wild turkey and, especially, duck. By the 

end of the twentieth century, “southern hunting culture” strongly reflected white 

notions of trophy hunting and game limits.74 In the seasonally defined ritual of 
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many white families, men were usually the hunters who cleaned the birds and 

delivered them to the kitchen for cooking. A wife or hired help might bake duck in 

the oven, make a casserole, gumbo, or assist the husband with grilling duck 

breasts outside.  Duck was acceptable for formal and informal meals. Male 

contributors to The Woman’s Exchange Cook Book provided recipes for 

“Pressed Duck,” which required special equipment. Duck was not the only game 

Memphians enjoyed, but one of the most available. Cookbook contributions from 

hunters included “Braised Quail,” and “Barbecued Racoon,” with instructions for 

proper cleaning. As late as 1950, Gourmet magazine published a recipe for 

“Possum ‘n’ taters.”75 

 The frontispiece of The Memphis Cook Book was a perky essay reprinted 

in Junior League cookbooks across the country. “How To Cook A Husband” 

came across as a submissive, silly ode to domestic bliss, relentlessly forcing the 

metaphor of cooking as a way to care for a husband (figure 16). In the subtly 

matriarchal society often associated with the South, this forward just as likely 

recommended that the reader who would manage a husband as well as she 

managed the production of dinner, would ultimately be the one in charge of the 

household.  

 
Commanding the Space Center 

  
 

 Ever the salesman, William Levitt clearly understood the place of the 

kitchen when he called it a command center. Realizing the influence the 

housewife exercised on the purchase of a house, Levitt promoted the idea of the 
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command center as a hub from which the housewife managed the way that her 

family operated within the family and within the community. Historian Joy Parr 

has suggested that the kitchen could be considered a supporting character in a 

twentieth century narrative of home and nation. Consolidating the open plan and 

the latest appliances, the kitchen exemplified the effect technology had on the 

modern identity. As Parr noted, “if technology is gendered masculine . . . women 

influence technology ‘through the kitchen door.’”76  

 Early twentieth century ideas about scientific management of the office, 

and in turn, the kitchen, helped to open that door for women and technology. In 

“Promoting the ‘Unit Idea’: Manufactured Kitchen Cabinets (1900-1950),” design 

professor Mary Anne Beecher found strong similarities in office and kitchen 

design. Beecher identified “consolidation (the grouping together of related items) 

and disclosure (making the location of tools and supplies easily known)”77 as two 

organizational concepts that shared common characteristics in the layout of 

kitchens and offices. Beecher argued that women learning to manage offices in 

the early twentieth century brought many of their organizational ideas from the 

kitchen to the office. She noted that women accustomed to “keeping stock” at 

home influenced the arrangement of office storage compartments when they 

entered a professional world outside of the kitchen. With the post-war 

industrialization of the kitchen, those ideas returned home. Popular women’s 

magazines became more like trade journals and encouraged women to run their 

kitchens as businesses. The kitchen as Levitt’s command center was a hub of 

activity between the public and private zones of the house. With so many 
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different appliances on the market, food preparation was possible at different 

times of day and the kitchen served a variety of purposes. Professor Patricia 

Gantt wrote that kitchens for black and white women served as “’arenas for 

power and creativity” in which they could take the significance of food to 

“internalize the messages as behavioral guides or reconfigure them to their own 

design.”78 “[T]the kitchen had a place in these women’s lives, rather than their 

place being in the kitchen,” stated Jessica Weiss in “She Also Cooks: Gender, 

Domesticity, and Public Life in Oakland, California, 1957-1959,” published in 

2000.79 

 Housewives in Memphis also approached the kitchen as a production 

center where different tasks were organized and completed in an effort to uphold 

the significance of food in Southern culture. The kitchen became a place for 

activities that included grocery shopping, arranging delivery of milk or fresh, local 

vegetables, paying bills, doing laundry, managing a budget and employees, 

planning and preparing meals, and raising children. Modern kitchens in Memphis 

and nationwide often included “bill-paying” corners like office cubicles with 

counters and telephones. Some housewives in Memphis such as Peggy Jemison 

Bodine, preferred the old-fashioned, privileged custom of phoning the 

neighborhood grocery with orders to be delivered. Others drove the family car to 

the supermarket. In either case, the kitchen became a center for receiving and 

eventually, distributing, creating a spatial order along with daily menus.   

 As Harvey Levenstein pointed out in Paradox of Plenty, one study showed 

that middle-class housewives actually spent more time on food preparation in 
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1965 than in 1931.80 Time-saving machines and foods often created more work 

because housewives and their families expected higher standards of living and 

cleanliness. Appliances from self-defrosting freezers to electric can openers and 

microwaves, made it incumbent upon the housewife to take a new approach to 

cooking. Commanding the modern kitchen took a lot of work. This, in turn, urged 

housewives to reassess the place of the kitchen.   

 
Leisure is the Latest Trend 

 
 

Articles on housekeeping and cooking emphasized that the resulting 

leisure time was a well-deserved benefit of smart living. Ads suggested that 

shopping at particular grocery stores or furniture showrooms could afford women 

the leisure time to relax elegantly in a chaise longue or curl up on the sofa with a 

book. One advertisement claimed that the convenience of buying milk gave 

women time for golf. The Commercial Appeal ran an ad for itself featuring a few 

sports, declaring “Women Should Play Games.”81 Hailed by popular magazines 

and Sunday inserts as one of the inevitable benefits of modern living, leisure time 

became a sign of middle class success. 

In addition to volunteering with community service groups such as the Junior 

League or black sorority Alpha Kappa Alpha, women and men across Memphis 

formed multiple garden clubs to enjoy their spare time and pursue the popular 

home-grown tomato. The Commercial Appeal ran the schedule for garden club 

meetings weekly. These were usually held at a member’s house where the 

kitchen was the central entry point and making snacks gave the host something 
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to show other than gardening skills. In an article announcing the purchase of a 

new house in a tony neighborhood, the owner’s identification as president of the 

Belle Meade garden club was as important as noting his professional position. By 

1964, the “Food and Home” section of The Commercial Appeal had become 

“Home and Garden” highlighting the prevalence of houses with yards for planting. 

The indoor/outdoor connection of the open plan increased the visibility of 

gardens representing the prestige of controlling the landscape and the availability 

of leisure time. 

 A 1954 article in The Commercial Appeal led with the headline that the 

“Kitchen Gives As Much Joy As A Career.” This opinion was stated by a 

housewife who declared that studying literature in college was less rewarding 

than cooking.6 A month later, an article noted that frozen foods had changed the 

eating habits of America. Next to that article, a photo of Mrs. Harold Bruce 

smiling with her son, Bobby, dominated the page. Mrs. Bruce, identified only by 

her husband’s name, depended on mixes to prepare a meal that was “delicious” 

and scientifically healthy “according to tests.”82 To Mrs. Bruce, the most important 

reason for using mixes was that she had more leisure time to dote on Bobby. The 

tone that these three articles conveyed was that cooking with modern foods 

brought gratification, nutritious variety in diets, and time to spare. Ads for kitchen 

equipment touted more leisure time outdoors, underscoring the accessibility of 

the outdoors in the suburbs in contrast to older inner cities. Sandy Isenstadt has 

argued that the display of leisure was so important that housewives were inclined 

to use of mixes and prepared foods as a way to “conceal labor.”83 
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Factory Wrapped 
 
 

 Considering the link of farm to kitchen to table to mouth discussed in the 

Introduction, the thread of production included the act and the object. Production 

as act included not only designing a modern sense of place in the kitchen but 

also cooking old and new recipes with an array of the latest food items. Fresh 

approaches to dining and cooking produced dream kitchens with multiple 

technologies, complex infrastructures serving the suburbs, and an informal, 

entertainment-oriented outlook toward culinary style. The post-war building boom 

and economic growth of Memphis reinforced by newspapers full of 

advertisements and related feature stories created a citizenry eager to enjoy the 

reality of a new kitchen.  Homemaker clubs for high school girls and adult 

women, television sound stages, and local home show tours reinforced desire. A 

dream kitchen promoted a place to explore the meaning of foodways and a new 

perception of place. Whether or not it was part of an open floor plan, the spatial 

experience of the kitchen addressed technological changes and sharing 

racialized or gendered space. The link between kitchen design and the culture of 

food produced an evolving sense of social and dietary order.  

 The innovations that created new appliances and supermarkets reinforced 

a new approach to eating and entertaining. Novelty was spurred on by the mass 

publication of new cookbooks, social organizations brought together by cooking, 

and a suburban life centered on new activities that mirrored the segregated 

society of Memphis. Rising standards of living, new approaches to kitchen 
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management, and the resulting leisure time generated more connections 

between kitchen design and food culture. The contemporary and historical 

influences of race, gender, and class were ever present whether in the kitchen of 

white suburban housewives or the living rooms of middle class inner city blacks. 

 One dish meals such as casseroles or meatloaf served directly from the 

oven created new definitions for foodways as “the study of why we eat, what we 

eat, and what it means.”84 As processed and packaged foods entered the new 

kitchen, housewives produced meals offering new interpretations on the 

experience of cooking and eating. This approach mirrored the novelty of spatial 

relationships created in dream kitchens. A contemporary headline describing a 

dish that was easy to make and easy to serve associated place and food by 

noting, “Dinner will be a production when there is color, texture, and flavor 

contrast.”85 The kitchen was the sound stage for the experience of food.  
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Figures: Chapter Two 

 Figure 1. The Pace Setter model with 
acoustic ceiling tiles and vinyl such as finishes found in an office. The mix of 
wood and stainless caters to the contemporary and traditional. The garden space 
and the Chianti bottle represent the exotic possible in one simple, open plan 
kitchen. 
 
 
 

   Figure 2. The processed foods 
that made life a stretch in the shade headlined the sale list. 
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Figure 3. Donna Reed was a model of looking 
good in the kitchen with her styled hair, lipstick and stylish dress.  
 
 
 

 Figure 4. New appliances prompted the need for 
a television. It’s conveniently portable and the owner can keep up with the 
American pastime, baseball. 
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 Figure 5. When not speaking to women’s clubs, 
Pearl Silverson hosted a television show with early examples of product 
placement. 
 
 
 

 Figure 6. With clever grocery shopping and diligent 
stamp collecting, the housewife could be the breadwinner, too, by winning a 
house with the leisurely name, “The Hacienda.” 
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 Figure 7. The baby is happy for 
Mommie because all food is “ready-cooked.” “Ready” sounds better than “pre-“ 
which might sound like leftovers. Seessel’s established its reputation with 
continental offerings such as cannelloni, tetrazzini, and luxury processed foods. 
 
 
 

 Figure 8. Billie White’s happily stained 
favorite recipe. Consider the effort that went into typing the chapter title at an 
angle and finding creativity in a cookbook.  
 
 
 

 Figure 9. Betty Crocker made cakes alluring and 
lush.  These suggestions focused on the chocolate and rich icing leaving candies 
and colors to the children’s theme cakes.  
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  Figure 10. Like the white owned newspapers, 
the Memphis World also conflated images of creative cooking with personal 
grooming.  
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 Figure 11. The sardine casserole made appealing 
with its decorative circle of fish.  Assuming this was syndicated by the Associated 
Negro Press, ANP instead of ANS, the recipe takes on Southern roots with the 
use of “real mayonnaise,” a condiment greatly associated with southern food. 
 
 
 

Figure 12. This mix promises not only to build up 
natural resistance, but also to allow one to sleep better in full makeup.   
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       Figure 13. Popping open a can of 
biscuits seemed like magic with the help of science producing flavor and a 
performance.   
 
 
 

 Figure 14. By the 1960s, the success of 
middle class blacks was featured by this large built-in grill.  
 
 
 

 Figure 15. Wearing the right outfit added to the 
commanding presence and obvious self-satisfaction of a suburban grill master.   
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 Figure 16. The cook 
reading this was expected to understand all the cooking references.  What kind 
of recipes did she actually make and how did her kitchen look to “Comfort?” 
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CHAPTER THREE 
 
 

PRESENTING PINEAPPLE 
 
 

“We eat with our eyes first.”1 

 

 

 Whether arranged according to a triangle plan or a Frankfurt galley, early 

twentieth century kitchen design focused on efficiency. Whether served as 

comfort food or cuisine, the food from those kitchens focused on nourishment.  

Yet, the post-war presentations of new foods in modern spaces demonstrated a 

connection between kitchen design and food culture that extended beyond 

efficiency and nourishment. This link was intensified by three factors: an 

enthusiasm for color and novelty, a media-driven market flooded with packaged 

and processed foods, and an abundance of material goods that signified the 

height of comfort found in suburbia. The cultivation and production of this link 

created a spatial and visual relationship. The third aspect of that link, 

presentation, created yet another perspective on the close relationship of design 

and food culture. As noted in the Introduction, the table represented the 

presentation of food and place. The table became a place of creative self-

expression where a housewife satisfied herself while meeting the needs of 

others. The table interceded as place and form between her acts of giving and 

the experience others found in receiving. 
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 One can imagine the square in the diagram below as a table or a site of 

presentation. While the housewife revealed herself on that site, others interpreted 

her expressions based on their own experiences. In this exchange of two 

perceptions, presentation of food and place became a phenomenological 

experience. The relationship between kitchen design and the culture of food 

focused on this experience of presenting and receiving. 

 
housewife ↔ ⬛ ↔ others/family/friends 

 

 As with any phenomenological situation, a presentation at the table 

comprised two factors. On one hand, there was a housewife’s personal need for 

creative gratification. The media encouraged her to cook and serve as cleverly as 

she was encouraged to decorate her kitchen with flair. The importance of 

presentation was a subtle step toward self-expression. Housewives could believe 

that serving creatively compensated for any suspicion that the family was 

neglected because modern technology supposedly allowed her to spend less 

time and effort cooking. Presentations became as simple as decorating a plate 

with parsley sprinkled over otherwise bland boiled potatoes. Trends that 

emphasized the look of food, table settings, and the associated spaces fostered 

the phenomenological experience between food and place. 

 
“Colorful Kitchens Will Promote Colorful Meals”2 

 
 

 Color was as glamorous and modern in foods as it was in kitchens. The 

media fed an enthusiasm for bright colors by describing kitchens, parties, and 
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foods in the same terms. Black and white newsprint described kitchens and 

social events in colorful terms. While the housewife balanced decisions about 

design and diet, color became a signifier of taste and order. The kitchens 

featured in a 1962 home show were described with words such as “a living 

kitchen . . . with mellow pine paneling” and colors of olive green and pumpkin.3  

Olives and pumpkins were foods that reinforced a “mellow” style of “living.” In this 

case, the foods also evoked pleasant experiences of entertaining and holidays.   

Olives were exotic foreign finger foods associated with entertaining. Pumpkins 

came in warm orange colors and were linked to American traditions such as 

Thanksgiving. 

 “Since the war, whole houses are virtually being designed around colorful, 

labor-saving kitchens that can also serve as all-purpose living space for the 

family,” wrote Time magazine in 1954.4 A 1964 photograph in The Commercial 

Appeal enthusiastically headlined, “Colorful Kitchen Will Promote Colorful 

Meals,”5 captured the affect of the kitchen on the experience of eating. The 

scene in the photograph was described as a colorful arrangement of fruity 

yellows and bright greens like healthy vegetables available all year round. The 

yellow might have been a lively “Canary,” the name of one manufacturer’s color 

evoking a cheerful bird. The intensity of colors in processed foods such as the 

green of instant Key lime pie filling, the bright yellow of French’s mustard, or red 

and green maraschino cherries were popular for kitchen colors. Surrounded by 

an environment emphasizing color, housewives were lured into colorful 

presentations with advances in food preservation and recipes intensified by new 
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techniques in color printing. Popular plastics like Formica stimulated 

manufacturers to offer plastic dishes in an abundance of colors and patterns. 

 
Just Like Home Cooking 

 
 

 Color television was not yet as common as color photography but images 

from TV offered another new expectation of suburban life. Television presented a 

new perception of social space beyond that created by the open floor plan.6 

Linking the private suburban living room with the idealized public one, television 

created an ambiguity of public and private space. Stylish middle class television 

families showed viewers how sponsors expected them to eat and live in a kitchen 

equipped with the latest appliances and decor. The romantic antics of Laura and 

Rob Petrie in The Dick Van Dyke Show exuded fun and modern living as they 

moved around their open kitchen counter and split-level living room. The next-

door feel of these stage sets fed the motivation to keep up with the Jones, or the 

Petries. 

 Communications professor Lynn Spigel called television a democratic 

utopia, or the presentation of an image of American life through the suburbs. An 

NBC executive described this utopia as a place, “where different cultural 

practices were homogenized and channeled through a medium whose messages 

were truly American.”7 Men had jobs and women had kitchens. Men went out to 

work while women stayed home and kept the family together. “There can be no 

doubt that the gender roles associated with domestic consumerism--homemaker 

and breadwinner--were central to the identity of many women and men at the 
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time,” noted Elaine Tyler May.8 Certainly the popular programs such as Ozzie 

and Harriet or The Donna Reed Show portrayed suburban life as one happy 

green lawn where the housewife dealt with all crises from the kitchen. The 

perfect kitchen with shiny floors and appliances, prompted one housewife to say, 

“I had to be Donna Reed.”9 As Spigel described, “Television’s incorporation of 

the public sphere into the home did not bring ‘male’ space into female space’ 

instead it transposed one system of sexually organized space onto another.”10 

Like the picture window in a suburban ranch or the sliding glass doors that 

removed boundaries between indoor and outdoor spaces, television felt like it 

was peeking into the viewer’s home as easily as the viewer peeked into Donna 

Reed’s. The openness of appearances set a standard of conformity yet again. 

The expectation to measure up to real or imaginary neighbors could not be 

dismissed when life was on display. Not only were meals served differently but 

the importance of appearances was heightened by the urge to live up to the 

standards of an imaginary neighbor in the real neighborhood. 

 As more households acquired televisions and networks produced more 

family-oriented shows, the link between design and food took an unprecedented 

move. The television became a focal point in house designs especially in those 

with flow between t the kitchen, dining area, and living room. Describing the 

layout of her parents’ first and second houses, Dana Hunter Paschal noted that 

the open plan included shelves designed to best locate the television. The 

popularity of television led to the creation of the TV dinner. Packaged in a box 

decorated like a TV, this instant dinner was an arrangement of proportioned food 
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claiming to be nutritious and tasty served in a convenient “heat-n-serve” 

aluminum tray that allowed eating at any time. Presentation was everything. 

When the home version of military meals appeared in 1954, engineers quickly 

discovered another example of the importance of appearances in this era. 

Customers were more interested in color than taste. Modifications were rushed 

into production while leading companies such as Swanson continued to promote 

the nutritional value of the meals (figure 1). Additionally there was no clean-up 

time needed. Swanson’s promoted the dinners as perfect for family gatherings or 

impressing unexpected guests. Having grown up in Memphis during the 1960s, 

Hunter Haizlip remembered the fun of sneaking out of her parents’ formal dining 

room to have dinner down the street where a friend’s working single mother often 

served TV dinners.11 

 Television shows such as the Kraft Music Hall grew in popularity with the 

appeal of TV dinners. Juanita Mohn associated her childhood Sunday dinners 

with the schedules of “Bonanza” and Walt Disney’s “Wonderful World of Color.” 

To accommodate the TV dinner, television trays appeared on the market allowing 

one to eat not only at any time but at any place near a television and a 

comfortable chair. Milner Stanton, whose father was the county attorney general 

and often worked late, remembered eating with her parents only at TV trays.  

 Lightweight metal trays attached to aluminum legs, the mobility of these 

fold-up tables further disrupted the formality of dining and methods of serving. To 

add a touch of class, trays were often fussily decorated with paintings of romantic 

bouquets of flowers, lacy placemats, or wood grain (figure 2). In addition to TV 
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dinners, packaged foods such as fish sticks or “Tater Tots” - bite-sized bits of 

shredded potatoes - could be served at any time with minimal effort. Horwitz and 

Singley suggested that TV dinners and television were inextricably connected in 

an aura of cool. The TV dinner and the TV tray “disrupted the hierarchy of the 

table” by rearranging placement and numbers so that more people could eat 

together at different times.12  

 
Endless Summer 

 
 

 Food historian Amy Bentley stated that the development of advertising as 

an industry was tied to the growing production of canned goods and processed 

foods such as TV dinners.13 Advertisements showed kitchen areas described 

with text intended to help a housewife envision herself in that place with that 

product in hand. One color and food that embodied an exuberance often linked to 

this decade was pineapple. The post-war suburban ideal of the California lifestyle 

combined with the celebration of Hawaiian statehood in 1959 turned a spotlight 

on the pineapple. Pineapple was available canned, frozen, and with the 

expansion of air freight, fresh from Hawaii or California. With its bright color, 

fantastical image of the far-away, and a flavor not available from the backyard 

garden, the pineapple became an affordable and colorful addition for casual 

family meals or fancy parties.  

 Despite the fact that most pineapple was canned, the fruit was hailed as 

“tasty,” “delightful,” and “field fresh,” qualities ubiquitous in the promotion of 

processed foods. Besides these taste values, pineapple was hailed for the color, 
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shape, and novelty it added to the appearance of any dish. Memphis newspapers 

added an allure of fantasy with recipes headlined as “Pineapple Dutch Chicken – 

a dish with the glamour of far-off islands” or “Pineapple Chunks Give Corned 

Beef Hash Lift.” The Memphis World combined an exotic foreign dish with the 

tropical in, “Lamb Curry Is Glamorized With Pineapple Tidbits In Rice Ring.”14 

The 1964 Joy of Cooking recommended serving dip in a “lovely scooped-out 

pineapple, which on fern or grape leaves, delights the eye and tantalizes the 

palate.”15 The rhetoric of pineapple preparations suggested a sense of happiness 

and satisfaction for the housewife as well her family. Arranging pineapple pieces 

by hand was championed as adding a “loving” touch.  

 A Quaker Oats ad from 1960 shows young girls in perky matching outfits 

facing large bowls of oatmeal. The reader is reminded that the reason to serve 

Quaker Oats oatmeal was “because you love them.”16 Posted in the lower left 

hand corner of the ad, a sidebar of small text proposed adding pineapple while 

the oatmeal cooked. This aside, suggesting pineapple as a secret ingredient, 

hinted that whoever prepared this recipe was adding something special to that 

love. 

 Pineapple spanned breakfast to buffet. As many ways as there were to 

add it to meat, there were even more salads concocted around pineapple. The 

Tri-State Defender featured a salad recipe from the Carnation Milk Company of 

lime gelatin, Carnation evaporated milk, and pineapple. The article added that 

the salad was as appropriate for a children’s dinner as it was for a women’s club 

tea.  Gelatin salad, usually known by the eponym Jell-O, became as ubiquitous 
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as pineapple, perhaps because of pineapple. The colorful packaged gelatin in 

fruit flavors was poured into aluminum molds of all shapes to create spectacles 

that have been described as “not simply eaten, but admired.”17 Jell-O boxes 

included recipes that challenged the housewife to dress up her presentations 

with additions such as pineapple. Sherrie Inness proposed that the “ornamental” 

displays made with Jell-O, “constituted” femininity through recipes that 

encouraged cleverness.18  

 In addition to the color and healthy virtues attributed to pineapple, the 

yellow chunks and rings became embellishments for other foods served in rings 

or molds. These popular preparations were suitable for parties or family meals to 

showcase creativity in any situation. In her discussion of mid-century cookbooks, 

Manly Meals and Mom’s Home Cooking: Cookbooks and Gender in Modern 

America, Jessamyn Neuhaus described a recipe for liver spread molded to 

resemble pineapple with the real leafy cap added at one end. Sliced black olives 

were arranged to mimic pineapple spikes.19 It is easy to imagine an enterprising 

Memphis hostess trying to impress her guests with festive flair of molded liver 

spread. In one of philosopher Roland Barthes’ notable essays, he discusses how 

to read significance in an ad for a jar of spaghetti sauce. The visual rhetoric of 

the graphics and the viewer’s understanding of those graphics constitutes a 

phenomenological experience. Barthes’ analysis of an everyday object could be 

applied to a liver spread molded in the shape of a pineapple that became a 

signifier of modernity, life style, and a hostess’s search for creative identity.20  
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 During the decade, newspapers across Memphis promoted the 

celebration of Lent with weekly recipes. Lenten entrees of fish with pineapple 

garnishes were harbingers of spring. A grocery store ad that offered fish for sale 

and serving suggestions showed a fish-shaped platter holding a fish surrounded 

by pineapple rings. Another ad presented fish sticks arranged in a fish shape and 

scattered with pineapple. Suggestions for the popular Easter ham included a 

ham meatloaf strewn with pineapple “tidbits,” “upside down” ham roast decorated 

like a pineapple upside down cake, and a ham and veal ring garnished with 

pineapple slices, crab apples, parsley, and a horseradish cream sauce. 

Packaged and processed, pineapple was readily available to uplift any 

presentation. 

 Hawaii and the Pacific islands provided an infinite variety of inspiration for 

parties and party foods. Photos in The Commercial Appeal showed parties held 

at a popular restaurant called the Luau, famous for its sesame chicken and a 

twenty-foot high Easter Island replica head. Hawaii was the theme for a Shrine 

Ladies auxiliary lunch at the Skyway, the top floor ballroom of the luxury Peabody 

hotel that overlooked the Mississippi River. Big Star groceries, with several 

locations, advertised “Aloha” parties with Hawaiian coconut cake and Hawaiian 

ice cream, also known as sherbet. The Memphis Cook Book listed a recipe for 

Pineapple Icebox Cake. The Dole Food Company, a leading supplier of 

pineapple from Hawaii, offered a vinyl album of dance music to any hostess who 

collected a requisite number of lids from Dole products.21 Bridging the racial 

divide, pineapple was served when the black women’s Cotillion Club held a 
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bridge party at a “beautiful and spacious home” decorated with silver candelabra, 

lace table cloths, and “an impressive array of edibles and potables” that included 

pineapple upside down cake with rainbow sherbet.22 What seemed like a frenzy 

of Hawaiian-Polynesian themed events accentuated the emphasis of the decade 

on bright colors and new foods and an ensuing sense of posterity. 

 The natural yellow of pineapple paled in comparison to the color added to 

enhance the appeal of fruits, gelatins, cake mixes, and fruit-flavored drinks. 

Promoted as a way to please children while providing vitamins, fruit drinks came 

in a Crayola box array of colors and flavors such as green, yellow, orange, or 

red, that bore little connection to actual fruits. Sugary Hawaiian Punch, with bright 

names such as Fruit Juicy Red and Sunshine Yellow, was perhaps the best 

known children’s drink after the run of an award-winning animated television 

commercial in 1962.23 “Bright” Hawaiian Punch was mentioned in The Tri-State 

Defender as the refreshment served at a children’s Christmas party.24 Cashing in 

on the popularity of fruity punch-like drinks and pineapples, the Stokely company 

from Tennessee advertised in The Commercial Appeal a line of drinks that mixed 

lime, orange, or grapefruit juices with pineapple (figure 3).  

 
A Summer Place25  

 
 

 The pineapple was not the only fruit that served a role combining personal 

creativity with familial responsibility. Processing eliminated the seasonal limits on 

fruit so that the post-war comforts of a seemingly endless summer expanded the 

experience of food and place. A kitchen full of new appliances such as electric 
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can openers and toaster ovens added to a variety of easy preparations. One 

telling ad suggested serving canned cling peaches with an artistic flair. Carrot 

ears on a peach “head” made a “funny bunny” for children or Easter. A “Peach 

Flower Salad,” perfect for a ladies’ luncheon, presented a peach “peony” with bell 

pepper leaves. Similar to the fine print noted on the Quaker Oats ad, an aside on 

this ad stated that only yellow cling peaches from California were acceptable. An 

attentive reader could be creative and morally responsible using the “right” 

peaches from the idyllic lands of California.26  

 Regional food products offered other creative serving suggestions.  

Louisiana-based Blue Plate mayonnaise advertised recipes for “healthful” salads 

of colorful fruits. A “Confetti Salad” made with pineapples, apples, bananas, 

featured small cubes of Blue Plate jelly scattered on top. The word, confetti, 

sounded visually and physically more festive to make and serve than if it had 

been named “Jelly Cube Salad.”27 Reinforcing the security of social conformity 

this ad declared that “everyone” would enjoy fruits mixed with Blue Plate.  

 Libby’s Fruit Cocktail, a concoction of color, shape, and simple syrup, was 

the consummate example of processed food. The bite-sized cubes of tasteless 

vividly colored fruits could be poured straight into a fancy bowl or, with the ease 

of a new freezer, frozen, cut into rounds and decorated with a dollop of 

mayonnaise. Reminding the housewife that dessert was expected with every 

meal, and implicitly suggested that frequency would lead to repetition and 

perhaps boredom, Libby’s promised “the most beautiful dessert” (figure 4). 
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 Pretty presentations became as important as producing a meal itself. Like 

dream kitchens and organza gowns, marshmallows conjured up an image of 

easy, lighthearted fluff. By the 1950s, the confection known historically as 

marshmallows because of its derivation from the mallow plant, was scientifically 

engineered, mass-produced, and promoted as a contribution to modern cooking. 

Recipes using marshmallows included such disparate dishes as stuffed acorn 

squash and creamed chicken. Sweet potato casseroles topped with a layer of 

browned marshmallows were standard holiday side dishes in many Southern 

households. Uniformly shaped in miniature or standard sizes, pastel colored or 

white, the convenient puffs underscored the importance of presentation from 

salads to desserts. Marshmallows were the basis of the elaborate decorations on 

the Betty Crocker birthday cakes that Memphian Jody Hunter baked for her 

daughters. A frothy peach-colored custard was called Peach Marshmallow 

Cream in The Commercial Appeal for effect despite having no marshmallows in 

it.28  

 Located at a geographical crossroads of commerce and agriculture, 

Memphis benefited from the convenience of nationally distributed foodstuffs. 

Housewives expected and got access to ingredients such as packaged cheeses, 

canned pineapple, other canned fruits and meats, and the ubiquitous base of 

fresh lettuce. The endless summer of colorful foods and festive meals that 

brought the world to Memphis became a centerpiece of middle-class cooking.  
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Ooh! La! La! 
 
 

 Pineapples were not the only foods associated with airplanes and far-

away lands. While Europe struggled through the Marshall Plan, Americans who 

had been exposed to foreign foods while fighting World War II, embraced recipes 

with exotic names and ingredients that became readily available in the postwar 

period at suburban grocery stores. The influence of foreign travel was a key 

feature of weekly articles that featured a kitchen design and favorite recipe in the 

weekly “Food and Home” page of The Commercial Appeal. A European aura 

added caché to basic dishes. Whether a black housewife ever prepared the dish 

or not, the Memphis World saw no problem in encouraging a husband to ask his 

wife to prepare Princess Margaret’s favorite dish, coq au vin.  

 As an offshoot of the Chicago Defender, the Tri-State Defender often ran 

stories and features that reflected the larger city’s more ethnically diverse 

population. Typically, a particular brand sponsored articles that featured the 

signature product as a prominent ingredient in the recipe. The articles usually 

promised a tasty meal and a happy family. Other articles such as one on the 

“Fashion and Home Service” page in the Tri-State Defender on March 20, 1954, 

underscored ethnic foods. The lead story headlined, “Dishes With Foreign Flavor 

Is [sic] Spring Tonic For Family.” Featuring several Nabisco products, the article 

posted a recipe for “traditional” sauerbraten with gravy thickened using “old-

fashioned” ginger snaps. Other dishes included Italian-style veal cutlets covered 

with Ritz crackers, British almond banana trifle made with Nabisco Vanilla 
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Wafers, and an “Old Country” borscht, to be served with plenty of Nabisco 

Premium Saltines. The page continued the foreign flavor theme with recipes for 

Shamrock Cupcakes and Dublin Derbies using Kelly green cherries.29 Originally 

published in Chicago with its the large Irish population, the article ran after St. 

Patrick’s Day in Memphis. In spite of this gaffe, the market focus of Nabisco on 

foreign style foods suggested a black community interested in creative 

presentations.  

 Writing for Ebony magazine, Chicago food writer Freda DeKnight praised 

a recipe from the “glamorous” Lena Horne for East Indian Chicken as an 

“interesting . . . special” because of the added curry spice.30 A recipe with “foreign 

flavor” gave a housewife the opportunity to demonstrate her worldly awareness in 

preparation and presentation. Local cookbooks included recipes that were titled 

“Oriental,” or included French and Italian names. “Beef bourguignon” sounded 

more impressive and sophisticated than beef stew. One recipe in the Woman’s 

Exchange Cookbook was called “Queen Elizabeth’s Pudding” with no comment 

about the name other than that it froze “beautifully.”31 The L’Allegro Circle 

cookbook mentioned in Chapter 2 included “Armenian Chicken” and “Pork 

Tenderloin Javanese.” A cozy dining niche in a modern kitchen completed the 

scene.  

 By far the most popular ethnic food in the postwar period was Italian. One 

of the most iconic of foods claiming a foreign heritage was Chef Boyardee’s 

Franco American spaghetti. Sold in cans, the chopped spaghetti and tomato 

sauce mixture was easy to store, heat, and eat, making it appealing to working 
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mothers, children, or providers who appreciated the all-encompassing appeal of 

a prepared meal that offered the inexplicable connection of French, American, 

and Italian (figure 5). Betty Crocker’s cookbook featured “Pizza Americano” that 

combined the best of both worlds by adding American hotdogs to pizza and an 

“o” to American much like the 1954 hit song “Mambo Italiano.” Design magazines 

showed kitchens accessorized with chianti bottles and garlic ropes. A Betty 

Crocker recipe for “American Lasagna” called for Swiss and cottage cheese 

because those ingredients were more accessible than mozzarella. Accustomed 

to finding ricotta for lasagna, native New Yorker Jackie Kays was delighted when 

the Montesi’s supermarket opened shortly after she moved to Memphis in the 

1960s. The scale of a supermarket, especially with an Italian-American owner, 

served Memphis’s sizable Italian community and made “foreign” foods a local 

possibility.32 In reviewing a book on food studies, the historical geographer Wilbur 

Zelinsky noted that “Americans [were] . . . more willing to celebrate multi-ethnic 

eating than the pleasures of cross-cultural sex and marriage.”33  

 
Pretty is as Pretty does 

 
 

 In addition to her guidelines on the importance of a well-groomed personal 

appearance and de rigueur desserts, the buoyant character of Betty Crocker 

encouraged housewives to find love and happiness by preparing “festive” meals. 

In Betty’s words the easiest way to do this was to add a sprig of bright green 

parsley to the dinner plate. Crocker recommended keeping a bowl of fresh 

parsley in the refrigerator at all times. “Take time to add that one little frill that can 
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bring out color and appetite appeal of a special dish,” said the fictitious role 

model.34 “Frill” epitomized a feminine touch for a generation accustomed to 

wearing ruffled aprons. A food writer for the Tri-State Defender also suggested 

the freshness of parsley as an accompaniment for “appetite appeal.”35 

 Betty Crocker’s message did not go unheeded. Billie White enjoyed 

cooking nightly for family in her modified galley kitchen with the pink Formica 

countertops. She insisted on being alone in the kitchen while directing her 

daughter to set four places with napkins, mats, and silverware on the round table 

with a protective plastic top. Place settings were not the only rule of presentation 

for White. If potato chips were part of the meal, they were to be poured into a 

bowl and not passed around in the bag. She was not unusual in this request.36 A 

special meal might warrant radish rosettes, another trick she taught her daughter. 

But before serving any meal, White always added parsley to the plate.37  

 As the décor of the kitchen catered to the increased visibility of the space, 

the display of food created other opportunities to explore creativity. A story on the 

women’s page of the Memphis World recommended decorating a plain ham 

sandwich with a little paper umbrella to “brighten” the meal on a rainy day (figure 

6). The import given such a seemingly trivial expression of creativity begs the 

question of significance for presentation. In the Sunday magazine insert of The 

Commercial Appeal the nationally recognized writer, Clementine Paddleford, 

called for pretzels to be used as meat skewers.38 Suggestions for decorative 

dining may have stretched credibility but the intention was to emphasize 

appearances in food and place. 
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 The eponymous Tupperware storage containers became another product 

that benefited from post-war technology in plastics. Available in a variety of sizes 

and uses, the containers represented an efficiency and novelty that symbolized 

such aspects of the mid-century economic boom as mobility, plentiful foods, 

modern appliances, and growing families. Tupperware sales depended on an 

appealing combination of house parties with friends or family as sales persons. 

Another excuse for entertaining, these parties demonstrated the versatility of the 

unbreakable containers with sealing lids that could hold dips, cakes, an 

abundance of party snacks, and leftovers.  

 
Looking Good  

 
 

 Marshmallows and parsley were only two of the garnishes recommended 

for impressive presentations. Housewives were encouraged to be as creative 

with cooking as they had been with kitchen accessories, new cabinets, and 

finishes. Cooking became an innovative statement if one added toppings such as 

corn flakes, crisped rice cereal, crushed potato chips, corn chips, and dehydrated 

onion. A recipe from the Memphis Cook Book hinted at the potential of toppings 

as a way to express individual personality. The recipe for “Cold Chicken in a 

Blanket” called for chicken covered in white sauce to be decorated, before 

serving, with carrots, “crisp cut bacon curls” and parsley. “Your reputation as a 

hostess will be made when you serve this,” the recipe added.39 When the Kappa 

Alpha Theta alumnae chapter planned a dinner at Colonial Country Club in east 

Memphis, The Commercial Appeal’s food writer, Sara Kaye, featured the recipes, 
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which were also recommended for Lent. A photo showed the “outstanding” cook 

serving a seafood soufflé topped with potato chips and pimentos to emphasize 

the appeal of color. Her girlish jumper and large bangle bracelet convey the 

nonchalant ease of a dish that was simply a casserole made with canned tuna 

and potato chips served in an attractive container.  

 Crispy toppings and dashes of red spice were like fashion accessories. A 

casserole “dressed” fashionably expressed the cook’s ability to be fashionable. In 

the designated “women’s section” of the newspaper, columns offering advice on 

grooming and style ran adjacent to stories about colorful kitchens and enticing 

meals. Advertisements for the latest fashions ran alongside those for groceries 

and appliances.  

 Sauces became a glamorous and affordable accessory. With stores 

offering canned soups and mushrooms, onions, and cheese in jars or 

refrigerated packages, a novice cook could easily whip up a sauce (figure 7). The 

recipe for the sorority soufflé above added a sauce of mushroom soup and 

canned mushrooms. Quick sauces could enhance processed vegetables that 

were not nearly as flavorful as they claimed to be. The sorority menu included a 

side casserole with cheese spread poured over canned lima beans and onions to 

mimic a creamy sauce. The Memphis Cook Book offered more recipes for 

sauces than for meats or salads. Although salads were a mainstay at The Little 

Tea Shop lunchroom attached to the Woman’s Exchange store, the Woman’s 

Exchange Cook Book offered as many recipes for sauces as it did salads. Grace 

Williams of the Memphis World told her readers that a full selection of Chef 
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Boyardee spaghetti sauces should be kept on the shelf so that “Mom” could cook 

like a chef when she poured these over rice, spaghetti, macaroni, fish, an omelet, 

or boiled frankfurters.40 “Add eye appeal and you have the goal of all good 

cooking,” the Tri-State Defender advised in 1954.41 

 
Spread the Wealth 

 
 

 As the casual esthetics of comfort and fun entered even the most 

traditional kitchens, Memphians embraced new ways to entertain. Typifying a 

sense of relaxed fun, the dip became a signature dish of the mid 1960s. Easy to 

prepare and serve, dips set a tone for informal entertaining that allowed 

neighbors and friends to mingle against the backdrop of the orderly and open 

space of suburbia. Backyards, sliding glass doors, and mostly temperate weather 

made outdoor entertaining popular in Memphis. Outdoor entertaining also 

allowed a hostess to present festive recipes in colorful spaces defined by well-

tended gardens or stone patios. Party menus from local cookbooks assuming 

access to these outdoor spaces reinforced the well designed outdoors as a 

status symbol of success. A covered patio or deck was often the first addition 

made to a new house, quickly utilized by giving a party to show it off. 

 Festive dips depended not only on the convenience of processed and 

packaged foods such as sour cream, cream cheese, mayonnaise, and 

dehydrated soups but also on the color. “Rotel dip,” made with bright orange 

Velveeta and canned tomatoes, was often included in Mexican-themed events. 

Velveeta, a cheese-like product developed before the war, was re-invented in 
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1953 and claimed to provide more of “milk’s food values” than an eight ounce 

glass of milk (figure 8).42 Barbara Goodfellow’s handwritten, self-published 

cookbook, Make It Now, Bake It Later #1, addressed the reader personally with 

her recipe for “My Favorite Dip” made using packaged cream cheese, bouillon 

cubes, and the exotically named “Spice Islands Beau Monde Seasoning.”43  

 In 1964, the Memphis World discreetly placed a tiny recipe, “Pip of a Dip 

For A Party,” in the lower corner of a page of news.  The recipe touted a one-step 

dip that was “luscious and…serves lots of people.”44 A small drawing showed a 

mound of dip in an attractive bowl. Colorful platters with attached bowls 

specifically designed for dips and chips became mid-century accessories that 

epitomized the informal, self-serve ease of entertaining. Despite being only filler 

content for the page, this snippet of a recipe exuded the key to any successful 

dip with easy preparation and clever presentation. 

 The spatial qualities of modern kitchens that flowed through living areas 

and the outdoors supported an openness in social encounters. Dips further 

loosened the formal rules of entertaining.  Men and women could serve 

themselves simultaneously. Domestic help waiting on guests was no longer 

necessary. But, like those decrying the slow but inevitable tide of social changes, 

not everyone embraced dips as a positive sign of the times.  

 Inez Robb wrote a weekly syndicated column in The Commercial Appeal 

observing her disappointment with many aspects of the modern woman. She 

ridiculed women protestors, women in slacks, and women who danced the hula 

at Hawaiian-themed parties. One week she unleashed her acerbic fury on the 
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new fad of dips. Dips represented everything that was not to be tolerated by 

changing the social order of entertaining. Her insistence on labor intensive 

canapés failed to accept that contemporary culture included new foods.45  

 Robb was not entirely alone in her attitude toward appetizers. Traditional 

hors d’oeuvres filled the first edition of The Memphis Cook Book in 1954 but by 

the 1964 edition, the socially conservative ladies of the Junior League relented to 

add a few dips. The first edition included twelve pages in the chapter, “Appetizers 

and Canapés,” with the accent stressing sophistication in foods and readers.  

While easy dip recipes filled magazines and newspapers, the Junior League 

recipes were complicated, implying that the housewives who had the time for 

elaborate presentations employed full time help for housekeeping, child-rearing, 

and the preparation of regular meals. For example, a recipe for “allumettes” 

called for sliced anchovies wrapped in homemade pastry, fried in lard and served 

“Log House” style, decorated with parsley. “Log house” probably referred to 

overlapping like toy Lincoln logs.46 This was impressive but time-consuming and 

lacking the spontaneity of dips. The preference for dips from both sides of the 

table, the hostess and the guest, soon surpassed such complicated 

constructions. A precarious arrangement of anchovy logs could be intimidating.  

Dips were not. The imaginative housewife soon discovered that dips could be 

creative, efficient, and, like the latest designs, trendy. 

 In 1964 The Memphis Cook Book under the conservative leadership of the 

Junior League contained only one dip and that was made with watercress, a 

fancy green available only seasonally at the pricey Seessel’s grocery. Perhaps 
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subtly reflecting the changes new foods and design had brought to entertaining, 

the cookbook committee nonetheless inserted a page of impromptu appetizers 

for quick cocktails. Not yet labeled dips, these “spreads” were mostly minced 

items mixed with cream cheese. Ten pages of “Appetizers” in the 1954 edition of 

the Woman’s Exchange Cook Book had included several spreads. Freda 

DeKnight’s Date With a Dish, later known as The Ebony Cookbook, bridged the 

move from finger food hors d’oeuvres to dips by producing an appetizer chapter 

loaded with spreads. She urged the hostess to ensure that plenty of spreads 

were on the table so guests could easily help themselves without waiting. 

Instructions on arranging bowls of “your best spreads” surrounded by shrimp, 

vegetable sticks, potato chips, crackers, or toast, included one note, “Decorate 

the plate with parsley.”47 These “quick” snacks were as casual as dips and, 

according to the instructions, designed to be served in a similar style, “with potato 

chips, crackers, melba toast, thin sliced toasted bread and such.”48 The 

emphasis was on speed and store-bought foods like efficient, pre-fabricated 

kitchens.   

 
Home Cooking 

 
 

 The image of the dream kitchen in the dream house was reinforced with 

the publication of recipes and serving suggestions described in similar terms as 

efficient, easy, colorful, and glamorous. Women’s pages focused on “the four Fs: 

family, fashion, furnishings, and food.”49 Food appeared in full-page grocery ads, 

appliance ads, soft news, and human interest stories. A study in 1948 by the 
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Bureau of Agriculture Economics showed that 56% of women got their food news 

from newspapers and magazines.50 Local food writers included Sara Kaye of The 

Commercial Appeal and Sarah Anne of the Tri-State Defender. In the Southern 

culture of double names, Sara Kaye was probably a given name like Sarah Anne.  

Whether they were actual persons or fictitious characters like Betty Crocker, 

either Sarah came across as more personal and approachable by writing under a 

first name only. A reader might be more likely to test a recipe made with an 

unfamiliar new product if her “friend” Sara Kaye recommended it. 

 Not dependent on product promotion stories for revenue, The Commercial 

Appeal and the white-owned evening paper, the Memphis Press-Scimitar 

featured “the woman next door” with stories focused on the lives of local 

housewives. The narrative formula usually included a family recipe to illustrate a 

unique aspect of the featured cook’s identity, such as whether she was Jewish, 

Scottish, Italian, or a local actress with five children. In the accompanying 

photograph, children, and possibly a husband--still in tie from his job--hovered 

around the featured dish with beatific adoration and anticipation. These 

photographs conveyed a “folks like us” conformity to reassure suburban readers 

that despite ethnic background or work experience, the kitchen equalized all 

families. These articles were guidelines that suggested to a clever and frugal 

housewife that pineapple salad went well with affordable hamburgers or that a 

spaghetti asparagus casserole provided not only vegetables but leftovers.51 The 

visual rhetoric comprised subtle symbols of middle-class material culture in 

jewelry, dress, table settings, and kitchen décor, but especially in the image of 
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the nuclear family focused on the photogenic presentation of foods. In one article 

featuring Passover recipes, a housewife presided over a table set with silver 

flatware, daintily flowered china, and a curvy contemporary bowl loaded with 

homemade cookies. A silver service sat on a sleek wood cabinet in the 

background.52 Blending the recipe for modern Kosher Chiffon Cake with 

traditional china, this article prompted readers to consider their own cooking and 

serving styles as times to display the old and the new (figure 9). 

 Unlike Sara Kaye’s real life stories with photographs, the syndicated 

column, “Sarah Anne’s Cooking Class,” included only recipes. Cooking was 

praised as an opportunity to be creative and ambitious but images of black 

women in the kitchen were rare. This may have been a budgetary issue for the 

smaller paper as much as an attempt to avoid any reminder of enslaved women’s 

kitchen duties. Descriptions of black women’s kitchens came by reading between 

the lines of food articles. The Tri-State Defender ran syndicated columns such as 

a “Guide to Good Food” or “Fashions for Home Service” with advice in an upbeat 

tone extolling well-equipped middle-class kitchens and attractive serving dishes.  

An ad for dishwashing detergent illustrated with a black woman shelving a full set 

of china, wearing a smart shirtwaist dress, a sheer ruffled apron, and heels 

hinted at a kitchen as complete with modern comforts as any in the non-redlined 

suburbs.  

 A lack of financial resources may also have explained why so much of the 

content for Tri-State Defender came from the Chicago Defender. While not 

always clearly stated as based in Chicago, these syndicated stories projected 
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possible aspirations of Memphis readers who had not participated in the Great 

Migration.  One story argued for a new, all-electric kitchen only to recommend a 

supplier who was located in Chicago instead of Memphis. In addition to such 

stories or reports of society parties, the bulk of food articles in the Tri-State 

Defender were a form of product placement. A recipe for salmon macaroni 

casserole was repeatedly published in The Commercial Appeal and Tri-State 

Defender.  The central ingredient depended on whether the recipe was placed by 

Pet Milk, Carnation Milk, or Kraft. PET milk, with a large headquarters building in 

St. Louis designed in the late 1960s by a Memphis architect, contributed recipes 

combining products. Carnation evaporated milk provided a weekly series called 

“Carnation Cooking Hints” in which supposedly real housewives and their 

families were rescued from a kitchen crisis by the convenience of Carnation 

products. Offering suggestions for presentation, the Kraft showed the casserole 

in a fish-shaped dish appealingly surrounded by flowers.  

 Like white publications, black media presented recipes associated with 

celebrities along with the offers from local or syndicated food writers. Memphis 

readers of Ebony magazine were exposed to recipes and kitchens of nationally 

recognized movie stars and performers instead of someone who could be a next 

door neighbor. An article by Freda DeKnight showed Ella Fitzgerald proudly 

serving dessert while seated, not standing as domestic help would have. Relating 

to the musical heritage of Memphis, the Memphis World published a column 

called “Mealtime Melodies” by Grace Williams. In one post Williams suggested 

pouring a whole bottle of catsup over a steak for “Steak a la King” or adding 
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sliced tomatoes or a dollop of raspberry jelly to salads or meats. Her column 

appeared to seek a balance between economic limitations and pleasing 

presentation. When Williams moved to the Tri-State Defender, she became an 

identifiable neighbor.  Introduced as a home economics teacher at one the 

largest black high schools in the city she quietly rose to the status of a city-wide 

expert. Her serving suggestions could have been applied to kitchen design as 

well as food. Her maxim of “appetite appeal” depended on three essential 

elements, “flavor, texture and color.”53 Acknowledging the affordability and 

popularity of processed bologna, her recipe for “bologna cups” touted “a pretty 

dish” that “[y]our family’ll just love . . . .[writer’s ellipsis]” The final comment added 

an amiable note that the ease in making bologna cups allowed the reader more 

time for shopping with friends.54 Writing for the Tri-State Defender, Jana C. 

Porter wrote a column featuring a brand of low-cost flour. In a chatty engaging 

style, she always ended her column with a friendly, “Bye for now.”55 

 The black-owned newspapers may not have featured local housewives at 

home but they covered social gatherings extensively. Food studies historian 

Marcie Cohen Ferris has written that many black women’s and girls clubs across 

the South met to learn housekeeping techniques. In addition to the Hostess Club 

and home economic classes, girls at Booker T. Washington High School could 

join the Shirlettes Social and Cultural Club. In the Memphis papers, women’s 

clubs appeared more interested in socializing and entertaining than 

housekeeping, though black sororities were focused on community service. 

Clubs for bridge, socializing, or community service proliferated during the late 
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1950s and early 1960s with names that expressed a range of interests such as 

the Phyllis Wheatley Club, the Sequins Bridge Club, or the Mysterious Bronzettes 

Club. News stories often provided descriptions of table settings that were 

interchangeable with reports of white women’s clubs gatherings: candles, 

flowers, or decorated epergnes. At one soiree, all club members wore black 

cocktail dresses with pink carnation corsages to match the decorations. 

Appealing to the popularity of these clubs, the Tri-State Defender featured a 

contest to select a queen for the city from candidates elected by each club. For 

black women, the metaphor of Horwitz and Singley’s table as a site of two-way 

presentation is richly demonstrated in vivid descriptions of parties where the 

hostess often regaled privileged guests with seafood, shrimp, or “tasty” and 

“delectable” fried chicken dinners that began with “cocktails of choice” followed 

by card playing, dancing or “musical entertainment.”56  

 Presentation was paramount to the description of a Christmas party at the 

“palatial” home of Thomas and Helen Hayes on a tree-lined boulevard where 

many prominent blacks lived. The writer noted the “ever-flowing bar, hi-fi 

music…and delight of delights - the gourmet delicacies served from two of the 

most attractive arrays of foods to be found anywhere. One, a recessed table filled 

with crushed ice…constantly replenished with an array of sea food which would 

appear to have come from the seven seas.”57 The elements of appealing 

arrangements and access to exotic foods mirrored the whole house. 
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Setting a Place at the Table 
 
 

 The 1950s have been described as a period obsessed with the 

appearance and presentation of food.58 Sherrie Inness noted that meals became 

events and “sculptures” to convey “esthetic sensibility.”59 The presentation of 

food reached a feverish level of creativity as housewives were encouraged not 

only to try new recipes and foods but also to buy new dinner plates and serving 

dishes. The curtains, countertops, floors, and accessories of kitchen décor could 

be coordinated with dishes, table cloths or placemats to present a complete 

package. Tastefully emblematic suburban society and the importance of 

appearances, including a well-set table in an attractive kitchen tended to instill a 

sense of order and decorum that would ripple through the community.   

 The model kitchens built for the public at the Memphis Bildors Home Show 

were mirrored by table-setting contests that became popular fund-raising events 

for women’s clubs. Table settings became stage sets for food and design (figure 

10). Local television celebrity Pearl Silverson gave table setting talks to woman’s 

clubs meeting at a member’s house. A “Spring Luncheon” table entered by the 

Hope Circle of The King’s Daughters took top honors at a contest held by the 

Nineteenth Century Club (figure 11).60 A large African violet centered the formal 

table arrangement. Dishes and dark glasses appearing to be purple matched 

china painted with dainty flowers. A pale colored tablecloth with matching 

embroidered napkins complemented the idea of a light lunch of “Confetti Salad.” 
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Nosegays, possibly souvenirs, completed a picture of polite leisure and 

freshness. Though this contest was in 1953, women did not abandon the pastel 

formality in Memphis. Depending on the event, colors were important to any 

presentation whether they were pale “feminine” or bold modern. A headline in 

1960 read, “Colors Of Nature Enhance Everything.”61 Anthropologists such as 

Pierre Bourdieu later concluded in his analysis of class identity that the concern 

with style, presentation, and esthetic qualities of foods reflected any upwardly 

mobile suburban society.62 The descriptions of lavish parties in the Tri-State 

Defender implied that fresh colors appealed to blacks and whites. 

 The variety of house styles in most Memphis suburbs signified other ways 

that locals straddled the traditional and the modern in the search for a middle 

class identity. Country Club Estates was a typical East Memphis suburb where 

an occasional one-story ranch house, noted by its low-slung roof, sat among 

boxy two-story neo-colonials that tended toward a modern open plan around the 

kitchen and dining area. The kitchens in these houses often reflected a homey 

comfort stylized in Betty Crocker’s Picture Cookbook. This groundbreaking book 

not only made the production of recipes visible but suggested serving 

arrangements that revealed as much about modern as traditional spaces (figure 

12). In one picture, a modest Thanksgiving table flanked by Windsor chairs was 

set with Blue Willow ware, matching napkins and table cloth. The foods are red 

and golden while the turkey lies in a bed of parsley. In another Early American-

themed image contrasted with modern foods, a buffet of golden foods in 

decorative dishes sits on a cherry trestle table accented with red checked 
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napkins and an antique wooden butter mold. The foods include a dip and a 

spread. The fireplace in the background that was no longer needed in the kitchen 

implied that the open plan added to the presentation. 

 Near the edge of Country Club Estates, elementary school teacher Ann 

Ford’s kitchen echoed the traditional style of her one-story colonial house with its 

wood paneled walls, stained paneled cabinets, and pale flowered wallpaper in 

mauve and green. At one end of the galley kitchen/laundry her white wooden 

breakfast table sat under a modern, curtainless picture window overlooking the 

back yard. A few blocks away, my parents’ open kitchen/dining area in their 

contemporary ranch was painted a tasteful mossy green with dark wood flat 

cabinets. Their round walnut dining table sat under a similar large picture window 

overlooking the street. The visual rhetoric of these two kitchens in the same 

neighborhood expressed a balance between the traditional place of the table in 

an open kitchen and the modern space framed by the picture window. During the 

1954 Home Show, a newspaper ad featured a “special price event” for 

Vernonware dinner sets in four plaid colors with names such as Organdie and 

Homespun to evoke the traditional designs (figure 13). The popularity of this 

colorful pottery from California was revealed by the fact that a list of vendors 

included department stores across the three states touching at the corner of 

Memphis. 

 Vernonware was not the only ceramic tableware to play with contemporary 

colors and designs for serving modern foods. The industrial designer Russel 

Wright created ceramic pieces in sensuous, undecorated forms with an 
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aerodynamic sleekness. Lacking traditional decoration and form, Wright’s 

minimalist pieces conveyed a classlessness that some historians have 

associated with suburbs as a source of self-made dreams and the G.I. Bill. Like 

Frank Lloyd Wright’s commitment to the prairie style as the epitome of non-

European, American design, Russel Wright’s American Modern pattern broke 

from tradition with rimless plates and organic curves. The unornamented dishes 

came in seafoam, chartreuse, teal, sandy pink or cantelope, “bean brown,” and 

gray that were intended to be mixed and matched then pulled together with 

tablecloths and napkins. The muted solid colors provided a background focusing 

on the colors and presentation of food. Many Memphis households had pieces if 

not whole sets of Wright’s tableware purchased from the largest local department 

store (figure 14). Chartreuse, which would have complemented turquoise St. 

Charles cabinets, was an especially popular color.63   

 Presentations that used linens and china such as those chosen by the 

Hope Circle or the Sequins Bridge Club began to include plastic dishes of 

melamine, a material like Formica praised for durability, easy maintenance, and 

range of colors. Placemats, napkins and table runners were made in high-tech 

synthetic fabrics that needed no ironing. Easy care dishes and linens came in a 

kaleidoscope of colors and patterns of jewel tones, earth tones, and textures 

meant to brighten the table and food in creative settings. Foods such as Libby’s 

Fruit Cocktail or Velveeta epitomized the place of technology in manufactured 

edibles. Plastic dishes echoed the affordability, stylishness, and ease of these 

foods. A story in the Tri-State Defender linked processed foods and 
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manufactured dishes when it described a line of plastic dinnerware in “palatable . 

. . spice” tones such as paprika red and “black, black pepper” with a “porcelain-

like” finish.64  

 Other designers such as Ray and Charles Eames championed California 

style and became an inspiration to designers across the country. In an early 

exploration with video, the Eames panned over sunlit outdoor table arrangements 

where they mixed earth-toned Heath ceramics from San Francisco with classic 

Japanese blue and white porcelain plates and bold geometric fabrics. Basking in 

sunlight as bright as that in the South, this video showing a balance between 

traditional and contemporary style may have been seen by only a few architects 

and artists in Memphis, but it captured the enthusiasm for emphasizing bold 

colors and cheerful combinations of the traditional and modern that was 

endorsed by people across the country. National magazines such as Life and 

Look conflated middle-class affluence with the California lifestyle, showing 

Golden State families enjoying barbeques, swimming pools, and party foods. As 

Memphis expanded economically and physically, incorporating more suburbs, 

Memphians enjoyed many of these same leisure activities. A Memphis housewife 

might easily have owned The California Way, a cookbook published by the 

California Wine Advisory Board that promised “Brighter Dinners . . . More 

Glamorous Parties” and included a chapter dedicated to “Table Settings.”65  

 One attraction intended to draw housewives to the 1954 Home Bildors 

Association Home Show was a display of six “California-style” table settings.66 

The Los Angeles-based designer defined style through casual buffet settings with 
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colorful serving pieces and contemporary textured fabrics. The one formal 

wedding spread included silver candelabra. The Commercial Appeal extolled one 

setting as perfect for those bridge parties enjoyed by a housewife with her new-

found leisure time. The arrangement featured plaid table mats and colorful 

ceramic dinnerware with a segmented dip tray. The displays suggested outdoor 

dining or sunny indoors by mirroring by the bright colors of the spring season 

when Memphis eagerly embraced lush gardens of yellow daffodils, hot-pink 

azaleas, and temperate weather without mosquitoes. 

 In a 1960 Sunday magazine insert ad, the actress Donna Reed, whose 

eponymous television show was set in a sunny suburb, promoted a selection of 

soups and table settings from the show’s sponsor, Campbell’s Soup. Each of the 

eight settings featured large bowls of chunky soup surrounded with patterned 

napkins, placemats, and salads or sandwiches. In her role as a housewife with 

modern ideas about women, Donna Reed’s image united the significance of 

providing not only inventive meals but also a stylish table. 

 
Serving the Mid-South Region67 

 
 

 Of the four characteristics describing foodways that included cultivation, 

production, consumption, and presentation, presentation visibly demonstrated 

the strongest link between mid-century kitchen design and the culture of food. 

The esthetics of food rings, Jell-O sculptures, parslied dips, and fashionably 

decorated kitchens centered on the esthetic of color and texture. Two concurrent 

events promoted a craving for color: the exuberance of the victorious post-war, 
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post-Depression era, and advanced techniques in color photography and printing 

that exhibited everyday items such as food, Formica, or synthetic fabrics in a 

brighter, more realistic light. Color was the thread running through the appeal of a 

special dish, the challenge of new processed foods, and the material culture of 

suburban life. Color was the language in which the housewife corresponded with 

the family and the world of consumer goods. They, in turn, reacted to her use of 

color. In this interaction, the experience of color was the key to the 

phenomenological experience of place at Horwitz and Singley’s conceptual table 

site. 

 In The Poetics of Space, the French philosopher Gaston Bachelard 

explained the phenomenological experience of place through a description of 

rooms in an old house. In one oft-quoted passage, he wrote about opening a 

dark cabinet redolent with the odor of drying raisins on a wicker tray.68 This 

scene is full of memories, daydreams, smells, and colors that he wanted to recall 

for the reader. The dining table at mid-century could be imagined like a tray of 

drying raisins. At the table, one experienced serving and receiving, delivering and 

taking. The visual images of food defined by color became the memories and 

dreams of place presented at the table. 

 In architectural theory, a table signifying presentation could provide an 

imaginary starting point for creating that sense of place that is the objective of 

design. A table allowed the housewife’s imagination to determine the relationship 

of the space immediately around it, the way that adjacent spaces flowed to other 

rooms, and the activities that ultimately connected those relationships to the 
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table. The experience of presentation linked foodways to that table and those 

spaces. Cookbooks, newspapers, television, and magazines reinforced the 

importance of presentation for both black and white Memphians. An abundance 

of colorful accessories, convenient new foods, and time-saving appliances 

combined with informal entertaining indoors and out and free-spirited lifestyles to 

further define the bond between kitchen design and food culture.  
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Figures - Chapter Three 

     Figure 1. 
Swanson’s can go directly to the table for friends or family, especially with butter. 
 
 
 

   Figure 2. TV 
trays treated like decorative objects to with color and patterns.  
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 Figure 3. These frozen and canned fruits promised to put Florida 
sunshine on a pantry shelf.  While others enjoyed the fresh look of canned fruit 
segments artfully arranged in a cocktail dish, the housewife would enjoy the 
exhilaration of water skiing in Florida with a cowboy hat when they were served.  
Everyone had a good time.  
 
 
 

 Figure 4. These 
mechanically produced bites served “instant” beauty, especially in fancy little 
colored dishes.  The benefit of versatility is noted in fine print by suggesting fruit 
cocktail for company or for fun at everyday meals.  
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 Figure 5. The cuisine of 
Europe in an American can promised convenience and flavor. 
 
 
 

 Figure 6. This page from the 
Memphis World comprises a world of information about the presentation of food 
from silver epergnes, colorful place settings, the open plan, fancy pies, and the 
umbrella decoration for a rainy day.  
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 Figure 7. A housewife who depended on canned and 
dehydrated sauces to dress up foods efficiently and prettily would appreciate the 
way ready-to-hang ruffles dressed up a kitchen. 
 
 
 

 Figure 8. This ad is 
full of presentation cues for dressing up an everyday meal made with one of the 
most famous processed foods. Cheesy hot dogs can be served on traditional 
plates. Decorated sandwiches play on the graphic design of modern plates. The 
details include a scalloped place mat with flowers on the table, beribboned 
menus with pineapple salads and the fun of Hop[ping]. 
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Figure 9. The formulaic presentation of actual households focused on the food.  
The Passover buffet on the left mixes traditional and modern serving pieces. The 
housewife on the right regales her family with a picture perfect casserole of 
spaghetti and chicken. 
 
 
 

 Figure 10. The 
table is lavishly, abundantly set with glass bowls of fruit salad, a lace tablecloth, 
and candles that could be out for lunch or dinner. 
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 Figure 11. This is the winning “Spring 
Luncheon” table in tasteful colors and happy nosegays. The trend for colored 
glass continued through the decade. 
 
 
 

      Figure 12. Betty 
Crocker’s Early American Modern. The turkey is well-dressed with parsley. 
Colored glasses match the dishes. The groaning buffet on the right includes two 
dips and a spread in the form of a layer cake. Color photography intensifies the 
appeal. 
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   Figure 13. Plaid place 
settings offered a choice of colors to complement kitchen décor and food. The 
plaid pattern says plaid dishes add fun to a formal dinner or that informal dining 
with plaid plates should include details such as cloth napkins, placemats and 
candles. The California table is set to encourage more fun with a festive plaid 
cloth and buffet service so guests can mingle easily. 
 
 
 

 Figure 14. The sculptural forms of Wright’s china 
added a satin-y modern elegance to everyday meals or special dinners. His 
pattern included serving pieces such as gravy bowls and olive dishes, shown 
here in the popular chartreuse.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 
CONSUMING FOOD AND PLACE 

 
 

“As a normal part of life, thrift now is un-American.” 
William H. Whyte, Jr. 19561 

 
 

 As Nikita Khrushchev and Richard Nixon toured the opening of the 

American National Exhibition in Moscow in 1959, they promoted the superiority of 

their countries based on the modernity of their residential kitchens. Khrushchev 

bragged of the productivity of Soviet women in the kitchen, contending that they 

had the same “gadgets” displayed in the exhibit but theirs were affordable unlike 

American products. Convinced that American appliances and foods surpassed 

the Soviet options, Nixon replied, “What we want is to make easier the life of our 

housewives.”2 Nixon glorified the American kitchen as a classless environment 

full of modern appliances affordable to the average worker. 

 The Nixon/ Khrushchev “Kitchen Debate” spotlighted the conspicuous 

consumption of goods that filled the post-war years. Americans’ lives were 

described as more satisfying because of an abundance of affordable appliances 

and a variety of foods. The conflict between the two countries was seen as “a 

race of consumerism more than weapons.”3 Art historian Barbara Miller noted 

that the consumer culture of post-war America found powerful propaganda in the 

image of a “breadwinner and a homemaker” leading the projection of affluence 

and stability through material goods in the suburbs. Nixon’s comments 
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“demonstrate[d] the degree to which the strength of consumer culture had 

become the new measure of national superiority.” Consumption encompassed 

not only the intertwined aspects of cultivation, production, and presentation but 

also a narrative of experiences associated with suburban kitchens.4 

 

Seeing Red 
 
 

“No man who owns his own house and lot can be a Communist. He has too 
much to do.”   William J. Levitt, 19485 

 
 The dark side of this seemingly utopian America was the sometimes 

indirect message that conformity and the rote life of consumerism needed to be 

maintained to stave off the threat of Communism or the social disruption of 

juvenile delinquents. Twilight Zone episodes such as “The Monsters Are Due on 

Maple Street” or “Black Leather Jackets” fed a latent paranoia with story lines set 

in comfortable suburbs besieged by conspiracy theories and aliens who could be 

Communists or beatniks.6 The constant awareness of nuclear war associated 

with the “push button mentality” that evolved from missiles to machines, 

contributed to the bunker mentality where families stockpiled goods and 

consumed more because they could.7 Historian Elaine Tyler May noted that, 

“insecurity and anxiety generated by the presumed Soviet threat put a premium 

on family stability and linked women’s traditional domestic roles to the nation’s 

security.”8 The ever-present threat of the Cold War fueled the enthusiasm for 

spending money on the latest in modern kitchens, novel foods, and colorful 
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parties, encouraged by media images of plenty: food, gadgets, appliances, and 

space.  

 
 Elaine Tyler May described a post-war consumerism that included 

“important cultural values, demonstrated success and social mobility, and defined 

lifestyles.” The affluent suburban home was a vivid symbol of the American way 

of life. Food and appliance producers quickly transferred patriotic themes of war 

to the core of consumerism represented by the American home. May called this 

“new American work-to-consume” ethic a race of consumerism that outweighed 

the Russian weapons race.9 Affordable houses full of modern conveniences 

became “symbols of desire, reflections of identity, and showcases of consumer 

fantasy.”10 May contended that men agreed with Nixon’s goal of making the lives 

of housewives easier. Marriage was seen as an incentive to a success that not 

only made life better materially but also bathed the working husband in a glow of 

appreciation for his ability to provide for his family. Happiness and satisfaction 

was associated with conspicuous consumption of the most obvious sort.11 As 

noted in Chapter Two, the ownership of a KitchenAid dishwasher not only 

alleviated drudgery but also allowed the housewife to imagine herself as the 

carefree model shown in the ad next to the dishwasher.  

 A way of thinking that measured success in terms of ownership also 

gauged affluence by the quantity and quality of foods found in the kitchen pantry 

and refrigerator/freezer. The variety offered by supermarkets included price 

ranges that represented success. The Pepperidge Farm white sandwich bread 
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preferred by families in upscale subdivisions like Chickasaw Gardens was more 

expensive than locally produced Wonder bread selected by residents of Country 

Club Estates.  

 The homemaker’s view of this world described by American Studies 

scholar Psyche Williams-Forson argued that food symbolized a mother’s view of 

herself, her family, and “the world.” Williams-Forson’s emphasis on “the world” 

and not “her world” implied that consumption represented a language of food that 

expressed an implicit relationship that connected homemakers with the world as 

much, if not more than the modern kitchen.12 Consumption of goods, foods, and 

experiences helped create the culture of consumption that encompassed the 

many layers linking kitchen design and foodways. Horowitz and Singley 

summarized it in spatial terms: there was a line from farm to kitchen to table to 

mouth.  

A Casserole 
 
 

 The terms of cultivation, production, and presentation constituted a 

synthesis of architectural theory, food studies, material culture, and social history 

in which consumption was a prevailing thread. Consumption underscored the 

relationship between kitchen design and foodways described by these three 

factors. The suburban development that cultivated the open plan was mirrored by 

“open” foods such as dips or casseroles. Consuming these foods introduced a 

spatial experience that changed the usual roles of gender and race. The 

technology that led to the production of modern kitchen furnishings and 
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processed foods encouraged the consumption of material goods and previously 

unknown possibilities in foods. The kitchen was described as a domain 

fluctuating “between production and consumption.”13  

 In the 1961 annual of Booker T. Washington high school, a page featured 

scenes from classes in graphic art, plastic art, and culinary art. The motto for 

culinary art was, “They prepare, they serve, they eat.”14 The lesson ended with 

eating as the crowning achievement of careful preparation and well-considered 

presentation. An enthusiasm for foreign foods, entertaining, special serving 

dishes, themed parties, and the perfection of the kitchens on television created a 

consuming interest in presentations and appearances. A new age of advertising 

that relied on psychology and statistics projected images of idealized domestic 

places and bountiful foods perfectly arranged as goals for eager consumers. A 

homemaker not only demonstrated a breadwinner’s success, she prompted him 

to buy into the images of abundance sold to her. Consumption “from table to 

mouth” bridged the phenomenological experience between place and food.  

 In his essay on table settings, Alex T. Anderson discussed the relationship 

between meals and the context of the dining area. Houses did not include 

specific dining rooms until early in the nineteenth century but as they were added 

the importance of place in the experience of dining evolved. Anderson reinforced 

this with descriptions of meals by writers as diverse as A. J. Liebling and Italo 

Calvino who write as much about the setting as the food. The dramatic changes 

in dining spaces created by the open-plan of mid-century design spotlighted the 

experience of eating for the suburban family.15  
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 In “Deciphering Dinner,” anthropologist Mary Douglas used a comparison 

of historical models to analyze her family’s dinner. She found that food expressed 

a code interpreted by social relationships. She observed that a sense of place 

supported a link between place and food. Meals and table settings created a 

system by which participants controlled how they consumed food and the 

experience of eating.16 While she quoted the poet Allen Tate to compare the 

structure of a meal to that of formal verse in which a poet created order through 

the use of words and phrasing, a similar comparison could be made in comparing 

the structure of a meal to the Vitruvian ideals of firmness, commodity, and 

delight.  

 
Red Sauce 

 
 
 The argument for a connection of kitchen design and foodways evolved 

from an assignment in Mary Murphy’s course, “Food in America” that correlated 

Alice Waters’s renowned farm-to-table food movement with the rustic, tactile 

materials of her home kitchen. Starting with the post-war kitchens of Memphis as 

a model, the aspects of cultivation, production and presentation blended with 

consumption to reinforce this link. There are two areas where the multi-

disciplinary field of American Studies could explore this connection. The 

academic and professional design studio could be enriched by a practical 

application of cultural studies and a racial perspective on the place of the kitchen 

could create an insightful narrative.  
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 Anthropologist Justin M. Nolan stated in a book on barbecue in the Mid-

South region where Memphis is located that “Anthropologists and folklorists have 

long realized the value of examining food traditions as systems capable of 

generating insights into the values, beliefs, and histories of human cultural and 

ethnic groups.”17 Architects and designers have indirectly used these traditions. 

Except for projects such as museums or visitors centers, academic and 

professional design studios have addressed the significance of forms and 

materials more often than expanding research to include elements of material 

culture and historical geography.  

 In the collection of theoretical essays comprising Eating Architecture, an 

architectural historian described a relationship of circulation, or sidewalks and 

streets, forms, or structures and trees, and spaces on the landscape as a “plaid” 

or a rich, textural pattern.18 Through this pattern ran a thread knotted together by 

kitchens. Neighbors who met for parties, children who ran from house to house, 

women who spent days isolated in free-standing houses met for coffee and 

shared recipes, domestic workers who visited en route to work met to compare 

experiences that originated in the kitchen. The convergence of design and food 

was everywhere. In the original “Food in America” assignment, another example 

of the similarities between kitchen design and foodways described the austere 

sleek materials of architect John Pawson’s kitchen and the minimalist recipes in 

his cookbook, now a collector’s item. Indeed, Pawson once stated, “You can’t 

really do good architecture unless you understand the rituals of the home, what 

goes on in the building.”19 
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Green Onions 
 
 

 One link between kitchen design and foodways that has been discussed 

politically but not spatially was in the kitchens of blacks living during the era of 

the early Civil Rights Movement.20 Food studies historians such as Adrian Miller, 

Michael Twitty, and Toni Tipton-Martin have highlighted the history of African-

American foodways without exploring the spatial experiences and design of 

kitchens owned by black “breadwinners and homemakers.” Literature that 

discussed racial differences in the perception of domestic place is limited to the 

encounters of blacks and whites in mostly white-owned kitchens. Untold 

narratives of black women and their families who moved into the local Foote 

Homes development when it was considered a place of transitional residence for 

blacks working toward middle-class status have remained unrecorded. Home 

shows failed to feature the kitchens of the socially prominent members of 

women’s clubs where blacks produced special foods for the parties that were 

important enough to be photographed with the members wearing fancy black 

dresses and matching pink corsages. This is a topic rich for further research. 

 “Memphis became an ‘iconic’ American place in the mid-twentieth century 

because of the city’s identification with an innovative popular music that crossed 

racial divisions.”21 “Green Onions” was more than a popular song. It was a 

convergence of black and white musical influences that could be considered an 

anthem for an era of change. Describing the Stax Records studio where “Green 

Onions” was recorded musician William Bell said, “It really was like an extended 
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family . . . Long before integration, we got behind those walls at Stax, and the 

only thing that mattered was what you brought to the table in terms of talent and 

creativity. We didn’t care about race, gender, whatever.”22 The bass guitarist on 

“Green Onions,” Duck Dunn abandoned a large order at a drive-in restaurant that 

refused to serve the band for a place where the interracial band could eat 

together.23  Kitchens in mid-century Memphis were not spaces unbounded by 

race, gender, and class.  Yet the distinctive creation and sound of “Green 

Onions” can be seen as a metaphor for the ways in which national, regional and 

local cultures of food and design created a unique sense of place in the kitchens 

of mid-century Memphis.    
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